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Abstract

Advancements in semiconductor technology have reached the point at which ambient
energy in the surrounding environment can power sensors and microprocessors. This
capability enables new strategies for energy management, which are necessary to continue
the sensorization of our environment. With the vast amount of interconnected devices
and the rate at which the number of such devices is increasing, there is a need to power
resource-constrained devices through means other than disposable batteries. Harvesting
ambient energy from the surroundings of the device is one solution to this challenge.

It has been estimated that the global demand for bearings will reach 104.5 billion
dollars in 2018 with an annual increase of 7.3% [1]. Bearings are mechanical parts that
are essential for rotating machinery and that have the potential to measure and monitor
vital parts of a machine. A scenario in which bearings contain embedded electronics to
monitor process and health parameters that can be analyzed on site and collected from
remote locations is a crucial motivator for this thesis.

The investigated technologies should be applicable in dirty and encapsulated indus-
trial environments; therefore, vibrational and rotational kinetic energies are considered
in this thesis. For each energy source, both the physics and the associated electronics
are modeled and to some extent experimentally verified. Vibration harvesters are in-
vestigated and modeled in SPICE to verify performance gains using a novel circuit for
nonlinear power extraction for piezoelectric materials. The simulations revealed that a
weak coupling from the electrical system to the mechanical system would greatly ben-
efit nonlinear extraction techniques. Such a weakly coupled system can be created in
a bearing. Mechanical load and rotation generate cyclic strain in the bearing’s race-
way; the cyclic strain can be utilized by applying piezoelectric patches to the raceway
to power embedded systems, and sensory information from the piezoelectric patch can
also be used to monitor the bearing. Finally, trends and limits for the energy costs
of computing, communication and data acquisition are investigated to determine suit-
able energy storage technologies to combine with the advancements in energy harvesting
for machine elements such as rolling element bearings. The results indicate that high
integration between the mechanical and electrical parts is desired, which, in combina-
tion with capacitive energy storage, appears to be the long-term direction for real-world
implementations.
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Chapter 1

Thesis Introduction

Over the past decade, vast sensorization of our environment and of ourselves has
occurred, which has provided several benefits. People’s health can now easily be moni-
tored, and industries can more easily control and monitor their processes, services, and
products. Industries are currently taking the next steps toward a more optimized infras-
tructure that allows for a more flexible setup and easily orchestrated solutions. Internet
of Things (IoT) is the paradigm in which individual sensors, actuators, and controllers
are connected to the Internet. The Internet connection to each component enables a
flexible and easily controlled environment. The primary motivators for industries to use
IoT are reduced build time, interoperability between vendors, integrated business models,
and easy control and monitoring, to name but a few.

One of the earliest and most accurate predictions of future technology development
was made by Gordon Moore in 1965. He predicted that revenue minus production cost
would have a maximum depending on the complexity (number of transistors) in integrated
circuits. As technology advances, this maximum will be reached in more complex circuits,
hence driving industry on the free market toward smaller feature sizes to allow for more
transistors on a given surface area. [2] The trend of technology development and its
maximum yield were predicted to drive the integrated circuit industry to double the
number of transistors in a circuit every two years. Moore’s prediction remains valid
today, 53 years later.

One impact of the smaller feature size on transistors is that it reduces the dynamic
power consumption per transistor [3]. However, as the transistor density increases, heat
generation becomes a limiting factor on the clock rate of central processing units (CPUs).
Therefore, it is advantageous for the integrated circuit industry to also optimize the power
consumption per computation. Koomey et al. present the efforts and trends for more
efficient computing in [4], where they forecast a doubling in efficiency every 18th month.

Present day power consumption for microcontroller units (MCUs) has been reduced
to an extent that allows ambient energy to power such units. These advances have
allowed energy sources that were assumed to not be feasible 15 years ago to now suc-
cessfully power sensors and wireless devices. Various energy sources, e.g., vibrations,
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4 Thesis Introduction

thermal gradients, stray fields from electric motors, and radio frequencies, can now be
used to power resource-constrained devices. Harvesting energy from the surroundings of
a resource-constrained device can increase the service life of sensors because the need to
replace disposable batteries can be eliminated. An increased service life and smaller em-
bedded device allow sensors to be integrated into biological and mechanical parts without
increasing the amount of required maintenance.

A harvester can seldom power the embedded system directly; some intermediate stor-
age is necessary to handle the power requirement bursts induced by the digital circuits.
Several different types of devices can be used to store the electrical energy generated
by a harvester, for example, secondary cells (chargeable batteries), supercapacitors and
capacitors. Each type of storage device has different advantages and disadvantages that
suit different purposes. However, their energy density and cyclic performance are showing
an increasing trend [5, 6, 7, 8], enabling the miniaturization of sensors.

1.1 Motivation

As Freedonia presents in their report on bearings [1], the global demand for bearings will
be 104.5 billion dollars in 2018 and is growing at a rate of 7.3%. Although their report
only covers bearings, the demands for other machine elements could be considered to
being increasing at a similar rate. The more valuable the machine/bearing is, the more
reasons there are to monitor and optimize its operating conditions. Therefore, the author
predicts that more machine elements will contain embedded electronics for monitoring
and control as the cost decreases and the availability of sensor systems increases.

The integration of self-sufficient electronics in mechanical parts presents new regimes
in, for example, condition monitoring, process control, and quality assurance. Informa-
tion from confined areas may be easier to access by transceiving information wirelessly,
which can be performed with a resource-constrained embedded device. In confined ro-
tating environments, installing a sensor using wires is often not feasible, and changing
batteries can also be troublesome and expensive due to the resulting downtime of the
machine. The service life of the embedded device can be prolonged through the use of
a harvester [9]. Therefore, energy harvesting is one of the key technologies enabling the
deployment of integrated electronics in mechanical parts.

1.2 Problem formulation

Finding a general solution for powering embedded systems in rotating environments
that possess a service life greater than the mechanical parts is a formidable challenge.
To accommodate such a robust system, the complexity and number of parts should be
minimized. More parts, particularly moving parts, will significantly increase the failure
rate of the system. Therefore, a simple solution with no moving parts is of great interest.

The following questions are intended to guide this research and narrow it down toward
a specific goal.
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Q1 What state-of-the-art technologies can feasibly provide sufficient power for long-term
deployed, resource-constrained embedded devices in rotating environments?

The objective of this question is to find the most feasible and robust state-of-the-art
technologies that are applicable in as general of an environment as possible (Paper A).
While investigating the above question, two additional questions arose. The first question
is related to investigating the potential of using active solutions to increase the power
output (Q2), and the second question is how to use the inherent properties in a rolling
element bearing (Q3).

Q2 How can the total efficiency of an energy harvesting system be increased?

The total efficiency of the harvesting system is dependent not only on the harvester
itself but also on the harvesting circuitry. In this thesis, the optimization of the harvesting
circuitry is addressed. A novel harvesting circuit is proposed in Paper C of this thesis.

Q3 How can the inherent properties of a rolling element bearing be utilized for harvesting
energy or monitoring?

The technologies investigated in Q1 led to investigations of an electrical phenomenon
that can analyze the degradation of the steel while the bearing is in operation on the
machine and as quality assurance during production (Paper D). Moreover, it was also
discovered that energy could be harvested from the strain in a rolling element bearing
and that sensory information could be collected using the harvester (Paper F).

Q4 How long can the technology trend for embedded systems continue and at what rate
is it progressing?

The last question is a difficult one to answer and will differ depending on what trend
one measures. In this thesis, the focus is on sensorization and miniaturization. The
purpose of this question is to first determine whether one can expect that the trend will
continue and where the current known limits are and to then determine at what rate the
trend is developing and how fast will we reach the known limits. With this information,
one can extrapolate what is possible in the future, and it can also explain why such
applications were not feasible in the past (Paper E).

1.3 Thesis scope

This thesis addresses some of the technologies used to store energy and to harvest en-
ergy from the environment, with an emphasis on environments in proximity to rolling
element bearings. It describes the basic mechanical and electrical physics behind each
technology and compares how the technologies would perform in a rolling element bearing
environment. Several of the investigated technologies are not suitable for the considered
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environment, and this thesis provides some recommendations to meet the required ro-
bustness for bearing applications. We show a concept of how energy can be harvested
from strain generated in the bearing raceway as the bearing is loaded. The simulations
show that the power generated from the strain in the use case is sufficient for powering an
embedded monitoring system, and additional sensory information can be collected from
the harvester. This thesis also investigates how active energy harvesting technologies can
increase the power output from piezoelectric transducers and how steel properties can be
used to monitor the health of a bearing with a novel Barkhausen sensor.



Chapter 2

Smart Bearings
a Thing of Internet

The majority of industrial machines and all vehicles contain rotating parts. Rolling
element bearings are commonly used to allow a low-friction rotational movement with a
constrained motion in the other direction. A rolling element bearing consists of rollers
or balls that are held in place and evenly spaced by a cage. The rollers/balls are located
between two rings, an outer ring and an inner ring, as shown in figure 2.1a. As the inner
and outer rings rotate relative to each other, the rolling elements roll over the surface of
the rings, which are also called raceways, thereby keeping the two rings constrained in
the radial and/or axial direction, depending on the type of bearing. Because the rolling
elements roll over the raceways, the sliding between parts is reduced, thereby decreasing
wear and friction. Several different types of rolling element bearings exist, and their usage
depends on the application. As an example, figure 2.1b shows a cutaway of a spherical
roller bearing with semicylindrical rolling elements, which is used in applications where
structural movement can cause misalignment. Since the raceway of the outer ring is
spherical, no moment on the shaft can cause stresses that can lead to early failures.
It is the bearing that enables complex machines and vehicles to be built; without this
invention, society would be very different today.

Failure of a bearing can have catastrophic consequences. For example, in a railway
train, each set of wheels is held in place by rolling element bearings. As the train travels
across the railway, several metric tons of weight from the wagon and cargo/passengers
is pressing radially onto the bearing. During each turn, the inertia of the train will also
exert axial forces on the bearing. If the bearing fails, e.g., hinders the rotating part from
rotating, the railway wheel will stop. This scenario will cause the train to experience
downtime, damage to the wheels and railway, and possibly derailment. Over time, all of
the bearings on a train will fail; it is merely a matter of when. The failure can be due
to misalignment, contaminants, lubrication failure, fatigue, and so forth, and predicting
when the failure will occur is difficult.

In current applications, to minimize the amount of damage that a failed bearing can

7
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age courtesy of SKF)

Figure 2.1: Two types of rolling element bearings.

cause, extensive maintenance is performed to replace bearings before they fail. Often,
maintenance is performed without knowing the condition of the bearing; hence, many
healthy bearings will be replaced unnecessarily. In other cases, the maintenance interval
for the machine might be too long, leading to a bearing failure that will cause unexpected
downtime and, in some cases, catastrophic accidents and casualties. Therefore, there is
an interest in making bearings “smarter” such that actions are not taken to often but
taken before a failure occurs.

2.1 Condition Monitoring

Another method of maintaining a machine is by continuously monitoring its condition and
only taking action when something is ’about’ to break; this process is called condition-
based maintenance (CBM) [10]. CBM systems rely on collecting and processing sensory
data to diagnose the condition of the machinery. CBM is often performed by monitoring
vibrations and acoustic emissions (AE) of the bearings, which are analyzed in conjunction
with a model of the system. Discrepancies between the sensory data and model might
represent an early sign of failure, and preventive measures can be performed.

Machine fault diagnostics can provide indications before a machine/bearing breaks
down, similar to a doctor diagnosing a patient. Such diagnostics can provide the current
state of the machine/bearing, and the fault is typically discovered shortly before the
bearing fails, i.e., a diagnosis cannot provide a forecast on when the bearing will fail.
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2.1.1 Prognosis

CBM can also be based on predictions, i.e., a forecast of the bearing’s remaining useful
life (RUL). By continuously monitoring the operating conditions of the bearing, e.g., AE,
vibration, speed, load, and temperature, in conjunction with a model of the system, a
prediction of how long the bearing will remain operational can be made. Such a prediction
is a probabilistic forecast on the bearing’s RUL; for example, there is a 90% chance that
the bearing will be operational for three more months.

The prognosis of the bearing’s RUL might provide an earlier indication of when to
schedule maintenance of the machine. The earlier and more accurate the prediction is,
the fewer resources are expended on maintenance.

2.1.2 Asset Health Management

Monitoring the health of a machine and finding the root cause of unfavorable running
conditions may assist in prolonging the life of the machine [11]. Figure 2.2 illustrates
how actions during the early detection of unfavorable running conditions can extend
the life of the machine. Thus, linking the machine’s health to the business case and
regarding the machine as an asset may change the optimal running conditions. From
this perspective, investment, repair and downtime costs can optimize the asset’s value
[12]. A smart bearing can be used as a detector such that decision makers can manage
the health of the asset.
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of how early detection of adverse conditions and actions can
extend the life of a rolling element bearing. However, subsurface fatigue will eventually
limit the life of a bearing operating under ideal conditions.
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2.2 Part of a System of Systems

If the bearing could monitor itself and its vicinity and report its operational information
over the Internet, several stakeholders could benefit from such information. Figure 2.3
shows an example of how different stakeholders in a railway supply chain could extract
information from smart bearings and link this information to services. In this example,
the owner of the train would not be the only stakeholder to benefit from the information
provided by smart bearings. The owner of the train would be able to monitor the status
of the train to a greater extent. This information allows parts of the train to be subject
to maintenance only when necessary, thereby lowering the machine’s downtime. The
railway owner and cargo owner could also enhance their services using information from
smart bearings. The railway owner could detect faults on the rail using vibration sensors
and correlate that information with a position. In the case where the cargo is iron ore
pellets, the cargo owner can, for example, use load sensing to ensure that each wagon is
filled with the correct amount.

2.3 Internet of Things

Internet of Things (IoT) is the paradigm in which Internet access is brought to individual
devices (things) such that they can easily collect, transmit and interpret data [13]. The
connection to individual things enables a dynamic setup of the system, which may be
part of a larger system. However, the open connection exposes the things to potential
threats, such as data theft, data manipulation and malicious actor operation. Arrowhead
is a project that addresses how different brands of things and legacy systems should be
interoperable and how one can ensure information security [14, 15, 16].

The things in IoT can be, and will most likely be, resource-constrained embedded
devices. Things that are wirelessly connected enable one to sense and collect properties
from remote locations. In some cases, the things will also have the ability to affect their
environment via actuators.

Converting a regular bearing into a thing on the Internet enables one to monitor the
bearing itself and machines from remote locations. It is convenient because no extra
wires have to be mounted on or to the machine. It also enables one to sensorize machines
where wires and power are not available, e.g., in a rotating system. If the monitored part
is rotating, then it is not always possible to connect a sensor using wires.

No wires mean that the resource-constrained device either needs to be installed with
sufficient energy to power the sensor for its entire service life or the device has to harvest
energy from its environment to power itself. Due to the finite storage capacity and
internal battery discharge rates, the service life of devices powered only by primary cells
(nonchargeable batteries) is limited. Hence, the option with a harvester enables one to
deliver energy for a longer time if the energy harvester does not fail[9].
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Figure 2.3: An illustration of how information from smart bearings on a cargo train can
provide benefits in several areas. The train owner and other stakeholders in the supply
chain can enhance their services (marked in orange) through smart bearings.

2.3.1 Energy Harvesting

Ambient energy might be available in the vicinity of the resource-constrained device in
the form of light, kinetic energy, vibration, and heat flow. Collecting ambient energy to
power a resource-constrained embedded device is called energy harvesting. As shown in
Figure 2.4, the ambient energy can be converted into electricity using a generator. A
generator is a device that converts one form of energy into another.

The purpose of the generator is to utilize a transduction mechanism that transforms
the energy into electricity. The electricity generated by the generator can rarely be
used to power the resource-constrained device directly. Digital circuits in the resource-
constrained device require a stable DC voltage in a specific range. Therefore, the harvest-
ing circuit needs to convert the electricity generated by the generator into a stable DC
voltage. Due to the internal impedance and, in some cases, the mechanical properties of
the generator, optimal load impedance must be found to maximize the electrical power
output. When the environment powering a generator is under varying environmental
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Figure 2.4: Definition of an energy management system.

conditions, e.g., solar cells in day/night/clouds, the optimal load impedance changes.
Impedance matching a generator in varying conditions can be achieved by maximum
power point tracking (MPPT) [17]. The MPPT method measures the current and volt-
age extracted from the generator and controls either the voltage or current to maximize
the product of the two. For some energy sources, close to maximum power point can be
found using other methods, as explained in [18, 19]. Chapter 3 and chapter 4 explain
how different sources can be used for harvesting energy and the physics behind each
technology.

2.3.2 Energy Storage

The most common technologies used to store energy in resource-constrained embedded
devices are primary cells, secondary cells and supercapacitors [20, 21]. Primary cells are
nonchargeable batteries that generally have a higher energy density than secondary cells
(chargeable batteries) and capacitors. One typically uses primary cells when the resource-
constrained embedded device cannot charge itself through harvested energy or to ensure
energy to critical sections of the system, e.g., real-time clock and backup registers.

Secondary cells and supercapacitors are rechargeable and thus suitable for storing
harvested energy. Between the two technologies, supercapacitors and batteries, there
is a tradeoff between energy density, power density and charging/discharging cycles, as
discussed in [22]. Secondary cells have a higher energy density than do supercapacitors;
however, supercapacitors withstand more cycles and have a higher power density in
general.

There are several types of capacitors. The one of most interest for IoT with energy
harvesting are supercapacitors and ceramic capacitors. Ceramic capacitors have also
advanced to the point where they can be used for intermediate storage. The functionality
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and properties of different energy storage types are explained in more detail in chapter 5.

2.3.3 Energy Management System

The role of the energy management system powered by a harvester in a resource-constrained
embedded device is to maintain a positive energy budget while optimizing the perfor-
mance of the device and its network by balancing the amount of energy stored with
what task or chain of tasks can be completed using the finite amount of available energy.
With limited energy storage, some tasks might be meaningless to perform if other specific
tasks cannot be executed. For example, it is useless to start transmitting a wireless data
package if it cannot transmit to completion.

Figure 2.4 shows the energy management system from a local perspective that em-
braces the harvester, harvesting circuitry, energy storage and an energy manager that
negotiates with the energy consumer. The negotiation in its simplest form can be a
signal to a voltage regulator to turn on or a wake-up signal to the microprocessor when
a specific voltage is reached. Systems can also know or collect statistical data on the
energy consumption for each task and can plan the tasks for the local system depending
on the power input. Even more advanced systems can analyze and optimize a network
of devices to solve tasks in an optimized way. For example, if the system utilizes a mesh
network to transfer data, more traffic should be routed through devices that can generate
more power.
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Chapter 3

Energy Harvesting Sources

This chapter describes the three energy sources that this thesis has focused on for
enclosed environments: vibration, continuous motion and thermal gradients. Vibration is
separated from continuous motion due to their different properties. A vibration harvester
operates at one or more narrow frequency ranges. If the excitation frequency changes, the
mechanical resonator’s amplitude will decrease and drastically lower its power output.
Vibration systems are also limited to mechanical and electrical damping, as discussed
in section 3.1 The available power output from motion harvesters differs from that of
vibrational harvesters. Their maximum power output depends on the rotational speed
and how much the harvester can break the system, as presented in section 3.2. Thermal
gradients are discussed in section 3.3, and the technologies to harvest the three mentioned
sources are discussed in chapter 4.

3.1 Vibration

Vibration-based energy harvesting has been investigated for use in many applications,
e.g., buildings, ventilation ducts, household appliances [23, 24] and human motion [25,
26]. Another location in which vibrations can be used to power resource-constrained
embedded devices is within industrial machinery, particularly in the vicinity of rotating
machinery. In rotating machinery, vibrations are generated due to unbalanced shafts,
turbulent flows, impacts, gears and belt drives, and waviness on surfaces in the bearing
[27]. Vibrations can also manifest from a fault in the bearing, as described in chapter 2.

The transduction mechanisms used to harvest energy from vibrations are based on
the mechanical strain in the material, relative velocity or relative displacement. Three
different technologies often utilize these three mechanisms. Strain-based harvesting gen-
erally utilizes piezoelectric materials to generate an electrical charge as the material is
deformed. Velocity-based harvesting is associated with electromagnetic induction, where
the relative velocity generates a time-varying magnetic field through a coil and hence also
an AC voltage. Finally, displacement-based harvesting is associated with electrostatic
harvesters.

15
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Beeby et al. briefly discuss various energy harvesters based on vibrations [28]. Mitch-
eson et al. report that the harvestable energy from vibrations is very limited and that the
efficiency and effectiveness are also very poor [29]. The effectiveness is defined as the ratio
between the coupled power and maximum possible coupled power, while the efficiency is
defined as the ratio between useful electrical power output and coupled power. Coupled
power is the power dissipated in the generator’s damper, and useful power output is the
power available to drive external circuitry after suitable power processing.

3.1.1 Basic Resonant Generator Theory

The amplitude of the vibrations is amplified by constructing a second-order mass-spring
system, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. The seismic mass m and spring stiffness k are de-
signed to create a resonance frequency that matches the application frequency. The
damper ctot in the system represents the parasitic damping of the system, and the elec-
trical output for the mechanical system is referred to as electrical damping.

m

ctot k

y(t)

z(t)

Figure 3.1: Mechanical model of a second-order mass-spring system for a vibration har-
vester.

Figure 3.1 describes a general model of a second-order mass-spring system that is
excited by an external displacement y. Assuming that the external displacement is
sinusoidal y(t) = Y sin (ωt), where Y is the maximum displacement amplitude, ω is
the frequency, and t is the time, the system can be described as follows:

mz̈(t) + ctotż(t) + kz(t) = −mÿ(t) (3.1)

where y is the excitation displacement and z is the mass displacement relative to y.
The steady-state solution of the displacement z for the mass m can be described as

z(t) =
ω2√(

k
m
− ω2
)2

+
(
cω
m

)2 Y sin (ωt− φ) (3.2)

where the phase angle φ between the excitation y and the relative mass displacement z
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is

φ = tan−1
(

ctotω

k − ω2m

)
(3.3)

A general illustration of the displacement z with respect to the excitation frequency
is presented in Figure 3.2. This illustration shows that energy harvesters with high
quality factors (low damping) have a narrow operating frequency, in which the operating
frequency has to be approximately equal to the natural resonance frequency to increase
the amplitude. The natural frequency ωn of the system is

ωn =
√
k/m. (3.4)
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of displacement for a second-order mass-spring system with re-
spect to excitation frequency.

The natural frequency ωn can be tuned to fit a specific application in which the
excitation frequency is constant. It can be a problem if the harvester is applied in an
application with variable speed or if the same harvester (same product) is used in many
different applications. However, tunable vibration harvesters [30, 31] and multimodal
harvesters [32, 33], which enable harvesting energy at variable/more than one frequency,
have been discussed in the literature.

In [34], Beeby et al. show that the difference in power output from a vibration
harvester in air and vacuum at frequencies below 300 Hz is negligible. Therefore, at
low frequencies, the main parasitic damping contribution originates from strain damping
within the cantilever material. Williams et al. described in [35] the theoretical power
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dissipated Pd from a vibration harvester with the assumption of linear damping

Pd =
mζtotY

2
(

ω
ωn

)3
ω3[

1−
(

ω
ωn

)2]2
+
[
2ζtot

ω
ωn

]2. (3.5)

The damping ratio ζtot is

ζtot =
ctot

2
√
km

, (3.6)

where ctot is the sum of the parasitic damping cp and electrical damping ce as

ctot = cp + ce. (3.7)

The power extracted from the mechanical system is represented by the electrical damping.

3.1.2 Maximum Power Output

When the vibration harvester is operating at its natural frequency (ω = ωn), equa-
tion (3.5) can be reduced to

Pd =
mY 2ω3

n

4ζtot
. (3.8)

According to equation (3.8), when the vibration harvester is operating at resonance, the
total power dissipation is inversely proportional to the damping ratio. Theoretically,
a zero damping ratio would result in infinite power dissipation in a second-order mass-
spring system. This case is not possible due to strain damping in the spring, and when the
harvester is not operating in vacuum, the viscous damping from the fluid surrounding the
harvester will provide damping. Parasitic damping will always be present and is one of
the factors limiting the amount of power that can be extracted from a vibration harvester.
Therefore, emphasizing minimal parasitic damping when designing vibration harvesters
will maximize the electrical power output. Physical end-stops will also limit the power
output for the vibration harvester, which can protect the harvester from impacts or
vibrations that are too large.

The amount of damping that contributes to the generation of electricity can be de-
termined by

Pe =
mY 2ω3

nζe

4(ζp + ζe)2
, (3.9)

where ζp and ζe are the parasitic and electrical damping ratios, respectively.
Equation (3.9) shows that the maximum electrical power output is found when the

electrical damping is equal to the parasitic damping (ζe = ζp). Therefore, to maximize
power output, the transduction mechanism has to be designed such that the electrical
damping is equal to the parasitic damping. A piezoelectric vibration harvester with a
strong electromechanical coupling factor allowing the electrical damping to equal the
parasitic damping is modeled in Paper B.
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If the vibration harvester is designed such that it cannot exert as much electrical
damping as parasitic damping through linear loads, there is a potential to utilize active
harvesting technologies to increase the power output. Paper C shows that by actively
extracting energy from a piezoelectric vibration harvester, the power output is increased.
It will increase the electrical damping, and as in equation (3.9), maximum power output
is obtained when the electrical damping is equal/close to the parasitic damping.

3.2 Motion

This thesis defines harvesting energy from motion as converting a continuous motion
into electrical energy, which differs from the vibration section. Most motion harvesters
convert rotary motion into energy through the relative motion between two objects,
whereas others use the rotary motion to utilize gravity as an excitation force in a resonant
mass-spring system.

We assume that the rotational source does not limit the energy extracted from the
rotational system. This assumption means that the power transferred to the rotational
system is orders of magnitude higher than the eventual power extracted by the harvester.
Therefore, the braking torque that the harvester can exert on the rotational system is
the factor limiting its maximum power output.

3.2.1 Classical Mechanics

The mechanical work W that is exerted on a rotating mechanical system through its
center of mass axis is dependent on the torque τ applied over a rotational distance as

W =

∫ θ2

θ1

τ dθ, (3.10)

where the rotational distance is represented by the start and end angles θ1 and θ2, re-
spectively.

The electrical power output Pr from a rotating system is linearly dependent on the
braking torque that the transduction method can produce and at what angular speed ωr

the braking torque is applied.

Pr = τωr (3.11)

Scaling a harvester to accommodate both low and high angular speeds is difficult,
particularly if the transduction method is also speed dependent, e.g., electromagnetic
induction. For an electromagnetic harvester, lower speeds will decrease the voltage out-
put and thereby also decrease the applied braking torque. Conversely, using piezoelectric
strain harvesting for bearing load, as described in paper E, will generate a voltage ampli-
tude independent of rotational speed. Therefore, the constraints of the rotation system
govern the choice of transduction method. Chapter 4 discuss technologies to extract
energy from rotational systems.
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3.3 Thermal

Temperature gradients exist in many mechanical systems, and a mechanical system can
often be engineered such that the transport of heat occurs through a specific surface.
The temperature gradient caused by the heat flux can be used to generate a voltage
using a thermoelectric generator (TEG), which utilizes the Seebeck effect. Attempts to
mechanically harvest energy through heat flow have also been reported, e.g., [36]. If
the mechanical system experiences temperature variations, e.g., as in an airplane wing,
the pyroelectric effect can be used to harvest energy. Sebald et al. compare Seebeck
harvesters and pyroelectric harvesters and explain the differences in efficiency between
the two effects in [37].

3.4 Energy Source Discussion

This thesis focuses on finding solutions to convert kinetic energy into electricity. The
objective is to robustly power smart bearings using ambient energy in or in the proximity
of the bearing. Robustness, long service life and applicable in many applications are the
key factors that make this topic challenging. The availability of kinetic energy in the
bearing appears to be the most viable option for systems embedded in the bearing,
compared to vibrations and thermal gradients. Vibrations and thermal gradients can
also be viable options for systems for monitoring the bearing’s proximity. Chapter 4
discusses the physics regarding the different transduction methods, and paper A evaluates
continuous motion as a source of energy and which state-of-the-art technology is the
most feasible for powering a resource-constrained embedded device. Paper B discusses a
model for a piezoelectric cantilever harvester and how it can be implemented in SPICE.
In paper C, we present a novel harvesting circuit and show that active circuitry can
enhance vibration harvesting. Paper F presents a novel solution to harvest energy using
piezoelectric patches that can also be used as a sensor.



Chapter 4

Energy Harvesting Technologies

This chapter discusses various common transduction methods used to convert energy
from the sources presented in chapter 3 into electrical energy. The most feasible choice
of technology for the harvester for a given scenario depends on the environment of the
resource-constrained embedded device. Therefore, developing a single harvester that is
applicable to all environments is unlikely.

Piezoelectric materials generate an electrical charge as they are strained and vice
versa; the converse piezoelectric effect causes a mechanical deformation of the mate-
rial that is proportional to the applied electrical field [38]. This unique property of
piezoelectric materials is often used to transmit and receive acoustic waves and to sense
accelerations. However, the generated charge can also be used to supply electronics
with energy. For energy harvesting purposes, piezoelectric transducers are often used in
vibration harvesters.

Electromagnetic transduction methods convert time-dependent magnetic field varia-
tions into a voltage [39]. The time derivative of the magnetic field is linked to a relative
velocity between a coil and a magnetic source or ferromagnetic material. Electromagnetic
harvesters are used in both vibration and continuous motion applications.

Electrostatic transduction methods convert the relative displacement between two ob-
jects into electrical energy. This transduction method is linked to microelectromechanical
systems (MEMS) vibration harvesters. The harvesting system can be constructed on the
same silicon wafer as the electrical chip [40].

The Seebeck effect utilizes a thermal gradient to generate an electrical potential; es-
sentially, heat flow is converted into electrical energy. This transduction method requires
a relatively high-temperature gradient to be sufficiently efficient for generating the energy
required for a resource-constrained embedded device [41].

Pyroelectric materials are based on spontaneous polarization in certain anisotropic
solids due to time-dependent temperature variations [42]. This effect is often used in
motion detectors. However, the generated charge can also be used to supply electrical
energy to a resource-constrained device.

21
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4.1 Piezoelectricity

The term piezoelectricity means electricity resulting from pressure. Crystalline solids
that have no inversion symmetry may experience an electric dipole moment after being
exposed to a high electric field at elevated temperatures, a process called poling. The
dipole density or polarization direction of the solid depends on the electric field during
the poling process. The electromechanical behavior of a piezoelectric material depends
on the strain direction within the material with respect to the polarization direction of
the crystalline lattice.

Piezoelectric transducers couple their stress component T and electrical displacement
field D such that the dependence on the polarization of the crystal structure will create
an electrical field when a strain is applied. The effect can also be reversed, which is
called the converse piezoelectric effect, where an applied electrical field will generate a
deformation of the piezoelectric material. The general case for linear piezoelectricity is
given by the coupled equations (4.1) and (4.2) [38]

Tij = cEijklSkl − ekijEk (4.1)

Di = eiklSkl + εSikEk. (4.2)

where cE is the elastic compliance constant at constant E-field, S is the strain component,
e is the piezoelectric constant, and ε is the relative permittivity of the piezoelectric
material. The subscripts i, j, k and l are tensor notations and take values of 1, 2 and 3.

A compressed matrix notation that replaces ij or kl in equations (4.1) and (4.2) by
p or q is introduced to write the elastic and piezoelectric tensors in the form of a matrix.
p and q take values of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 according to Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Matrix Notation

ij or kl p or q
11 1
22 2
33 3

23 or 32 4
31 or 13 5
12 or 21 6

The matrix notation in Table 4.1 reduces equations (4.1) and (4.2) to

Tp = cEpqSq − ekpEk (4.3)

Di = eiqSq + εSikEk (4.4)

where
Skl = Sq when k = l, q = 1, 2, 3
2Skl = Sq when k �= l, q = 4, 5, 6

(4.5)
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The reduced equations (4.3) and (4.4) allow the constants to be expressed using the
polarization of the piezoelectric material. Figure 4.1 shows how to interpret the vectors
in a piezoelectric material.
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Figure 4.1: Definition of forces affecting a piezoelectric element relative to the polariza-
tion.

The first number in the subscript of the constants refers to the affected vector, and
the second number refers to the applied vector; e.g., e33 refers to how the charge in
polarized vector 3 is affected by stress in the same vector (3). Similarly, e31 refers to how
the charge in polarized vector 3 is affected by the stress applied to orthogonal vector 1.

4.1.1 One Dimension

The piezoelectric applications regarding vibrations primarily operate in a manner such
that the strain is applied in one direction and the applied frequencies are orders of
magnitude lower than the resonance frequency of the piezoelectric material. Therefore,
a reduced one-dimensional electrical model can be used to explain the behavior of the
piezoelectric material [43, 38], as shown in Figure 4.2. The current source ip(t) is related

ip(t)

C0

i(t)

+

−
v(t)

i(t)

Figure 4.2: Equivalent circuit of a piezoelectric element for frequencies below resonance.

to the strain in the piezoelectric element, and C0 is the capacitor that is formed by the
electrodes on each side of the piezoelectric material. The electrical model is derived from
the general piezoelectricity relation in section 4.1 by assuming that the piezoelectric
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material is strained in one direction and that the electrodes cover the two opposing
surfaces. Here, an example is presented in which the piezoelectric material is strained
in direction 1, and the electrodes are perpendicular to direction 3. This will reduce
equation (4.4) to

D3 = e31S1 + εS33E3. (4.6)

According to [38], the output current is obtained from Gauss’ law as

i(t) =
d

dt

(∫
A

D · ndA
)
. (4.7)

Here, i(t) is the electrical current output from the piezoelectric material according to
Figure 4.2, D is the electric displacement vector, n is the unit normal, and the inte-
gration is performed over an area A (x0y0) of the electrodes. Because the electrodes are
perpendicular to the polarization vector (3), the only contribution from the inner product
of the integrand is from D3.

With the assumption that the dimensions of the piezoelectric material are x0, y0 and
z0 in the directions shown in Figure 4.1, the electric potential v(t) across the plates is

v(t) = −E3z0. (4.8)

Substituting equations (4.8) and (4.6) into equation (4.7) yields

i(t) = e31x0y0
dS1(t)

dt
− εS33x0y0

z0

dv(t)

dt
. (4.9)

The strain rate can be defined as

dS1(t)

dt
=

1

x0

dx

dt
(t) =

ẋ(t)

x0

, (4.10)

where ẋ(t) is the relative velocity between the two ends of the piezoelectric material in
the x (1) direction.

Comparing equation (4.9) with Kirchhoff’s law for the circuit in Figure 4.2,

i(t) = ip(t)− C0

dv(t)

dt
(4.11)

dictates the individual components in Figure 4.2 as

ip(t) = e31x0y0
ẋ(t)

x0

= e31y0ẋ(t) (4.12)

and

C0 =
εS33x0y0

z0
. (4.13)
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The derived model is valid only for applied wavelengths that are orders of magnitude
longer than the propagated waves in piezoelectric materials. Erturk et al. presented a
model in [44] in which the electrical domain is based on the presented one-dimensional
model and the mechanical domain is based on Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. The model
is parameterized and connects the strain of the piezoelectric material to the beam de-
flection, which enables the analysis of the behavior of new harvesters and how changes
to existing harvesters will affect a system. Paper B is based on the derived piezoelectric
one-dimensional model and the findings of Erturk et al..

4.1.2 Piezoelectric vibration harvesters

The majority of piezoelectric vibration harvesters use a cantilever beam with piezoelectric
materials on the top and bottom of the cantilever [45] with a proof mass at the tip of the
cantilever [46, 47, 48] to tune it to a specific frequency; see section 3.1 for further details.
The typical operating frequency range of reported harvesters is from 0.9 to 2500 Hz
[24, 28] and depends on whether it is tuned to the vibrations generated by buildings,
human motion, net grids or sources with higher frequencies, such as machine vibrations.

Many researchers have reported different approaches to make vibration harvesters
useful for a broader range of applications. Nonlinear harvesters with bistable designs [49]
have been tested to broaden the bandwidth of the harvester. Harvesters with several
cantilevers and double mass-spring systems have also been investigated [50]. There are
reports on harvesters that are designed to resonate at several different frequencies in
different modes [51, 52], and attempts to multiply the frequency from a given source have
also been tested using a physical stop that imparts the system with nonlinear properties
[53, 54].

4.1.3 Two dimensions

In Paper F, we utilize raceway strain in a rolling element to harvest energy. The strain
is applied in two directions: the radial direction and tangential direction. Therefore,
two strain vectors have to be considered when solving the electric displacement field.
With the assumption that strain is applied in directions one and two (figure 4.1) and the
electric displacement field of interest is the third direction, equation (4.4) yields

D3 = e31(S1 + S2) + εS33E3. (4.14)

Substituting equations (4.8) and (4.14) into equation (4.7) yields

i(t) = e31x0y0

(
dS1(t)

dt
+

dS2(t)

dt

)
− εS33x0y0

z0

dv(t)

dt
, (4.15)

where i(t) is the electrical current output from the piezoelectric material according to
Figure 4.2 and x0, y0 and z0 are the dimensions of the piezoelectric material in directions
one, two and three, respectively.
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4.1.4 Piezoelectric strain harvester

Vibration harvesters have the drawback that a mechanical resonance system constrains it
to a narrow frequency range. Additionally, the power output is limited by the mechanical
damping, as shown in equation (3.9).

Harvesting energy from a cantilever that bends the same distance back and forth
or utilizing strain from the side of a rolling element bearing yields a different result
than vibration harvesters. The force bending the cantilever or deforming the raceway
of a bearing can be orders of magnitude higher than what the piezoelectric patch can
exert. Therefore, the electrical system will have a small effect on the mechanical system,
thus creating a weak coupling between the mechanical and electrical systems. Hence,
no damping of the mechanical system is considered for evaluating strain harvesting from
bearings. The power output will be linear with the frequency of the applied strain if it
is at a constant amplitude. The behavior of the strain harvester will generate a voltage
that is linearly dependent on the strain applied. Therefore, the harvester can be scaled to
generate an appropriate voltage level for the monitoring system and also fit slow-moving
applications that would otherwise be an issue for, e.g., electromagnetic harvesters.

4.2 Electrostatic

Electrostatic generators are composed of two plates isolated from each other that can
change their capacitance based on their relative distance. When one of the plates is
charged with a higher electric potential, creating an electric field between the plates, an
attraction force is generated between the plates. The attraction force generated between
the plates can be utilized to convert the mechanical work performed when separating
the plates into electrical energy. This variable capacitance can operate in two modes
to extract energy from a mechanical system: constant charge mode or constant voltage
mode [55].

Figure 4.3 shows how the two different modes extract energy from a variable capacitor.
The constant charge is explained in Figure 4.3a, where the variable capacitor is precharged
to Qopp (A to B) when the capacitance is high. As the capacitance is reduced, the voltage
will increase. During this phase, no energy is extracted from the capacitor (B to C).
When the capacitance is minimized, the charge is extracted from the capacitor (C to
A). In summary, when the capacitance is high, the capacitor is charged; when the plates
move away from each other, mechanical work is performed; the input energy plus work is
extracted from the capacitor, and the plates are moved closer to each other. This process
is then repeated.

The constant voltage mode is explained in Figure 4.3b, in which the variable capacitor
is charged when it obtains its highest capacitance to Vopp (A to B). As the capacitance
is decreased, energy is extracted from the capacitor while maintaining a constant voltage
(B to C). Moving the plates closer together increases the capacitance; hence, the voltage
of the capacitor will be reduced (C to A). When the capacitance is high, the capacitor is
charged; the plates are moved away from each other (mechanical work) while extracting
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energy, and the plates are moved closer to each other. This process is then repeated.
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(a) Constant charge mode.
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(b) Constant voltage mode.

Figure 4.3: Charge vs voltage (QV) cycle for electrostatic generators [55].

The dampening force on an electrostatic harvester is different from that of an elec-
tromagnetic harvester. By extracting energy from a variable capacitor, the dampening
force on the moving plate will be constant, thus making the dampening a function of
distance rather than the velocity [29], called Coulomb dampening. Beeby et al. describe
the basics of electrostatic harvesting and review several harvesters in [28].

Electrostatic vibration harvesters need an initial voltage to charge the plates. There-
fore, this technology is only suitable if the harvester is combined with large energy stor-
age, e.g., a battery, or another harvesting solution. If the resource-constrained embedded
device has been depleted of its electrical energy, then the harvester will not be able to
start. The active electronics startup requirement is the main reason for not continuing
to investigate electrostatic harvesters for rotating environments.

4.3 Electromagnetism

The electromagnetic harvesters described in this section are based on Faraday-Maxwell’s
law of induction. Faraday-Maxwell’s equation states that a time-varying magnetic field
is always coupled to a spatially varying electric field and vice versa [56]:

∇× E = −∂B

∂t
(4.16)

where ∇× is the curl operator, E is the electric field, and B is the magnetic field.
Simplifying this equation for a tightly wound coil with N turns yields

Uemf = −NA
dB

dt
, (4.17)

where Uemf is the electromotive force induced in the coil, A is the area of the coil, and
B is the magnetic field.
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A homogeneous time-varying magnetic field through a tightly wound coil can rarely
describe the geometry of the harvester. Therefore, finite element methods (FEMs) are
used in magnetic applications to describe the magnetic field in complex structures. How-
ever, equation (4.17) can be used to provide a rough approximation of the induced voltage.

There are several methods to obtain a time-varying magnetic field. The most common
method in energy harvesting applications is the use of permanent magnets (PMs) in
relative motion to a coil, which has the potential to create a time-varying magnetic
field in the coil. This method is used in electromagnetic harvesters and is described in
section 4.3.1.

A second method is to supply a magnetic field through a coil by a PM, and as
a ferromagnetic structure moves, the flux path of the magnetic field varies. The coil
experiences a time-varying magnetic field due to the change in the magnetic flux path
and induces a voltage in the coil. This method is referred to as variable reluctance and
is described in section 4.3.2.

The change in inductance can also be used to harvest energy. This method requires an
active harvesting circuit and is referred to as switched variable reluctance, as described in
section 4.3.3. Switched variable reluctance generators require an initial charge; therefore,
this technology is not suitable for a long-term deployed harvester without sufficient energy
storage. If the rotating system is stationary for too long, the energy in the resource-
constrained device will be depleted, and the device will be unable to start.

4.3.1 Electromagnetic Harvesters

Using PM(s) in relative motion to a coil to induce a voltage in the coil is a mature
technology. PM generators have been used for decades; e.g., hand-cranked phones in the
late 19th century were powered by PMs moving relative to coils.

If the magnetic field through the coil is assumed to vary in time as a sinusoidal
function, then the harvester can be modeled as a sinusoidal voltage source Uemf in series
with an inductor L and resistor R, as shown in Figure 4.4.

L

−
+Uemf

R

+

−
v(t)

Figure 4.4: Equivalent circuit of an electromagnetic harvester.

The voltage source Uemf is both frequency and amplitude dependent on the magnetic
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field, as shown in equation (4.18).

Uemf = kbωΦ sinωt (4.18)

where kb is a constant related to the geometry of the coils, ω is the frequency of the
magnetic field, Φ is the amplitude of the magnetic flux, and t is time. Because the
induced voltage is speed dependent, the operating speed range of the harvester must be
designed based on the application.

Electromagnetic harvesters have been used for both rotational motion and vibration
energy harvesting. Toh et al. [57] use an eccentric weight and generator (DC motor) to
harvest energy as the entire system rotates, and Wang et al. use earth’s gravitation to
induce a pendulum motion as the harvester is eccentrically rotated [58]. Many designs
for vibrational electromagnetic harvesters have been reported, in which the harvesters
either have a stationary coil and a vibrating magnet, such as those of Glynne-Jones et
al. in [59], or they have a stationary magnet and vibrating coil, such as those of Beeby
et al. in [34]. Dual cantilever designs have also been reported. Such designs can have the
coil and PM on separate cantilevers, as Qiu et al. show in [60], in which two resonant
frequencies were achieved. Vibrational harvesters are limited by parasitic damping, as
described in section 3.1.

4.3.2 Variable Reluctance

Variable reluctance is a well-established technology that relies on Faraday’s law of induc-
tion. The variation in flux density through the coil is generated by altering the geometry
of the surrounding ferromagnetic material such that the flux path varies. By changing
the flux path through the magnetic system, a variation in the coil’s flux will induce a
voltage in the coil.

Variable reluctance sensors are commonly used to measure speeds in rotating envi-
ronments and are composed of a PM, ferromagnetic pole-piece and a coil, as shown in
Figure 4.5 [61, 62, 63]. The PM provides a DC flux that passes through the ferromagnetic
pole-piece. If a ferromagnetic material is present at the tip of the pole-piece, then the
flux path will change, which will change the flux through the coil. The coil, which is
wound around the pole-piece, will experience a time-varying magnetic field and generate
a voltage. The coil will never experience a full flux reversal; hence, the PM’s flux density
can be observed as a high DC flux offset with a small superimposed AC flux.

Parthasarathy et al. constructed a prototype that uses the energy from an antilock
brake sensor (variable reluctance) to power a resource-constrained embedded device [64,
65]. Various companies have integrated a variable reluctance sensor in a bearing that uses
the geometry of the bearing to alternate its flux density through the coil [66, 67, 68, 69].

4.3.3 Switched Variable Reluctance

Switched reluctance generators can be used to harvest energy from a moving ferromag-
netic object without the use of any PMs. When a ferromagnetic material is placed close
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Figure 4.5: Cross section of a variable reluctance sensor and a ferromagnetic toothed
wheel.

to a coil, the coil’s inductance will change. Current flowing through the coil will gener-
ate a magnetic field that will generate an attractive force on the ferromagnetic object.
Moving the ferromagnetic object further away from the coil, against the attracting force,
will result in work. Hence, in a mechanical rotating system, the performed work W = τφ
can be converted into electrical energy.

In the electrical system, the coil is charged when it experiences a high inductance.
When the ferromagnetic material is moved further away from the coil, it reduces the
inductance in the coil. As the inductance is reduced when a current is flowing through it,
a voltage will be generated from the back-electromotive force e, which will extract and
convert some of the mechanical energy into electrical energy [70], as shown in Figure 4.6.

−
+v

R L

−
+ ei

Figure 4.6: Equivalent circuit for one phase in a switched reluctance generator.

Considering a nonlinear inductance, the inductance in the coil will change due to both
its surrounding geometry and the saturation of the core. Hence, the voltage over the coil
can be described as follows [70]:

v = Ri+ L (θ, i)
di

dt
+ e (4.19)

where the back-EMF e is

e =
δL (θ, i)

δθ
ωi (4.20)

v is the voltage over the coil; R and L are the resistance and the inductance of the
coil, respectively; i is the current through the coil; and ω and φ are the rotational velocity
and angle of the ferromagnetic object, respectively. With decreasing inductance, δL (θ, i)
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will be negative; hence, the back-EMF will be negative and help provide an increasing
current i.

In summary, energy is stored in the coil when the inductance is high; the ferromagnetic
object moves away from the coil (mechanical work), and the input energy plus mechanical
work is extracted from the coil. The main reason for not pursuing a harvester based on
switch variable reluctance is due to the active startup requirement.

4.4 Thermoelectricity

Thermoelectric generators (TEGs) are governed by the second law of thermodynamics,
which dictates that to deliver work, heat engines must operate between a source of heat at
higher temperature Th and a heat sink at lower temperature Tl. The maximum efficiency
that a heat engine (including a TEG) can achieve is determined by the Carnot cycle:

ηmax = 1− Tl

Th

= 1− Tl

Tl +ΔT
, (4.21)

where the temperatures are in Kelvin, ΔT is the temperature difference between the
heat source and heat sink, and ηmax is the ratio between the heat engine power input and
power output at maximum efficiency. Equation (4.21) shows that heat engines (including
TEGs) require a high temperature difference to achieve high efficiency.

A thermoelectric generator operates as follows. Doped semiconducting materials cre-
ate an electric field when subject to a temperature gradient. Semiconductors with an
excess of electrons (n-type) generate an electric field E in the opposite direction of the
heat flow because electrons will move toward the heat sink, as shown in Figure 4.7. The
opposite applies to semiconductors with a deficit of electrons (p-type); an electric field
in the direction of the heat flow is formed as ’holes’ move toward the heat sink. Thus,
connecting n-type and p-type materials electrically in series and thermally in parallel, as
in Figure 4.7, allows an electrical potential u to be generated [71].
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Figure 4.7: Thermoelectric generator [71].
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The efficiency of TEGs can be measured by their figure of merit ZT , which is defined
as

ZT =
S2τ

κ
T, (4.22)

where S is the Seebeck coefficient, τ is the electrical conductivity, κ is the thermal
conductivity, and T is the absolute temperature of the material.

The interdependence of S, τ and κ complicates efforts focused on improving ZT .
However, Zhao et al. show in [72] that the semiconducting material SnSe (tin and sele-
nium) allows ultralow thermal conductivity, achieving a figure of merit of above 2.5. The
efficiency is also dependent on the electrical load, as McCarty et al. report in [73].

The required temperature gradient for a TEG can seldom be found in a healthy rolling
element bearing where a TEG can be installed. The steel structure of the bearing and
the bearing housing distributes the heat such that temperature gradients are hard to
utilize. For applications where the power can be harvested outside of the bearing, TEGs
can be feasible, e.g., rollers in a continuous casting forge, particularly if the TEG can
be integrated between a heat sink/source and heating/cooling medium as part of the
structure without damaging the TEG.

4.5 Technology Discussion

We considered the robustness of the harvester and how applicable the technology is
in/near a rolling element bearing. Paper A concludes that a technology that is based
on electromagnetic induction is the most robust option for state-of-the-art technologies.
Electromagnetic harvesters can operate within the temperature range of normal rolling
element bearings and experience low degradation due to low aging effects. However, the
magnetic field might make ferromagnetic particles stick to active surfaces in the rolling
element bearing due to residual magnetism.

This thesis has further explored novel piezoelectric technology that can be used to
harvest energy and yield additional sensory information and that will not affect the bear-
ing’s mechanical service life because no magnetic field that can affect metal particles is
generated in the bearing. From the model in paper B for piezoelectric vibration har-
vesters and the harvesting circuit in paper C, it was evident that piezoelectric harvesters
could be used in applications where the mechanical system introduces cyclic strain. Pa-
per F shows that the strain levels created in rolling element bearings in normal operating
conditions can be used to power a resource-constrained embedded system. Therefore,
the author would like to add comments to the statement from paper A; electromagnetic
harvesters have the potential to have a longer service-life than piezoelectric options; how-
ever, piezoelectric harvesters also have an adequate service life. Additionally, the results
in paper F show that the scaling possibilities for piezoelectric strain harvesters widen the
range in which the harvester can be used. Piezoelectric stain harvesters can also pro-
vide additional sensory information that an electromechanical sensor cannot. Therefore,
piezoelectric strain harvesters are also a good option for powering resource-constrained
embedded systems in the vicinity of a rolling element bearing.



Chapter 5

Energy Storage Technologies

This chapter discusses the rechargeable energy storage technologies used by wireless
sensors. The advantages and disadvantages of the different technologies are shown in
table 5.1. As shown, batteries possess the highest energy density and the lowest cycle
life. At the other end of the table, ceramic capacitors have a low energy density but
almost an infinite cycle life. Supercapacitors and aluminum electrolytic capacitors are
located between batteries and ceramic capacitors in the table. Within each group of
energy storage type, there is a wide range of subtypes of different technologies that
present a broad range of properties. Multiplying the number of cycles by the energy
density for the storage technology results in the total energy that the device can deliver
during its lifecycle per gram.

Table 5.1: Energy storage technologies [8, 74, 75, 76, 77]

Type Specific Energy Specific Power Cycle life Self discharge Tot. Energy
(J/g) (W/g) (kJ/g)

Sec. cells
Lead-Acid 90-180 0.075-0.3 200-2000 Low 18-360
NiMH 216-432 0.25-1 180-2000 High 39-864
NiCd 180-270 0.15-0.3 800-3500 Medium 144-945
Li-ion 270-720 0.15-0.315 1000-10000 Medium 270-7200

Supercap. 8-90 0.2-10 > 500000 High > 4000-45000

Alu. electo. 0.1 - 3 > 100 > 1M Medium > 100-3000

Ceramic cap. 0.01-0.6 > 1000 ∼ ∞ Low ∼ ∞
class 2

The total energy in table 5.1 shows that supercapacitors and ceramic capacitors can
deliver the highest amount of energy during the energy storage lifecycle. By comparing
the two technologies, one finds that the self-discharge in supercapacitors is more sig-
nificant than in ceramic capacitors, particularly at higher temperatures [78], which is

33
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relevant to this thesis. Therefore, the ceramic capacitor is a top contender as an energy
storage technology for IoT sensors operating at high temperatures that have an energy
harvester.

5.1 Energy storage principles

Each storage technology utilizes a different principle to store electrical energy. Batteries
rely on a chemical reaction, whereas the other presented technologies rely on accumulating
charge for energy storage. The principle of how the storage occurs has impacts on capacity
over time and on the service life of the device, as described in section 5.2.

5.1.1 Li-ion batteries

A Li-ion battery consists of one or more electrochemical cells, with each having two
electrodes in contact with an electrolyte. The positive electrode exhibits a reduction
potential, and the negative electrode has an oxidation potential. When charging and
discharging the battery, a chemical reaction occurs, oxidizing and reducing ions to/from
the electrolyte, as shown in figure 5.1a. Cycling the battery by charging and discharging
will dissolve and rebuild the electrodes and degrade the performance of the electrodes
for each cycle. The efficiency of charging and discharging Li-ion batteries is dependent
on the relative current to capacity charging/discharging rate (C); in the interval 0.5 C
to 1.5 C, the efficiency is 85% to 95% [79]. The losses generated due to inefficiency can
cause a thermal runaway scenario for Li-ion batteries, as described in [80].

5.1.2 Supercapacitors

Supercapacitors can be divided into three groups: electrostatic double-layer capacitors,
electrochemical pseudocapacitors and hybrid capacitors [76]. All of these capacitors store
energy without utilizing a chemical reaction. Polarized solvent molecules or absorbed
ions create an atom-thick barrier between the electrodes and electrolyte, as shown in
figure 5.1b. The capacitance of a capacitor is inversely proportional to the distance of
the layer separating the positive and negative plates, and the capacitance increases with
a shorter distance d, as described in equation (5.1). Supercapacitors can be described as
two capacitors connected in series with two thin dielectric layers, shown as the Helmholtz
double layer in figure 5.1b. Since one of the ’plates’ is a liquid, in this example, it can
enter crevasses and utilize the area increase that an uneven surface would yield. The thin
layer and large area A that the carbon (graphite, activated carbon, graphene or carbon
nanotubes) forms yields a high capacitance

C =
εA

d
, (5.1)

where C is the capacitance of a capacitor and ε is the permittivity of the material between
the plates.
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5.1.3 Aluminum electrolytic capacitors

Aluminum electrolytic capacitors consist of two electrodes in an electrolyte; one of the
electrodes is composed of aluminum and is the positive anode, as shown in figure 5.1c [81].
Similarly, as for supercapacitors, one of the ’plates’ can be a liquid and can utilize the
area increase from an uneven surface; therefore, the surface of the anode is often etched
to increase its surface area. The anode has an oxide layer that acts as the dielectric, and
its thickness depends on the maximum applied voltage across the anode and cathode. A
limitation of the aluminum capacitor is that its dielectric (Al2O3) constant is rather low,
and the dielectric thickness is dependent on the maximum voltage.

5.1.4 Ceramic capacitors (class II)

Ceramic capacitors consist of two metal plates with a dielectric material between them,
as shown in figure 5.1d. Several layers of electrodes and dielectric material stacked on top
of each other form a multilayer ceramic capacitor (MLCC). The dielectric is a ceramic
material, whose properties will vary depending on composition and sintering tempera-
ture [82]. For class II capacitors, the dielectric constant is orders of magnitude higher
than that of the aluminum oxide layer in aluminum electrolytic capacitors. However,
the thickness of its dielectric material is determined during manufacturing, and today’s
technology cannot make it as thin as the other capacitor technologies mentioned above.
The processes by which the layers are manufactured are continuously improving and have
yielded a development trend that is steeper than for the other technologies. Today’s ML-
CCs can have an energy density as high as that of aluminum electrolytic capacitors, and
there is still room for improvements [8].

5.2 Life expectancy and capacity fading

Elevated temperatures lower the life expectancy of storage technologies. Although ta-
ble 5.2 shows that ceramic capacitors can almost endure an infinite number of cycles, the
dielectric of the capacitor will deteriorate over time, and the device will eventually fail.
For ceramic capacitors, the influence that temperature and applied DC voltage have on
the life expectancy can be expressed as [83]

t1
t2

=

(
E2

E1

)N

exp

[
W

k

(
1

T1

− 1

T2

)]
, (5.2)

where t1 is the life expectancy under use conditions, t2 is the life expectancy under
test conditions, E1 is the voltage applied during use conditions, E2 is the voltage applied
during test conditions, N is the voltage acceleration constant, W is the activation energy,
k is the Boltzmann constant, T1 is the temperature during use conditions and T2 is the
temperature during test conditions.

Using ceramic capacitors above their specified temperature range will decrease the
life expectancy of the device. As shown by the example in table 5.2, increasing the tem-
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Figure 5.1: Examples on energy storage principles for Li-ion batteries, supercapacitors,
aluminum electrolytic capacitors and ceramic capacitors.
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perature by 20◦C above the specified temperature range will reduce the life expectancy
to ∼10000 hours. Thus, increasing the temperature by 20◦C outside of the test specifi-
cation will lower the lifetime by five times. Similar aging properties can also be found
in other storage technologies [84, 85, 78, 86, 87]. Therefore, it is essential to ensure that
the storage technology is tested and specified to operate in the worst-case scenario for
the device.

Table 5.2: Lifetime expectancy example

Test conditions Usage conditions Constants

T2 = 353 K (80◦C) T1 = 373 K (100◦C) W = 0.9 eV
E2 = 20 V E1 = 20 V N = 3
t2 = 50000 h t1 = 10238 h k = 8.62× 10−5 eV K−1

5.2.1 Temperature requirement

Rolling element bearings operate under a wide range of temperatures, and if the elec-
tronics are going to be embedded in or in the proximity of the bearing, then the energy
storage technology has to be able to handle the bearing’s environment. Taking a bear-
ing on a train as an example, during winter and when the train has been stationary for
some time, the temperature in the bearing can be as low as -40◦C. Moreover, when the
train is running during the summer, it is not uncommon for a bearing to have a nominal
operating temperature above 60◦C, and if a fault occurs, additional friction can increase
the temperature far above 120◦C. It is essential that the monitoring device does not shut
down due to elevated temperatures caused by a fault since it is the progression to the
fault and the fault progression after it has been detected that are of interest to measure.
Therefore, the storage technology has to be robust and allow for a long cycle life at a
wide range of temperatures.

5.2.2 Energy capacity over time

Not only will the storage device fail quicker under elevated temperatures, but it will
also degrade in capacity faster, except for ceramic capacitors. Figure 5.2 shows typical
degradation trends over cycles/time on four storage devices at room temperature and
elevated temperatures. Within each type of storage, the number of cycles can significantly
differ depending on the technology used, as shown in table 5.1. Therefore, the loss in
capacity has to be considered when designing a long-life wireless sensor such that it can
perform the desired task with the available electrical energy stored in the storage device
over its life cycle.
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5.2.3 Li-ion batteries

The typical degradation behavior of Li-ion batteries for full cycles is shown in figure 5.2a.
However, more cycles and total energy during the device lifetime can be achieved if charg-
ing and discharging are kept within a limited range [88, 89]. The batteries are signifi-
cantly affected by temperature, and the degradation rate throughout its lifetime limits
the number of available cycles for the storage device. The cell ohmic impedance increases
significantly at elevated temperatures, which also increases the system losses [90]. Re-
searchers have shown that another disadvantage of Li-ion batteries is their sensitivity to
overcharging and high temperatures [80], which can lead to a thermal runaway, causing
the battery to burn or explode.

5.2.4 Supercapacitors

The degradation of supercapacitors is not as pronounced as for Li-ion batteries, and the
degradation is almost linearly dependent on the cycles, as shown in figure 5.2b. Com-
paring the expected lifetime in table 5.2 and the degradation rate shows that the device
will not lose a significant amount of capacity until it is likely to fail. A supercapacitor
is likely to fail from early failures or wear out failures [91]. The early failures are due
to manufacturing imperfections and can often be detected through quality control of the
device prior to use. However, wear out failures are often linked to container opening due
to gas pressure build-up from high temperatures or high voltages.

5.2.5 Aluminum electrolytic capacitors

Aluminum electrolytic capacitors are not as affected by cycling as the previously men-
tioned technologies. Therefore, the capacity of these capacitors is often measured over
time; note the logarithmic scale on the x-axis in figure 5.2c. The degradation of the
device is linked to an increase in its equivalent series resistance (ESR) [92], which lowers
the device’s ability to charge/discharge high currents. The increase in ESR and loss in
capacity is linked to many of the failure modes for electrolytic capacitors [93].

5.2.6 Ceramic capacitors (class II)

Note in figure 5.2d how the capacity of the device at elevated temperatures degrades
slower than for the device at lower temperatures. Other researchers have shown a higher
degradation for class II ceramic capacitors[94]; however, the behavior is similar. If the
capacitor is exposed to a temperature close to its Curie temperature, then the grain
structure degrades slower, and more capacity is achieved with more grain boundaries.
The device may still fail quicker at higher temperatures; however, the degradation over
that time is almost negligible.
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Figure 5.2: Degradation behavior for different storage technologies. Black line for room tem-
perature (25◦C) and red line for elevated temperatures (80◦C). Note the different time and
cycle scale for the different technologies on the x-axis.

5.3 Storage density trend

Researchers are developing new technologies and processes that lead to greater storage
densities and more robust storage solutions. Investigating the past trends and devel-
opment rates of the technologies mentioned above shows that ceramic capacitors are
advancing at a more rapid pace than the other technologies, as shown in figure 5.3. With
the current trend in energy density (energy/volume), the commercially available ceramic
capacitors have already surpassed aluminum electrolytic capacitors and will surpass the
commercially available supercapacitors within ten years if the trend continues. There are
two main reasons for why aluminum electrolytic capacitors are not developing as quickly
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as ceramic capacitors. First, the dielectric material is fixed to aluminum oxide, which
has a rather low dielectric constant. Second, the thickness is linked to its voltage rating.
The only factor that can be improved in equation (5.1) is the area. This improvement
is pursued by developing technologies that roughen the surface of the anode even more.
The possibility to reduce the size of the separator and electrodes can also be pursued;
however, this approach can limit the reliability and performance of the capacitor.

The development of ceramic capacitors can influence all parameters in equation (5.1).
With better process technologies, manufacturers can produce thinner layers, which also
yields a larger area since more layers can be applied in the same volume. New materials
for the dielectric can also improve the energy density of ceramic capacitors. Researchers
have shown that it is possible to increase the capacitance per volume of commercial-grade
ceramic capacitors by 2000 times [101].

One exciting material that can break previously known limits is graphene. Its ther-
mal and electrical conductivities and its large surface area to volume ratio are ideal for
many energy storage technologies, particularly for lithium batteries and supercapacitors
because they are using carbon in their electrodes. Researchers have reported results that
indicate a leap in performance for lithium batteries and supercapacitors [102, 103, 104];
however, to date, such technology has not been commercialized, and to the author’s
knowledge, no reliable and efficient manufacturing process for graphene has been an-
nounced. Liu et al. managed to achieve a specific energy density of 308 J/g [6] for their
supercapacitor, which is better than some battery technologies, as shown in table 5.1.
However, the authors did not mention any dimension or density of the device. Therefore,
it is difficult to compare its volumetric energy density to other technologies in figure 5.3.
Lithium-air batteries show great promise regarding energy density, with a similar prac-
tical energy density as gasoline [109]. The main issue is their poor efficiency and cycling
capabilities compared to commercial lithium battery technologies; however, researchers
are attempting to resolve this issue by using graphene [110].

The question then becomes where is the limit for each storage technology and how
long can the trend continue? The author leaves this as an open question since new
knowledge easily breaks old barriers.

5.4 Energy storage discussion

The investigated battery technologies show poor cycling capabilities and poor perfor-
mance at elevated temperatures. An embedded system with an energy harvester and
short-term energy storage, e.g., supercapacitors or capacitors, would be more robust
than a system with a battery for energy storage. Supercapacitors do have the required
performance regarding cycling capabilities. However, their temperature performance and
current leakage are weaknesses that cannot be neglected in bearing applications.

Comparing the lifetimes, aging effects and energy storage densities of the aforemen-
tioned technologies indicates that ceramic capacitors are the most robust rechargeable
energy storage solution for bearing applications. Ceramic capacitors currently have the
longest estimated lifetime, lowest current leakage, lowest degradation and a sufficient
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Figure 5.3: Energy density trend-lines for commercial available storage technologies.
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energy density. With the decreasing trend of power consumption for wireless sensors
(see Paper E) and the increasing trend for storage density of ceramic capacitors, ceramic
capacitors will make an even better option in the future.

It is also questionable if aluminum electrolytic capacitors will have a purpose in
future electronics. Aluminum electrolytic capacitors have mostly been used as smoothing
capacitors and for energy storage in power supplies for embedded systems. However,
ceramic capacitors now have a higher energy storage density, are more robust and exhibit
lower losses than electrolytic capacitors. Therefore, it is most likely that aluminum
electrolytic capacitors will be phased out when ceramic capacitors reach a similar energy
to cost ratio as electrolytic capacitors, unless a designed lifetime is a desired feature for
vendors. Today, ceramic capacitors are approximately ten times more expensive than
aluminum electrolytic capacitors when comparing energy capacity to cost.
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Chapter 6

Energy Management

Energy management systems for wireless devices powered with or without a harvester
differ from both software and hardware perspectives. Systems without a harvester aim to
lower the total energy used by the device to prolong its service life, whereas systems with
a harvester aim to perform as good as possible under the current use conditions. The
management strategy also depends on which type of storage device the wireless device
possesses. This chapter briefly covers software optimizations that can prolong or increase
the performance of a system, and then it describes the hardware considerations in more
detail for different use cases.

6.1 Power and Energy Requirements

Sensing, processing, and communicating consume power when used; this is illustrated in
Figure 6.1, where the power block at the bottom is connected to all components of a
resource-constrained embedded device.

Sensor/
Actuator

Processor

Memory

Tran-
sceiver

Energy Management

Energy Storage

Energy Harvesting

Resource-constrained embedded device

Ambient Energy

Figure 6.1: General architecture of a resource-constrained embedded device.
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To ensure that each task in the resource-constrained device is performed correctly
and to completion, the energy management system has to provide the power and energy
required for the task. The device uses a different amount of power depending on its state,
as shown in the simplified example in Table 6.1. Therefore, the energy management
system must not only be designed based on average power consumption but also has to
be able to provide energy during power consumption peaks. Figure 6.2a illustrates the
power consumption of a general resource-constrained embedded device with the defined
tasks in Table 6.1. This figure shows that the system’s average power consumption can
be orders of magnitude less than the power consumption peaks. The average power
consumption P̄c of the system is

P̄c =

∑n
i=0 tiPi∑n
i=0 ti

, (6.1)

where Pi is the power consumption of task i and ti is the execution time of task i.

n Task Duration tn Power Pn

0 Standby 98 ms 0.1 mW
1 Sampling & processing 1 ms 10 mW
2 Receive & transmit 1 ms 60 mW

Harvesting 1.0 mW

Table 6.1: Typical power consumption with overhead and duration for a low-power mi-
crocontroller, e.g., Cortex-M0, with a transceiver.

To supply the system using a limited power source, e.g., a harvester, the energy stor-
age has to be dimensioned such that the most energy-demanding uninterruptible chain
of tasks can be performed using only the energy stored in the system. For interrupt-
ible energy-demanding tasks, they can be divided into several smaller tasks with sleep
periods in-between to allow the energy storage to recharge. Figure 6.2b shows how the
energy-demanding tasks deplete the energy storage, and when the system is in standby,
the harvester generates more power than the system consumes, which replenishes the
stored energy.

6.2 Software energy management

Time synchronization between nodes is one of the key technologies that have enabled
wireless devices to lower their power consumption. It enables devices to be in sleep for
long periods of time and wake up for a short time to transceive data without interfering
with other nodes [111]. Due to the temperature dependency of crystals keeping track of
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Figure 6.2: Illustration of power and energy requirements of a resource-constrained em-
bedded device.

the synchronization, the frequency of the crystal will change if the device is subjected
to temperature variations. Therefore, if a network of devices is not exposed to the same
temperature, to avoid drifts in the network synchronization, temperature compensation
can be used to extend the time between synchronization procedures [112].

For devices with no harvester, the objective of the management system is to lower
the power consumption and prolong the service life of the device or network while still
maintaining the specification requirements. Researchers have shown that the available
useful energy that can be extracted from a battery is dependent on its power profile. Short
bursts of high current and long durations of almost zero current, as wireless sensors often
operate, can achieve a higher output from lithium batteries compared to a continuous low
current consumption [113]. However, other battery technologies can be more sensitive
to current peaks [114], and to optimize the performance of the device, the power profile
has to be taken into consideration. Locally, the clock frequency and order of tasks
can be changed to optimize its performance. On a macro scale, with several sensors
interconnected, transmission power and network setup can be controlled to lower and
spread the power usage evenly across the network, thus prolonging the service life of the
entire network.

However, an energy management system with a harvester has a different objective; it
has to control its average power usage to not exceed the power generated by the harvester
with a goal of performing as good as it can under its current operating conditions. Since
the conditions can change over time, the system has to be more dynamic, both locally
and from a macro perspective, than systems without a harvester. Locally, the system
needs to be aware of the amount of energy that it has in storage so it can run its task
to completion, and from a macro perspective, it has to be aware of its harvester power
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output. By knowing the power output of each node in a wireless network, the routing of
wireless data can be optimized to increase the throughput of the network. Kansal et al.
describe a method to dynamically optimize the performance of the device based on the
available harvested energy; they call this method energy neutrality [115].

6.3 Hardware energy management

Figure 6.3 shows a general illustration of the critical components in an energy manage-
ment system with a harvester from a hardware perspective. In general, the harvester
needs a harvesting circuit to transfer the energy to the storage. In its simplest form,
the harvesting circuit can be a diode, to more advanced circuitry as shown in paper
C. The hardware energy management may turn on or off the voltage to the consuming
hardware, it may also control a maximum power point tracking algorithm to ensure max-
imum power transfer from the energy harvesting circuit. To ensure that tasks can be
executed to completion, it also needs to determine the amount of energy stored in the
storage device and indicate it to the consuming hardware. Moreover, it has to ensure
that the consuming hardware starts up in a controlled manner, which is often done by
controlling the reset pin on the consuming system or turning the voltage regulator off
or on. Hence, it only allows the system to start once enough energy is in the storage
device. A hysteresis has to be implemented in the energy management system because
consuming systems often consume more power at startup than the harvester generates.
Therefore, without hysteresis, the energy level in the storage device will drop below its
threshold level, and the system would enter an infinite startup-shutdown sequence.

Photovoltaic

Electromagnetic

Piezoelectric

Thermoelectric

Electrostatic

Energy harvesting
circuit

Energy Storage Voltage regulator

Energy Management

Consumer

Power path
Control signal

Figure 6.3: A block diagram of the main components of an energy management system.
The energy management system on a resource-constrained embedded device powered
by a harvester has to monitor the energy stored in the system and control circuitry to
stabilize performance.
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6.3.1 Energy harvesting circuit

The harvesting circuit functionality depends on the types of both the harvester and
energy storage. If a battery or supercapacitor is used for storage, a charging circuit has
to control the power to the storage device. Otherwise, there is a risk for overcharging,
which can damage the storage device and, in the case of some lithium batteries, cause
fires. The battery may also become damaged if the battery is deeply depleted. Therefore,
it is also recommended to turn off the consuming hardware to prevent it from draining
the battery when it has reached a certain threshold. Depending on the type of harvester
used, the system may have to use a step-up or step-down regulator to accommodate the
charging circuit for the storage device.

If the storage device is a capacitor, the harvesting circuit has to have the capability
to step-up the voltage several volts above the system voltage if the harvester output is
not high enough. Similar to batteries and supercapacitors, capacitors will also become
damaged if they are overcharged. Therefore, the harvesting circuit needs to be able to
limit its voltage output.

6.3.2 Energy storage

There is a large difference in circuit hardware for systems with a battery and systems
with a capacitor. A battery operates with an almost constant voltage over a broad span
of its state of charge, as shown in figure 6.4, compared to a capacitor that has to operate
at a much wider voltage range to effectively store the same amount of usable energy. The
amount of energy stored in a capacitor depends on the capacitance C and its voltage V

E =
1

2
CV 2. (6.2)

6.3.3 Voltage regulator

Since the voltage of a battery in an embedded device is often close to the system voltage,
as illustrated in figure 6.4, it is recommended to scale the harvester such that there is
no need to step-up the voltage for storage. The gains for using an active step-down
voltage regulator for powering the consuming hardware are limited since the voltage
difference between battery voltage and system voltage is small. The losses from a linear
regulator are mainly from the voltage drop across the voltage regulator times the current.
Therefore, a linear voltage regulator as in figure 6.5 can be used to regulate the voltage
for the consuming hardware.

However, for devices with a capacitor as a storage medium, the voltage difference
between the capacitor voltage and system voltage is so large that the linear regulator
would mainly generate heat from the stored energy. It means that for capacitors, the
circuit complexity increases since there is a need for stepping up the voltage for storage,
and it is necessary to use an active step-down regulator to power the consuming hardware.
Piezoelectric harvesters often operates at high voltages, thus allowing for high voltage
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Figure 6.4: Typical voltage profile dependent on the state of charge in lithium batteries
(red) and capacitors (black). The dashed line represents an example of a system voltage
(3.3 V).

storage without any step-up voltage regulators. An active step-down (buck) regulator as
in figure 6.6 can be used to efficiently extract energy from the capacitor.

Input
LDO

Output

Figure 6.5: A typical schematic of a linear low-dropout regulator (LDO) and its associated
components to regulate the voltage for an embedded system. It acts as an active voltage
divider, and its major losses depend on the voltage difference between the input voltage
and output voltage times the current consumed by the embedded system.
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Input Buck
switch

boost

feedback

Output

Figure 6.6: An example of a switching step-down (buck) regulator and its associated
components. The ’switch’ pin on the regulator is connected and disconnected internally
to the input with a controlled duty cycle to regulate the voltage at the output. Switch
regulators are used in high power applications and when the difference between the input
and output voltages is significant.
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Chapter 7

Research Contributions

7.1 Paper A - Energy harvesting technologies for

wireless sensors in rotating environments

Authors: Fredrik Häggström, Jonas Gustafsson and Jerker Delsing
Published in: IEEE, Emerging Technology and Factory Automation (ETFA), 2014.

Summary
This paper presents an investigation of feasible state-of-the-art energy harvesting tech-
nologies for the long-term deployment of resource-constrained devices in rotating envi-
ronments. Comparisons between the different technologies are performed; for a given
operating condition, the power output, complexity, and robustness are estimated. The
comparisons show that electromagnetic-based harvesters, particularly variable reluctance,
exhibit the highest feasibility for powering a long-term deployed resource-constrained de-
vice in a rotating environment due to the minimal aging effects and broad operating
temperatures of magnets. However, as shown in Paper F, new technologies can allow for
more general solutions.

Personal contribution
The author prepared the literature review, conducted the simulations and wrote most of
the main text.

7.2 Paper B - Piezoelectric energy harvesting mod-

eled with SPICE

Authors: Fredrik Häggström, Jonas Gustafsson and Jerker Delsing
Published in: IEEE, International Instrumentation and Measurement Technology Con-
ference Proceedings, 2016.
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Summary
This paper presents a parameterized SPICE model for piezoelectric bimorph vibration
harvesters. The model can be used to simulate the electrical and mechanical behaviors of
the harvester in conjunction with its electrical load. The model is verified using published
results based on an existing harvester. Because it is parameterized, meaning that it is
only based on the geometrical and material properties of the harvester, the model can
be used to design new harvesters and explore how changes will affect existing harvesters.
Simulating the harvester in SPICE enables nonlinear loads to be taken into considera-
tion, and active extraction methods can be evaluated with parasitic effects in nonideal
discrete components.

Contribution
The author introduced the subject, derived the model, conducted the simulation and
wrote most of the main text.

7.3 Paper C - Interleaved Switch Harvesting on In-

ductor: Non-linear extraction, action and reac-

tion

Authors: Fredrik Häggström, Jonas Gustafsson and Jerker Delsing
Published in: IEEE, International Instrumentation and Measurement Technology Con-
ference Proceedings, 2016.

Summary
This paper proposes an energy harvesting circuit that can broaden the operating fre-
quency range for piezoelectric vibration harvesters and increase the power output from
piezoelectric transducers. The circuit is verified with the SPICE model presented in Pa-
per B and compared with a full-wave rectifying bridge and a state-of-the-art harvesting
circuit: Synchronous Switch Harvesting on Inductor (SSHI). The comparison shows that
the novel circuit outperforms the passive rectifying bridge, with a greater than 300%
increase in power output and a 6-25% increase in power compared to the SSHI circuit for
the specified harvester. It also increases the operating frequency of the harvester, which
allows the harvester to be used in limited frequency-varying applications.

Personal contribution
The author introduced the subject, invented the circuit, conducted the simulations and
wrote most of the main text.
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7.4 Paper D - A passive Barkhausen noise sensor for

low-power applications

Authors: Jesper Hamfelt, Jonas Gustafsson, Jan van Deventer, Torbjörn Löfqvist, Fredrik
Häggström and Jerker Delsing
Published in: IEEE, International Instrumentation and Measurement Technology Con-
ference Proceedings, 2016.

Summary
This paper proposes a passive Barkhausen noise sensor that can be used for low-power
applications to monitor metal fatigue. Rather than utilizing an AC magnetic field similar
to commercial sensors, the proposed sensor uses the motion over a ferromagnetic surface
to monitor the Barkhausen noise. The sensor showed that a change over time could be
monitored; however, the link between the signal and fatigue level is yet to be determined.

Personal contribution
The author introduced the subject, invented the sensor and started a master’s thesis
project on the subject that led to a new Ph.D. student position.

7.5 Paper E - IoT energy storage - a forecast

Authors: Fredrik Häggström and Jerker Delsing
Submitted to: DE GRUYTER, Energy Harvesting and Systems, 2018.

Summary
This paper investigates historical data on computing, wireless communication, and stor-
age efficiency and their known limits. With these data, forecasts on wireless sensors
energy management are performed. The forecasts show that the power consumption and
required size of a sensor will continue to decrease. This paper also shows that with the
current trends of energy storage, ceramic capacitors will be the most reliable energy stor-
age solution as their energy density increases.

Personal contribution
The author introduced the subject, gathered data and wrote the text.

7.6 Paper F - Energy harvesting from raceway strain

in rolling element bearings

Authors: Fredrik Häggström, Tobias Hultqvist and Jerker Delsing
Submitted to: MDPI, Sensors, 2018.
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Summary
This paper proposes how raceway strain in a rolling element bearing can be used to har-
vest energy with piezoelectric patches. Scaling and placement are discussed to optimize
power output. The presented simulations show that it is possible to power an embedded
sensor and that additional sensory information can be collected through the harvester.
Together with the circuit presented in Paper C, the power output can be increased even
further, or the required piezoelectric material can be reduced.

Personal contribution
The author introduced the concept, coordinated the mechanical bearing simulations,
conducted the electrical simulations and wrote the text.
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Conclusions and Future Work

This thesis presents energy harvesting solutions and energy storage aspects for resource-
constrained devices that are meant to monitor rolling element bearings. Robustness has
been the focus since the monitored machine elements have a long service life and will
operate in hazardous industrial environments. We show that energy harvesting from the
strain in a rolling element bearing can power an embedded device, and together with
the circuit presented in paper C, can boost the power output and step-up the voltage
from the piezoelectric transducers. The step-up feature of the harvesting circuit or high-
voltage piezoelectrics goes hand in hand with the findings regarding energy storage. This
thesis shows that the development rate and robustness of ceramic capacitors make them
a good candidate for storing energy for devices with a harvester. Ceramic capacitors can
operate at a wide range of temperatures, have low degradation, low current leakage, low
energy losses during charging and discharging, and low aging effects.

8.1 Research questions

Q1 What state-of-the-art technologies can feasibly provide sufficient power for long-term
deployed, resource-constrained embedded devices in rotating environments?

Strain-based harvesting technology has the most appealing properties for becoming the
ultimate energy harvesting technology for smart IoT rolling element bearings. Since
the bearing is selected with respect to its load handling capabilities, the load at which
a specific type of bearing will operate at is limited. Therefore, to some extent, the
piezoelectric material required to generate a desired voltage can generally be scaled to
that bearing. Hence, using strain as a harvesting source allows the harvester to be
built for a specific bearing model and is less affected by the application compared to
electromagnetic solutions. In addition to its harvesting properties, additional sensing
features are also enabled, e.g., speed, direction, load magnitude, and load vector, that
can be used to control the machine and processes. With signal analysis, fault modes such
as misalignment, overload, and cage failure can also be detected.
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Well-established technologies based on electromagnetic induction have also proven
to be suitable for operating in harsh industrial environments, as explained in paper A.
However, if the energy is harvested in the bearing, concerns regarding residual magnetism
on ferromagnetic parts that can attract metal particles have to be addressed. Metal
particles attached to the raceways or rolling elements will lower the lifetime of the bearing.
Electromagnetic solutions also require a relatively high velocity to generate usable power,
which makes it unsuitable for slow-moving machines.

Q2 How can the total efficiency of an energy harvesting system be increased?

When addressing Q1, we found that the unique properties of piezoelectric materials
can be used to boost power output; see paper C. Active harvesting circuits can extract
more energy from a piezoelectric transducer than passive solutions, making the transducer
act as if it contains more piezoelectric material than it does. It has been shown that this
technology has minimal gains over piezoelectric vibration harvesters since their limiting
factor is the damping. However, when the coupling between the electrical and mechanical
systems is weak, active energy harvesting circuits can significantly improve their power
output. Piezoelectric patches on the side of a rolling element bearing constitute a system
with weak coupling between the mechanical and electrical domain.

Q3 How can the inherent properties of a rolling element bearing be utilized for harvesting
energy or monitoring?

Analyzing the electromagnetic methods in Q1, we encountered a phenomenon named
Barkhausen noise, which is a phenomenon that occurs when ferromagnetic materials are
subjected to an alternating magnetic field. The electromagnetic noise produced from the
alternating magnetic field in the ferromagnetic material is linked to fatigue properties
in steel, which can be used to monitor the state of the bearing or for quality assurance
before delivery. Rather than applying a magnetic AC field, the low-power solution in
this thesis utilizes permanent magnets and the movement of the specimen to induce the
Barkhausen noise; see paper D. More investigations have to be performed to determine
whether the sensor can be used to monitor fatigue.

The steel structure in a rolling element bearing deforms when loaded. Most of the
bearings are also installed with a preload, meaning that the rolling element bearing will
have a load even if the mechanical shaft to the bearing is not loaded. This is done to avoid
wear due to slip of the rolling elements. Therefore, most of the rolling element bearings
will be subject to strain with or without a load from the application. Piezoelectric
materials can utilize the strain generated in the mechanical parts and produce electrical
power; see paper F. See the answer to Q1 for more details.

Q4 How long can the technology trend for embedded systems continue and at what rate
is it progressing?

With current knowledge, the physical limits of computing, wireless communication,
and energy storage will be challenged from the year 2020, and at its current pace, we
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cannot foresee any great advancements after the year 2035. It is clear that the trends,
both for power usage and energy storage, will enable more functionality or smaller sensors
in the future than what we have today. New materials and new knowledge can easily
breach known barriers; graphene is one of those materials that can do just that. It is
also unclear if the economic incitement will push the industry close to the physical limit.
Moore’s law assumes no physical limit, and when physics starts to push back, the minute
gains for industry might not drive the market to go the extra mile. Thus, it is unclear
how close the market will reach the limit and when the trend rate will drop.

Paper E shows an interesting trend for ceramic capacitors. In energy density, they
surpassed aluminum electrolytic capacitors in 2005, and with the current trend, com-
mercial ceramic capacitors may also exceed commercial supercapacitors within 5 to 10
years. Aluminum electrolytic capacitors are still available on the market since their price
to capacity ratio is still lower than ceramic capacitors, and one could also argue that
the limited lifetime of aluminum electrolytic capacitors is a desired feature for electronic
vendors.

The power usage trends and storage trends combined can also explain why IoT was
not addressed until recently. The industry has seen the potential of sensorizing its en-
vironment in a more dynamic way; however, the technology was not ready, and many
resources have been spent on failed projects and, in some cases, also scared investors
from investing in IoT solutions. Hopefully, these backlashes will follow the hype cycle
and let investors back after the hype peaks.

8.1.1 Contributions

How all the contributions are linked is illustrated in figure 8.1 from an embedded systems
perspective. It shows that this thesis has touched upon many of the topics from a
hardware perspective of resource-constrained embedded systems.
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Sensor/
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Paper F

Processor/
Memory

Transceiver
Paper E

Energy Management
Paper C

Energy Storage
Paper E

Energy Harvesting
Paper A, Paper B, Paper F

Resource-constrained embedded device

Figure 8.1: The general architecture of a resource-constrained embedded device and
where contributions were made.

8.2 Future work

Many of the solutions presented in this thesis require continued research and engineering
efforts to fit applications and be commercialized. For example, the circuit presented in
paper C will have to be controlled by a control circuit. To make it viable the whole
circuit, including the control circuit, should also be implemented on an application-
specific integrated circuit (ASIC) to minimize losses.

• How can active energy harvesting circuits be controlled to optimize power output
and allow for sensing on piezoelectric transducers in weakly coupled environments?

The harvesting solution utilizing strain in a bearing requires further investigations
to find piezoelectric material locations which do not compromise the bearing function-
ality while still provide energy harvesting and sensing functionality. Additionally, more
research on the electrical behavior of piezoelectric patches on a bearing raceway is re-
quired, regarding both power output and sensing performance.

• How can piezoelectric patches be mounted to optimize power output on a rolling
element bearing without compromising the bearings functionality nor increase its
installation complexity?

• Can printed piezoelectric patches and printed electronics be used to harvest energy
from the strain in a rolling element bearing?
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As we showed in paper D, the Barkhausen sensor can detect a change over time.
However, the link between signal output and mechanical fatigue is still unknown. The
sensor also requires additional research on how the sensor should be designed to pick up
the features of interest.

• How should the Barkhausen sensor be designed to optimize signal strength and
feature detection?

• How is the Barkhausen sensor output liked to steel fatigue?

• What filters or artificial intelligence can best detect desired features from the
Barkhausen sensor?

The development of electronics is bound to hit physical barriers at some point. The
data presented in this thesis predicts, with current knowledge, that physical limits will
be a hindrance within 5-15 years. What new knowledge can break the known physical
barriers? Is carbon in all its forms the key enabler for the next generation of electronics?

“I am just a child who has never grown up. I still keep asking these ’how’ and ’why’
questions. Occasionally, I find an answer.”

Stephen Hawking
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in rotating environments

Fredrik Häggström, Jonas Gustafsson and Jerker Delsing

Abstract

Using sensors to measure parameters of interest in rotating environments and communi-
cating the measurements in real-time over wireless links, requires a reliable power source.
In this paper, we have investigated the possibility to generate electric power locally by
evaluating six different energy-harvesting technologies. The applicability of the tech-
nology is evaluated by several parameters that are important to the functionality in an
industrial environment. All technologies are individually presented and evaluated, a con-
cluding table is also summarizing the technologies strengths and weaknesses. To support
the technology evaluation on a more theoretical level, simulations has been performed to
strengthen our claims. Among the evaluated and simulated technologies, we found that
the variable reluctance-based harvesting technology is the strongest candidate for further
technology development for the considered use-case.

1 Introduction

The number of connected devices and sensors are growing every day; Gartner expects
that the number of devices connected to Internet of Things will reach 26 Billion units
by 2020 representing an almost 30-fold increase from 0.9 billion in 2009 [1]. To reach
this, and even further utilize the potential for wireless sensor systems and Internet of
Things in industrial applications, robustness and availability are necessary core features.
To achieve these under long-term deployment with minimal manual configuration and
maintenance, a reliable energy supply is of utmost importance.

In this paper we investigate technologies to be used for supplying embedded systems
in rotating environments (e.g. bearings, shafts or gears) with electric power. Rotating
parts are found in almost all machines and are often crucial for the machine operation.
From an industrial automation perspective, reduced downtime and increased availabil-
ity are two aspects that are highly valued. Unexpected faults and downtime sometimes
originates from failing rotating parts, which today are monitored to a limited extent. By
continuously measuring parameters of interest on vital rotating parts and communicating
the information to operators or other parts of the automation system, we can support
the prevention of unplanned stops. To communicate the information in a rotating en-
vironment, wireless technologies are in general required to avoid electrical contact slip
rings. Without cables and slip rings to supply the embedded systems and sensors with
power, power has to be generated locally and temporary stored within the rotating part
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n Task Duration tn Power Pn

0 Standby 98 ms 0.1 mW
1 Sampling & processing 1 ms 10 mW
2 Receive and transmit 1 ms 60 mW

Table 1: Power consumption and duration for tasks.

or environment. Since batteries have a limited amount of energy, and are often sen-
sitive to temperature variations and other external conditions, battery based solutions
are typically not applicable for long-term industrial deployment. The replacements of
discharged batteries is also often a costly procedure, especially if the number of deployed
sensors (batteries) is great. There are also negative environmental impacts of using large
volumes of batteries.

The continued focus of this paper is to evaluate feasible technologies to be used for
energy harvesting purpose in rotating environments located in industrial applications.

To limit the paper scope, we have chosen to omit energy harvesting technologies that
are based on the physical principles of; heat flow, heat change rate and vibration, as all
of these phenomenas are to be avoided or minimized in our use case. Also light and radio
frequency based technologies are omitted since they will mostly not be feasible in this
context. The technologies we have focused on in this paper all relies on the motion in
our rotating environment.

1.1 Challenges and conditions

The power consumption for wireless sensors is application specific and depends on several
factors; the amount of energy that is used to sample and process data, communicate and
idle.

For this paper we estimate the power requirements according to Table 1.

Pavg =

∑n
i=0 tiPi∑n
i=0 ti

(1)

By using equation (1) with the estimated values in Table 1 gives an average power con-
sumption of 0.8 mW. To accommodate for conversion losses in the harvesting circuitry,
we have defined the minimum required power output from the harvester to 1 mW.

To be able to evaluate the technologies on common ground we have also specified a
number of physical and environmental constraints that all investigated technologies must
comply with, see Table 2. These constraints are set with respect to industrial applications,
so that many rotating environments found in industries and factories should fulfill these.

To make the energy harvesting technology feasible for use in harsh industrial en-
vironments at a reasonable price, a number of conditions has to be considered in this
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Parameter Value Unit

Rotation frequency 10 Hz
Maximum diameter of rotating env. 0.1 m
Maximum weight of harvesting dev. 0.05 kg
Minimum power output 1 mW

Table 2: Parameters that the energy harvesting device must fulfill to comply with our
defined constraints.

investigation. We chose to highlight the following four parameters to be of high impor-
tance, when evaluating different harvesting technologies applicability.

System complexity Including number of components and the challenges
involved in getting the system to work as intended. Often also connected with the
system cost.

Robustness The ability to withstand harsh external conditions, like dust, dirt,
vibrations and large temperature fluctuations.

Generality A measure of how general the technology is, e.g. can the technology
be easily applied on several different applications.

Power output The ability to generate electric power.

These parameters are all considered in the technology investigation in the follow-
ing sections, and are used as the foundation for the concluding technology applicability
ranking in the discussion and conclusion section.

1.2 Related work

Harvesting ambient energy to power wireless sensor has been used for years. Where sev-
eral possible sources have been utilized, such as sunlight, indoor lighting, radio frequen-
cies, thermal gradients and vibration as several researchers have summarized [2, 3, 4, 5].
However, none of these sources will be evaluated in this paper since the focus is to convert
continuous motion to electrical energy.

Several researcher groups have presented methods to harvest energy from continuous
motion, some with focus on lower rotation frequencies than in Table 2, e.g. Lafont et
al. [6] show how magnetostriction and piezoelectricity can be combined to harvest en-
ergy from slow continuous motion. Others are focusing on higher rotation frequencies,
e.g. Raisigel et al. [7] presents a planar micro electromagnetic generator with a power
output of 5W at a rotation frequency of 6333 Hz. However, based on our findings, there
is room for further evaluation and continued research with focus on energy harvesting
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technologies for operation at rotational frequencies commonly found in conventional in-
dustrial equipment. Other important aspects that also need to be considered are that
they need to be applicable to several applications, robust and able to withstand long
term deployment under harsh conditions.

The main purpose of this paper is to evaluate what appropriate technologies that are
available in the literature today and how they could be applied to our use-case to support
our continued research on energy harvesting solutions for rotating environments found
in industrial machinery.

2 Description of energy harvesting principles

Energy harvesters convert non-electrical energy to electricity, as depicted in figure 1. The
investigated technologies will act as the generator, harvesting kinetic energy using vari-
able reluctance, electromagnetic induction, wiegand effect, piezoelectricity, magnetostric-
tion or triboelectricity. Where the majority of the investigated harvesting technologies
utilizes relative motion between objects to generate electricity. Triboelectric harvesters
convert friction, between objects in relative motion to each other, to electricity while vari-
able reluctance-, induction- and wiegand harvesters utilize the variation in magnetic field
to generate electricity. Piezoelectric- and magnetostriction harvesters rely on induced
strain that can generate electrical charges or change a in permeability respectively. The
strain in the material can be induced by mechanically stress the material or as Lafont
et al. [6] showed by laminating magnetostrictive and piezoelectric materials, which can
induce strain by introducing a varying magnetic field.

2.1 Variable Reluctance

Variable reluctance sensors are often used to measure rotational speed in rotating systems
[8], however the voltage induced in the coil can also be used to supply a wireless sensor
with power. In Figure 2 the principle of a variable reluctance sensor is depicted, a
permanent magnet generates a magnetic field though a pickup coil with a ferromagnetic
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Figure 2: Cross section of a variable reluctance sensor and a ferromagnetic toothed wheel.

core, pole-piece. When the ferromagnetic wheel rotates, the magnetic flux path will
change, causing a variation in magnetic field through the coil. This will generate a voltage
over the coil that can be described by Faraday’s law of induction, see equation (2).

Vemf (t) = −N · dΦ
dt

(2)

Where Vemf is the induced voltage in the coil, N is the number of windings in the coil
and Φ is the magnetic flux density trough the loop that the coil forms.

In [8] Parthasarathy et al. shows that it is possible to supply a wireless sensor with
enough power using a variable reluctance sensor. If the surrounding material in the rotat-
ing system consists of a ferromagnetic material, it could be possible to utilize the rotation
of the existing ferromagnetic structure to harvest energy; this opens the possibility to
utilize the same harvesting device in many applications.

This makes variable reluctance an interesting technology, which has high robustness
and generality and low complexity, which is investigated further.

2.2 Electromagnetic induction

Electromagnetic generators are a mature technology as most of the electrical energy in
the power grids is generated using this technology. To clarify the difference between
electromagnetic induction- and variable reluctance harvesters, electromagnetic induction
harvesters are composed of a magnetic source and coil that are in relative motion to each
other, while variable reluctance harvesters are composed of a magnetic source and coil
that are stationary in relation to each other.

Electromagnetic induction has been utilized in many harvesters to convert rotational
motion into electrical energy. In the case where it is not possible to utilize the relative
motion between a stationary and rotating system, a pendulum that is joined at the
rotation axis of the rotating system can be used. As Toh et al. reports in [9] they use an
eccentric weight and DC motor to harvest energy. In cases where the harvester cannot
be placed in center of the rotation axis as, the gravitation can be utilized to induce a
pendulum motion as the whole harvester is rotated eccentrically, see also [10]. If the
rotating and stationary system is in close proximity to each other, the relative motion
between the systems can be used to induce a varying magnetic field by adding a magnetic
source in one of the systems and a coil in the other.
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Electromagnetic harvesters that receive a varying magnetic field from relative move-
ments from permanent magnets can generate electrical energy without active circuitry
and start-up energy. This gives electromagnetic induction harvesters average complexity
and generality and high robustness.

2.3 Wiegand effect

Wiegand wires are composed of a special annealed alloy that is cold-worked by twisting
it back and forth to induce strain in the outer shell of the wire, while the center has less
residual strain. This creates an outer shell of the wire that is hardened and has a higher
magnetic hysteresis than the center that is still ”soft” with a lower magnetic hysteresis
[11]. By having a wire with a soft center and a hardened outer shell, two dominating
magnetic domains are created.

As an external varying magnetic field Bext is introduced the inner and outer magnetic
domains will change polarity in steps as shown in figure 3. First, the core will change
polarity in the direction of the external magnetic field and generate a voltage peak in
the coil. Secondly, the outer core will change its polarity in the direction of the external
magnetic field. This will also generate a voltage peak, although not as high as when the
core changed direction.

The magnetic polarity switch event can be picked up by a coil that will generate a
fixed amount of energy for each switching event, which depends on the alloy and geometry
of the wiegand wire [12]. This effect has a low dependence of the external magnetic field
frequency, thus making this it possible to use with slowly rotating systems as Ongaro et
al. reports [13].

The energy generated from each switching event is too low to generate 1 mW with
the current constraints from Table 2.

2.4 Piezoelectric

Piezoelectric materials are commonly used to generate electricity from vibrations due to
the simple conversion from mechanical- to electrical domain. By letting a mechanical
resonator circuit put cyclic stress on the piezoelectric material, the piezoelectric material
will generate a charge as the material is deformed [14]. The earth’s gravity in combination
with a rotating motion of the system can be used to induce an varying force to excite the
mechanical resonator circuit as Gu et al. reports [15]. In the paper, it is shown that the
centripetal force can be used to self-tune the mechanical resonator to make the resonator
operate at a broader range of frequencies.

Another way piezoelectric materials can be used is to attach it to parts of the me-
chanical system that deforms as the system rotates, it could generate enough charge to
power a wireless sensor.

Piezoelectric harvesters mainly rely on resonance at a specific frequency. This limits
the applicability of the harvester and lowers generality, and findings within the constraints
of Table 2 shows that the power output would be lower than 1 mW. However, a harvester
that relies on deformations of the system might be of interest.
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Figure 3: Crossection of a wiegand wire switching polarity when a varying external
magnetic field is introduced, which generates two voltage peaks in the coil that is wound
around the wiegand wire.

2.5 Magnetostrictive

If magnetostricitve materials are subjected to a varying magnetic field, the dimensions
of the material will change. By laminating highly magnetostrictive and piezoelectric ma-
terials, strain can be induced in the piezoelectric material by a time-varying magnetic
field thus generateing a charge from a time-varying magnetic field [16]. Since piezoelec-
tric materials have a high internal resistance, the charge generated in the piezoelectric
material from the induced strain will dissipate slowly.

Hence this technology can be used for slow time-varying magnetic fields as Lafont
et al. reports [6]. However using this technology within the constrains in Table 2 and
with the high magnetic field that is necessary for the magnetostrictive material to induce
strain on the piezoelectric material, a lot of eddy current would be generated thus making
the energy conversion inefficient.

2.6 Triboelectric

If the stationary and rotating system are in close proximity to each other, a triboelectric
harvester could be used. Triboelectric harvesters convert friction between objects into
electrical charges. The triboelectric effect is often an undesirable effect in a system;
charges generated through the effect can destroy electronics and create discharges.

Zhu et al. have shown a triboelectric harvester that converts rotary motion into
electricity[17]. They claim to harvest 1.5W at a rotation frequency of 50Hz. They also
claim that the power output is linearly dependent on the rotation frequency, hence the
power output at 10Hz would be 300mW.

This technology might be of interest if it can be shown that the friction does not
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degrade the material over time. However, this technology increases complexity due to
tolerances and cleanliness.

2.7 Technology Comparison

The individual components used in variable reluctance-, electromagnetic- and wiegand
harvester are considered robust by us since permanent magnets and coils can withstand
temperatures above 100◦C without degrading significantly [18] and are not sensitive to
dust and dirt. The wiegand effect can also be observed up to 125◦C in commercial sensors
[19] and neither the ferromagnetic material, permanent magnets or coils are sensitive to
vibrations or wear due to the non-contact harvesting principle.

The electromagnetic and wiegand harvesters have to introduce components in both
the rotating and stationary system that adds complexity, increases cost and reduces the
generality. The variable reluctance harvester only requires introducing components in
one of the systems (depending on the specific application) if it is deployed in a close
proximity to a relative moving ferromagnetic environment.

The voltage output from variable reluctance- and electromagnetic harvesters depend-
ings on the rotation frequency. If the voltage generated from the harvester is below the
minimum voltage required for the consumer circuitry plus the forward voltage drop from
a rectifying bridge, the consumer circuitry will not be able to operate with a passive
solution. Hence active circuits can be utilized to boost the voltage as several researchers
reports [20, 21] which enables the harvester to operate at lower rotation frequencies.
However, the active harvesting circuitry requires a start-up voltage, which means either
that the wireless sensor is dependent on long-term energy storage, or that the harvester
might experience a higher rotation frequency in periods of time that generates a higher
voltage, which allows the active harvesting circuitry to start-up. After the active har-
vesting circuitry is operational, the rotation frequency can decrease and the consumer
circuitry can still be operational.

Piezoelectric harvesters often utilizes lead zirconate titanate (PTZ) films [2, 3, 4, 5]
which have a higher ageing rate than permanent magnets [18, 22]. This will decrease the
power output of the harvester over time, which lowers the robustness of such a system.
A passive rectifying bridge can convert the electricity to DC due to the high voltages
generated in the piezoelectric material, however active solutions can be used to increase
the power output as several papers suggest [23, 24, 25]. Piezoelectric harvesters must
be tuned to each specific application and cannot work for a broad range of frequencies,
which increases complexity and decreases generality.

A magnetostrictive harvester that relies on inducing strain in a piezoelectric material
requires an intense magnetic field that varies over time. The induced eddy currents in
the magnetostrictive material will increase with the rotation frequency, as described in
[26], this will generate heat in the magnetostrictive material and make the conversion
inefficient.

However, this technology is well suited for applications with lower rotation frequencies
than we are addressing in this paper. Similar harvesting circuits as for piezoelectric
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Table 3: Summary of energy harvesting technologies.

Technology Power [mW] Robustness [1-5] Complexity [1-5] Generality [1-5]

Variable reluctance 2* [8] 5 1 5
Electromagnetic 5.6* [9] 5 3 3
Wiegand 7.6× 10−3* [13] 5 3 3
Piezoelectric 0.18* [15] 3 3 2
Magnetostrictive 3.2*[6] 3 4 1
Triboelectric 300[17] 1 3 3

* inter-/extrapolated from reference result.

harvesters can be used. This technology also requires components in both the rotating
and stationary system, which increases complexity and decreases generality.

Triboelectric harvesters require parts in both the rotating and stationary system,
which increase the complexity. Zhu et al. showed a test running for ∼1.7×105 revolutions
without any decay in power output. However this corresponds to only ∼ 4.5 hours of
operation at a rotation frequency of 10Hz. It would be interesting to see a long-term test
of such a harvester.

Since no long-term performance test of a triboelectric harvester could be found, it is
assumed that the friction between the parts will cause ware and shorten the lifetime of
the harvester, thus decreasing the robustness.

All the finding have been graded and summarized in Table 3. Robustness, complexity
and generality is described in section 1.1. Robustness is graded between 1 to 5, where 1
means poor and 5 means good robustness. Complexity is graded between 1 to 5, where
1 means low and 5 means high complexity. Generality is graded between 1 to 5, where 1
means poor and 5 means good generality.

2.8 Comparison Outcome

From Table 3 it can be seen that a variable reluctance harvester that is operating within
the constraints in Table 2 has lowest complexity, high robustness and highest generality.
A variable reluctance harvester would also provide enough energy to supply the assumed
system in Table 1. This implies that more investigation within this technology was needed
to verify the credentials of the investigation. Hence, a simulation was conducted on how
a variable reluctance harvester would perform under the defined constraints.

3 Simulation

In order to optimize spatial dimensions of the harvester and confirm that variable re-
luctance can generate enough energy yielding the defined constraints, a simulation in
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Figure 4: Overview of the simulation model.

COMSOL 4.3b was conducted. A ferromagnetic toothed wheel with a relative perme-
ability of 100, an outer diameter of 10cm and 50 teeth was used as the rotating part in
the simulation, with a rotation frequency of 10Hz.

The variable reluctance harvester was composed of a ferromagnetic pole-piece with
4000 in relative permeability formed as a solid cylinder with a diameter of 2mm and a
length of 4mm. Around the pole-piece a copper wire with a diameter of 0.03mm is wound
with 5800 revolutions. The resistance of the wire in the coil is calculated to 500Ω, due
to the length and area of the wire, which also is the internal resistance and dominating
part of the harvesters impedance.

On top of the pole-piece a cylindrical neodymium magnet with a diameter of 5mm and
length of 4mm was placed, with a remanent flux density of 1.2T in the direction towards
the pole-piece. Two simulations were conducted, one with the harvester mounted so the
pole-piece had an airgap of 1mm and another with the pole-piece 2mm from the rotating
toothed wheel, see Figure 4 for a screenshot of the simulation model.

The simulation results show that this energy harvesting setup can produce∼4.9Vrms at
1mm airgap and ∼1.4Vrms with a 2mm airgap, see Figure 5. Which yields an extractable
power of 12mW and 1mW respectively, when connected to a load matching the internal
impedance of the harvester which in this simulation is 500Ω. This result is similar to
what Parthasarathy et al. showed in their experimental setup, found in [8].
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Figure 5: The figure shows the simulated induced voltage, generated by the variable
reluctance simulation model described in the text.

4 Discussion and conclusion

As embedded systems and wireless sensors merge with mechanical parts such as bearings
and other rotating environments, the need for energy harvesting technologies increases. In
this paper, we have evaluated six different energy-harvesting principles that are possible
to use in rotating environments.

Among the technologies included in this technology evaluation, we found that the
variable reluctance-based energy harvesting technology is the most promising for the
addressed application; a rotating object that complies to Table 3.

We found that there are many possible technologies to be applied for energy har-
vesting purpose in rotating environments. However, many technologies did not meet our
requirements, as they did not produce enough power with our defined conditions or had
poor robustness, generality and high complexity in our defined environment. However,
these might still be interesting for further investigation in other application, e.g. very
slow/high rotation frequencies, extreme temperature conditions, etc.
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Piezoelectric energy harvesting modeled with SPICE

Fredrik Häggström, Jonas Gustafsson and Jerker Delsing

Abstract

The generation of electricity from vibrations has attracted considerable attention over
the past decade. For this purpose, a piezoelectric-type harvester tuned to resonate at
a specific frequency is typically used. This paper proposes a SPICE model capable of
modeling piezoelectric energy harvesters. The model is parametrized enabling simple in-
troduction of relevant physical parameters. Underlying theory based on Euler-Bernoulli
beam theory is presented and modeling simplifications are justified. The SPICE model is
verified by comparison to examples for which analytical and experimental solutions has
been published. The SPICE model is valid close to the analyzed mode center frequency
and delivers results within 1% compared to experimental and analytical data. Further-
more, we also show that the harvester can be electrically tuned to match the excitation
frequency. This makes it possible to maximize the power output for both linear and
non-linear loads. The here presented model enables efficient analysis of harvester design
and changes of harvesting conditions.

1 Introduction

Harvesting energy from the surrounding sources that otherwise would have gone to waste
has been a heavily researched topic over the past decade. Efficient energy harvesting
enables long-term deployment of wireless sensors without the need for battery changes.
Our vision and long-term objective is to support the development of self sufficient sensors
and actuators connected to an automation cloud like the Arrowhead Framework [1].
According to [2], the number of interconnected devices will reach 24 billion by 2020 and
many of them are wireless sensors. One of the key enablers to realize the huge number of
interconnected devices according to [3] are new solutions for energy management in all its
aspects. Smarter ways to harvest energy, store energy and manage energy consumption
are needed.

Powering wireless sensors with energy harvested from the ambient environment might
be the solution to the aforementioned problems. Several researchers have summarized
the state-of-the-art in energy harvesting using a variety of energy sources and using
different technologies to harvest the energy [4, 5, 6, 7]. These reports show that harvesting
energy from vibrations has been thoroughly researched over the past decade and that
a piezoelectric cantilever is the most commonly used method to harvest energy from
vibrations.

Based on the number of publications in the field of vibration harvesting, piezoelectric-
based harvesters are dominating this field. The popularity of these harvesters might be
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due to the simple coupling between mechanical strain and electrical charge found within
piezoelectric materials, as further explained in [8], or because the process is easy to scale
and mass produce. Vibration harvesters are most often a bimorph piezoelectric cantilever
with a tip mass. There are several papers published where researchers have modeled and
analyzed piezoelectric cantilevers considering linear loads and how the power output
is affected by different linear loads. The piezoelectric cantilever is often modeled as a
simplified spring-mass-damper system using lumped parameters as the general model for
vibration conversion showed in [9], where they also state that the model is not entirely
valid for piezoelectric harvester. Due to the properties of the piezoelectric material, the
induced/applied voltage in the material will affect the behavior of the mechanical system.
It is shown in [10] that the traditional SDOF modeling of base excitation harvesters may
provide inaccurate results, due to the neglected electro-mechanical coupling; however,
they also show that correction factors can be used to more accurately predict the electro-
mechanical coupling.

Erturk et al. [11] used Euler-Bernoulli beam theory to derive a more accurate model
of a cantilever harvester with a tip mass. Their model has no lumped parameters and only
uses geometrical and material parameters that strongly agreed with their experimental
results. The SPICE model presented in this paper is based on their findings, and our
results have a strong correlation with their experimental results. The SPICE model en-
ables non-linear extraction methods to be analyzed together with the electro-mechanical
coupled model of the harvester. This enables the possibility to evaluate non-linear ex-
traction technologies e.g ’synchronous switch harvesting on inductor’ [12] and maximize
the power output in the simulation environment.

Most of the published models of vibration harvesters does not account for e.g non-ideal
components and electromechanical coupling, thus reducing their accuracy [13]. Elvin et
al. presented a SPICE model in [14], in which they used the Rayleigh-Ritz method to
approximate the deflection of the beam. They used an equivalent electrical circuit to
represent the harvester, which yielded good results when no tip mass was used. Elvin et
al. has also shown in [15] that a FEM model of the mechanical structure of piezoelec-
tric harvester can be coupled to a circuit simulation tool, to accommodate for complex
harvester geometries and large deformations.

An improved analysis method for non-linear extraction technologies that considers
an accurate model of the harvester may also yield inaccurate results due to non-ideal
components in the harvesting circuitry. Due to the relative high voltages and low currents
that the harvesting circuit may experience, parasitic capacitance and current leakage may
contribute to substantial energy losses.

The here proposed SPICE model enables modeling including non-ideal components
and electromechanical couplings for a cantilever harvester, with or without a tip mass.
The Euler-Bernoulli beam equation is introduced into the SPICE model as pre-calculated
constants that must be calculated in advanced and inserted as constants in the SPICE
model to express the deflection behavior of the beam. The model has been verified against
Erturk et al. results in [11].
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Figure 1: (a) Vibrational energy harvester with a tip mass of Mt at x = L. (b) Cross-
section of the cantilever with the piezoelectric elements connected in series.

1.1 Related work

There are several papers published where the piezoelectric transducers has been modeled
in SPICE for ultrasound applications. The early models relied on equivalent circuit sim-
ulations using a negative capacitance to simulate the losses in the piezoelectric material,
for example [16]. While more recent models relies on a lossy transmission line to simulate
the losses within the material for example [17]. The ultrasound models using lossy trans-
mission lines proved to have great accuracy that enables entire systems with parasitic
components to be modeled in SPICE e.g. Johansson et. al did in [18]. However, the
ultrasound SPICE models are focused to simulate the losses and signal propagation in
the piezoelectric material due to its inertia and piezoelectric properties. Therefore these
models are not directly applicable on energy harvesting applications.

2 Theory

2.1 Mechanical system

Lets consider a bimorph cantilever harvester with a tip mass. An example of such a device
is T226-A4-503X from Piezo Systems, Inc [19]. Erturk et al. used the same harvester in
[11], and their results will be compared with ours.We applied the same set of parameters
as Erturk et al. in our SPICE model. The geometrical and material parameters of the
harvester are presented in Table 1.

The cantilever is depicted in Figure 1 and is composed of a substructure (brass) in
the center with a height of hs̃ that has a piezoelectric layer on each side with a height of
hp̃, thus making it a bimorph cantilever. Each of the piezoelectric layers is poled towards
the substructure, and the layers are electrically connected in series. At the tip of the
cantilever (x = L), a proof mass Mt is placed. The mass is typically used for tuning the
harvester to a specific resonance frequency.

Henceforth, functions and parameters with the subscripts p̃ and s̃ refer to piezoelectric
and substructure, respectively. The superscript s refers to series-connected piezoelectric
layers. In this paper, we will only describe a model for series-connected layers; further
information regarding parallel-connected layers can be found in [11].
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Table 1: Harvester parameters taken from Erturk et al. in [11]. Used in this paper to
validate the SPICE model by comparing with their results using the same parameters.

Geometric parameter Piezoelectric layer Substructure

Length L (mm) 50.8 50.8
Width b (mm) 31.8 31.8
Height hp̃, hs̃ (mm) 0.26 (each) 0.14
Tip mass Mt (kg) 0.012

Material parameter (PZT-5A) (Brass)

Density ρp̃, ρs̃ (kg m−3) 7800 9000
Young’s modulus Ys̃, c̄

E
11 (Gpa) 66 105

Piezo. coefficient d31 (pm V−1) -190 –
Permittivity ε̄S33 (F m−1) 1500ε0 –
Resistivity �p̃ (TΩ m) 1 –

The motion of the base of the cantilever in the transverse direction can be described
by a function g(t) with a superimposed function h(t) for small rotations, as shown in
Figure 1. Therefore, the total base movement and frame of reference can be described
by

wb(x, t) = g(t) + xh(t),

where x is distance from the fix-point on the beam, t is time and the relative displacement
from the frame of reference is ws

rel(x, t), shown in Figure 1.

In [11] it is shown that for a series-connected piezoelectric bimorph cantilever har-
vester, the beam motion can be expressed by

Y I
∂4ws
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∂x4
+ csI

∂5ws
rel(x, t)

∂x4∂t
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∂ws
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dδ(x)
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)
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∂t2
.

(1)

csI is the strain rate dampening coefficient and ca the air dampening coefficient. m
is mass per unit length and ϑs is the piezoelectric coupling term for a series-connected
bimorph cantilever. vs(t) is the voltage over the piezoelectric layers and δ is the Dirac
delta function. The bending stiffness term Y I of the cantilever is given by
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where the Ys̃ is Young’s modulus for the substructure and c̄E11 is the elastic constant at
constant E-field for the piezoelectric layers. hs̃ and hp̃ are the height of the substructure
and piezoelectric layers respectively, and b is the width of the cantilever as illustrated in
Figure 1.

It was shown in [10] that the air damping can be assumed to be less than 10% of
the total damping for a harvester operating in air, hence the system can be assumed to
have proportional damping. This prevents the need to define the strain rate dampening
coefficient csI and air dampening coefficient ca. Then an undamped motion system
(csI = ca = 0) can be considered and instead introduction modal dampening. However,
if the harvester is operating in a fluid with a higher viscosity than air, these constants
might have to be considered.

According to Erturk et al. [11], the piezoelectric coupling term for a series-connected
cantilever ϑs can be expressed by equation (3).

ϑs =
ē31b

2hp̃

⎡
⎣h2

s̃

4
−
(
hp̃ +

hp̃

2

)2
⎤
⎦ =

ē31(hp̃ + hs̃)b

2
(3)

The piezoelectric coupling term ϑs creates a coupling from the electrical to mechanical
system, where a voltage applied/induced in the piezoelectric layers vs(t) contributes to
a force on to the cantilever. The piezoelectric constant ē31 can be obtained through the
more commonly used piezoelectric constants d31 and c̄E11 [8]:

ē31 = d31c̄
E
11

The mass per unit length m can be obtained from

m = b(ρs̃hs̃ + 2ρp̃hp̃)

where ρs̃ and ρp̃ is the density of the substructure and piezoelectric material, respectively.
With the assumption that the damping is proportional throughout the beam, the

response of the beam can be described with an absolutely and uniformly convergent
series of eigenfunctions according to [20], see equation (4).

ws
rel(x, t) =

∞∑
r=1

φr(x)η
s
r(t). (4)

The mass-normalized eigenfunction φr(x) describes how the beam deflects in its rth
mode, and the modal mechanical function ηsr(t) describes the amplitude of deflection
over time. The mass-normalized eigenfunction φr(x) is denoted as the undamped free
vibration problem expressed in equation (5).

φr(x) =

Ar
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Where the modal constant ςr is obtained from

ςr =
sinλr − sinhλr + λr

Mt

mL
(cosλr − coshλr)

cosλr + coshλr − λr
Mt

mL
(sinλr − sinhλr)

,

where the eigenvalues λr are obtained by finding lambda in equation (6).

1 + cosλ coshλ+ λ
Mt

mL
(cosλ sinhλ− sinλ coshλ)

− λ3It

mL3
(coshλ sinλ+ sinhλ cosλ)

+
λ4MtIt

m2L4
(1− cosλ coshλ) = 0

(6)

The rth solution to equation (6) corresponds to the rth vibration mode. It is assumed
that the E-field (voltage) over the piezoelectric layers is constant (e.g, short circuited)
because the modal analysis of the beam does not include external forces, as in the case
of an induced voltage. The contribution from the moment of inertia of the tip mass It
can often be neglected (It = 0) due to its small contribution, which simplifies equation
(6).

The modal amplitude Ar can be obtained by normalizing the eigenfunctions according
to any of the orthogonal conditions in (7), where fulfilling any one of them automatically
fulfills the other two conditions.∫ L

0

φs(x)mφr(x)dx+ φs(L)Mtφr(L)

+

[
dφs(x)

dx
It
dφr(x)

dx

]
x=L

= δrs

(7a)

∫ L

0

φs(x)Y I
d4φr(x)

dx4
dx−

[
φs(x)Y I

d3φr(x)

dx3

]
x=L

+

[
dφs(x)

dx
Y I

d2φr(x)

dx2

]
x=L

= ω2
rδrs

(7b)

∫ L

0

d2φs(x)

dx2
Y I

d2φr(x)

dx2
dx = ω2

rδrs (7c)

The subscripts r and s in equation (7a)-(7c) denotes which mode the function and value
corresponds to. δrs is the Kronecker delta, which is equal to zero when r �= s and one
when r = s. The constant E-field (e.g, short circuit) modal resonance frequency ωr can
be obtained from (8).

ωr = λ2
r

√
Y I

mL4
(8)
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By finding λ from equation (6) for the modes to be analyzed, and mass normalizing
(5) using any of the orthogonal conditions in (7), we will obtain finite values for λr, φr(L),

dφr(L)/dx and
∫ L
0
φr(x)dx. These parameters will be considered as constants during the

simulation and will be used in the model to express the relationship between the modal
mechanical system ηsr(t) and the mechanical response equation ws

rel(L, t) at the tip of the
beam.

2.2 Point of observation

With the coupled model of the harvester and the obtained parameters, as summarized
λr, φr(L), dφr(L)/dx and

∫ L
0
φr(x)dx, enables to solve the electro-mechanical behavior of

the harvester at one point. This makes it possible to express the behavior of the harvester
at one point without the need to calculate the behavior of the whole beam. Meaning
that the behavior of the beam can be analyzed by just simulating one point on the beam
for a chosen mode. We have selected the tip of the cantilever to be the observed point
of motion.

The absolute transverse displacement of the cantilever tip can be obtained by

w(L, t) = wb(t) + ws
rel(L, t). (9)

The mechanical response equation (4) can be divided into an eigenfunction φr(x)
that describes how the rth mode of the beam is deflected at each point on the cantilever
and one modal mechanical function ηsr(t) that describes the amplitude of the rth mode
in time. Combining these two functions for all modes (r = 1, 2, ...,∞) will yield the
total mechanical response of the cantilever. However, for cantilever harvesters with a tip
mass, the first mode (r = 1) is the most dominant and contributes to the largest charge
difference on the top and bottom electrodes if the electrodes cover the entire length of
the beam. Because the entire piezoelectric layer is either compressed or extended due
to the deflection of the beam, where modes for r > 1 will cancel charges in the layer, it
will both exhibit compression and extension in the same layer at different places on the
beam, as further explained in [21]. With the assumption that the harvester is tuned to
operate at ω1, modes greater than the first (r > 1) can be neglected due to their small
contribution close to ω1. Hence, the model can be approximated to only use the first
mode, with the constraint that the model can only be used for frequencies close to ω1.
The mechanical response, distance from frame of reference, for the first mode at the tip
of the cantilever can be described by (10).

ws
rel(L, t) = φ1(L)η

s
1(t) (10)

As previously mentioned, the use of the damping terms csI and ca in equation (1) can
be avoided by assuming proportional dampening throughout the beam and introducing
modal damping instead. This will bias the damping of the harvester and induce errors
when operating far from the bias point; however, these errors can be neglected as dis-
cussed in [10] when the surrounding fluid is air. The modal damping term ζ1 represents
the total damping of the modal system for the first mode, which combines both the air
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and strain damping. ζ1 can be approximated by experimentally analyzing the frequency
response of the harvester, as shown in [11]. By substituting equation (10) into equation
(1) and applying any of the orthogonality conditions given by (7a)-(7c), the coupled
modal equation can be expressed as

d2ηs1(t)

dt2
+ 2ζ1ω1

dηs1(t)

dt
+ ω2

1η
s
1(t) = f1(t)− χs

1v
s(t). (11)

The coupling term χs
1 obtained through (12) describes the connection from the elec-

trical to mechanical system, which describes how the voltage applied/induced in the
piezoelectric layers will contribute to a force acting on the cantilever.

χs
1 = ϑs

dφ1(x)

dx

∣∣∣∣
x=L

(12)

To express the behavior of the modal system in relation to the displacement of the
base g(t), the displacement must be expressed as a force. This is represented by f1(t) in
equation (11), where the modal mechanical force function is expressed as

f1(t) =−m

(
d2g(t)

dt2

∫ L

0

φ1(x)dx+
d2h(t)

dt2

∫ L

0

xφ1(x)dx

)

−Mtφ1(L)

(
d2g(t)

dt2
+ L

d2h(t)

dt2

)
.

(13)

With the assumption that the base is only excited by transverse vibrations (h(t) = 0),
(13) can be reduced to

f1(t) =

(
−m
∫ L

0

φ1(x)dx−Mtφ1(L)

)
d2g(t)

dt2
. (14)

The simplification to only focus on the tip of the cantilever makes it possible to
describe the modal mechanical system with a Laplace block in SPICE and to describe the
relationship between the modal and motion systems through pre-calculated parameters
λr, φr(L), dφr(L)/dx and

∫ L
0
φr(x)dx.

2.3 Equivalent electrical system

A piezoelectric harvester can be described with an equivalent electrical system, as de-
picted in Figure 3. Since the time constant of the mechanical cantilever system and
internal piezoelectric inertia are far apart, a simple model of the piezoelectric element is
sufficient for this analysis. More detailed models of piezoelectric transducers are available
and could be of interest in future work, see e.g. [22]. This enables the piezoelectric layer
to be modeled as a simple current source, an internal capacitance and an internal resis-
tance. The electrode and substructure of the harvester create a capacitor Cp̃ with the
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Figure 2: SPICE model of a piezoelectric bimorph cantilever harvester.
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isp̃(t)
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Rp̃

is(t)

−

+

vs(t)Rl

Figure 3: Equivalent circuit of piezoelectric bimorph cantilever harvester.

piezoelectric material as a dielectric. The internal resistance of the dielectric is expressed
by Rp̃. The internal capacitance and resistance for each layer can be obtained by:

Cp̃ =
ε̄S33bL

hp̃

, Rp̃ = �p̃
hp̃

Lb
(15)

The current generated by the piezoelectric layer, isp̃(t), depends on the derivative of
the modal mechanical function as

isp̃(t) = κ1

dηs1(t)

dt
, (16)

where the coupling term κ1 from the mechanical to electrical system is described by
(17).

κ1 = −
ē31(hp̃ + hs̃)b

2

dφ1(x)

dx

∣∣∣∣
x=L

(17)

2.4 SPICE model

SPICE is widely used in industry to simulate and verify electrical circuits. To help
the development of energy harvesting -transducers and -circuits it is highly desirable to
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create a model for piezoelectric vibration harvesters in SPICE. To be able to implement
a model in SPICE a number of simplifications has to be made. The point of observation
on the mechanical system has to be reduced to only one point, e.g. the tip movement of
the cantilever. In the models current state, only one mode can be simulated at a time,
therefore we selected the first mode due to its dominating part of the output and the
model only considers transverse base excitation.

Several parameters have to be calculated prior to using the model. The pre-calculated
modal parameters can be summarized λr, φr(L), dφr(L)/dx and

∫ L
0
φr(x)dx are required

for the specific harvester. These parameters are considered to be constants during the
simulation and correspond to the rth mode. Higher modes above the first can be evalu-
ated by the model by using parameters for r > 1; however, without extending the model,
only one mode can be evaluated at a time.

The model takes the displacement of the base w b (wb(t)) as an input, where volt
represents meter. The motion of the base has been reduced to transverse displacement,
g(t) in Figure 2. The input displacement is derived in two steps to obtain the velocity
v and acceleration a of the base. Gyrator G1 converts the acceleration of the base to a
force f1(t) using equation (14). The force contribution from the applied/induced voltage
in the piezoelectric layers is supplied by gyrator G2 and is subtracted from G1 using
kirchhoff’s law with a 1Ω resistor to ground.This concludes the right-hand side of the
modal motion equation (11), where the right-hand side of equation (11) is solved by the
Laplace block L1. The Laplace block L1 describes the mechanical spring-damper-mass
system and outputs the modal amplitude n (ηs1(t)).

The piezoelectric layer can be modeled as a current source, internal capacitance and
an internal resistance as depicted in Figure 3. The current source for each layer is
represented by gyrator G3 and G4, which are dependent on the derivative of n (ηs1(t)) as
described by equation (16). Equation (15) provides the values for the internal resistance
and capacitance of the piezoelectric layers. The internal capacitance Cp̃ and internal
resistance Rp̃ in the equivalent electrical circuit, shown in Figure 3, is represented by R2,
R3, C1 and C2 in the SPICE model.

The voltage over the piezoelectric layers vs(t) is provided by the bidirectional nodes
v s- and v s+. As shown in equation (11), vs(t) yields a force contribution to the beam.
The gyrator G2 converts the voltage over the piezoelectric layers vs(t) to a force through
equation (12) which provides the feedback coupling from the electrical to mechanical
system.

3 Results

The model is validated by comparing the experimental results from Erturk et al. in [11],
using their model parameters shown in Table 1. The simulation results presented below
uses the same modal damping as Erturk et al. in [11] ζ1 = 0.027, which makes it possible
to compare their analytical results with our discrete simulated results. To show that the
model is affected by the voltage applied/induced in the piezoelectric layers, a voltage
step is applied onto the harvester and a mechanical response can be observed from the
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model. We also show that the model works with non-linear loads in time domain by
analyzing the power output from the harvester through a conventional rectifying bridge;
and that the power output can be optimized by controlling the voltage in the storage
medium after the rectifying bridge.

3.1 Comparing the simulation results with analytical/experimental
results

When running the model under the same load conditions as Erturk et al. did in their
analysis and experiments, one can observe that the results are in good agreement. Com-
paring the simulation results in Figure 4 at three different load conditions (Rl = 1k, 33k
and 470k) with Figure 7 in [11], the voltage output and center frequency differ by less
than 1% from their results. The difference in results between the SPICE model and an-
alytical model can be due to discretization errors within the SPICE solver and rounding
errors from the pre-calculated modal parameters.

Figure 4 also shows how the resonance frequency of the harvester changes with differ-
ent electrical loads. By changing the load from 1k to 470k, the center frequency changes
from 45.7 Hz to 48.2 Hz, respectively. This result indicates that the electrical load must
be considered when tuning the harvester to its application frequency. Otherwise, the
harvester might not be working at its optimum, and its power output would be reduced.

3.2 Maximum power output with resistive load

By conducting a parametric sweep of the load resistance during AC simulations, the
behavior of the model under different resistive loads can be observed. Figure 5a shows
a summary of the maximum power output that can be extracted from the harvester at
frequencies close to ω1 in the AC simulations. Figure 5b shows at what frequency the
maximum power output in Figure 5a was achieved. The center frequency of the harvester
depends on the electrical load, where the relationship between the center frequency and
load resistance can be observed in Figure 5b.

Figure 5b shows that the center frequency of the mechanical system varies more than
5% depending on the resistive load. For this specific harvester, it can also be observed
in Figure 5a that the power outputs between 46 Hz and 48 Hz are approximately the
same. This result implies that the harvester can be tuned in frequency within 5% by
only varying the resistive load. Hence, if one were able to control the load resistance, the
harvester could operate at its optimum over a broader range of frequencies.

As shown in Figure 5c, the mechanical system is heavily damped in the load region
where maximum power output can be achieved. The normalized relative tip displacement
with regards to excitation acceleration is greatest close to short circuit conditions (Rl =
1kΩ), 2.32 mm/g, and lowest where maximum power is obtained (Rl = 79kΩ), 1.14
mm/g. This result implies that the relative tip displacement for this specific harvester
is at 50% of its maximum tip displacement at maximum output conditions due to the
electrical damping.
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(c) Voltage output with 470kΩ load resistor.

Figure 4: Simulated voltage output dependent on excitation frequency with three differ-
ent load resistors.

3.3 Step response in relation to Electric load

By exciting the base of the harvester with a step function, the response of the system
can be observed in the time domain, as shown in Figure 6. Three electrical loads (Rl =
1kΩ, 33kΩ and 470kΩ) yield three different step responses. The same observations can
be made as in Figure 5(b). Rl = 1kΩ yields the lowest center frequency, and Rl = 470kΩ
yields the highest. Whereas Rl = 33kΩ damps the system to a greater extent than the
other two, in agreement to Figure 5(c).
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(c) Maximum relative tip displacement with resistive loads.

Figure 5: The model behavior at maximum output (resonance frequency) with respect
to resistive loads.

3.4 Mechanical response on applied voltage

The electro-mechanical coupling that ties the electrical and mechanical systems together
can be observed by applying a voltage onto the harvester while keeping the base of the
harvester fixed. Figure 7 shows how the tip of the harvester deflects as 100 V is applied
on the harvester. Because the voltage is held constant after it is applied, the E-field in
the piezoelectric material will also be constant. This results in a stiffness of the cantilever
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Figure 6: Tip displacement with a 1 mm step on the base of the harvester.
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Figure 7: Simulated tip displacement when a voltage step is applied to the harvester
while the base is stationary.

equal to short circuit conditions; hence, equation (8) can be used to obtain the center
frequency, which in this case is 45.7 Hz. It can also be observed that the tip of the
cantilever converges toward -0.2 mm.

3.5 Non-linear extraction methods

As shown in the previous sections, the SPICE model can be used in time-domain sim-
ulations. This enables the harvester to be simulated in non-linear systems where the
non-linear extraction circuit and its control methods can be run in the same simulation.

The generated voltage from the harvester has to be rectified to supply, e.g., micro-
controllers and sensors, with power. This can be achieved with a full-bridge rectifier
consisting of four diodes, as depicted in Figure 8. Figure 9 shows the amount of power
that is extracted from the harvester with the parameters presented in Table 1 through
a full wave rectifying bridge consisting of four low leakage diodes (BAS21AH) [23]. The
harvester is exited with a base amplitude Y0 of 10 μm (μV) with a varying frequency and
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Figure 8: The SPICE model is excited by an amplitude Y0, and the output is rectified
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Figure 9: Average power transferred from the harvester to Vs through a full-bridge rec-
tifier consisting of four low leakage diodes (BAS21AH).

varying voltage over the storage device Vs.

It can be observed from Figure 9 that by controlling the voltage of the storage Vs, the
system can be tuned to maximize the power output at a certain frequency. Maximum
rectified output at a base amplitude of 10 μm can be found at an excitation frequency of
48 Hz when the voltage of the storage device is 6 V. During these preconditions, a power
output of 96 μW will be achieved.

3.6 Simulation considerations

The input signals to the model might become too coarse when running transient simula-
tions. The derivative or second derivative of the input signals easily approach ±infinity.
That is why one should be careful of using too ”sharp” inputs for w b. To increase the
accuracy of the simulations it is also recommended to change the ’relative accuracy of
Vs and Is (RELTOL)’ to ∼0.00001.
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4 Discussion and conclusion

The SPICE model presented in this paper can take the physical dimensions and properties
of a piezoelectric vibration harvester and model the behavior of it. This enables to
simulate the harvester in conjunction with its harvesting circuitry and how eventual
changes to the harvester affects the system. The model shows results within 1% compared
to Erturk et al. analysis and experiments in [11].

Enabling the use of linear and non-linear loads provides the capability of analyzing
the currently known favorable harvesting topologies. Furthermore, it is also enables
to consider how parasitic and non-ideal components in the harvesting circuit affect the
system as a whole.

The ability to simulate both the physical harvester and the harvesting circuit together
will yield more accurate results than simulating them separately. As shown in this paper,
the harvesting circuitry will affect the mechanical behavior of the harvester. If this is
not taken into consideration when developing the system, it might contribute to errors in
the predicted power output. The model also enables simulations with non-ideal electrical
components, which can be used to provide a more accurate representation of a real system.
The SPICE model can be used to optimize both the harvester and the harvesting circuit
to fit its operating conditions. Currently only one vibration mode can be simulated at a
time. An obvious future work is to extend the model to accommodate for higher vibration
modes, thus minimizing model errors further.
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Interleaved Switch Harvesting on Inductor:

Non-linear extraction, action and reaction

Fredrik Häggström, Jonas Gustafsson and Jerker Delsing

Abstract

The circuit presented in this paper provides increased transfer efficiency for the electric
charge generated by a piezoelectric element to the storage device. This is achieved by
inverting the voltage potential across the piezoelectric element and thereby maintain-
ing a higher voltage while extracting energy. The increased potential allows vibration
harvesters to operate over a broader frequency range. For weakly coupled piezoelectric
harvesters, the increased potential allows the electrical power output to be increased. In
this paper, the circuit is simulated in SPICE using existing models of discrete components
in conjunction with a model of a piezoelectric vibration harvester. The power output
and mechanical behavior of the harvester using the presented circuit are compared to
two existing technologies: Synchronous Switch Harvesting on Inductor (SSHI) and a full-
wave rectifying bridge. The comparison demonstrates that the novel Interleaved Switch
Harvesting on Inductor (ISHI) circuit outperforms state-of-the-art active harvesting so-
lutions, e.g., SSHI, as a result of the decreased energy losses from diodes. In addition,
the ISHI circuit requires fewer components than does the SSHI circuit. To achieve the
maximum power conversion efficiency, impedance matching is required, which can be
achieved by controlling the voltage of the storage device.

1 Introduction

Energy harvesting provides the possibility of powering embedded systems for, e.g., moni-
toring physical properties in remote locations without the use of wires or regular mainte-
nance. This enables convenient data collection from remote locations that would other-
wise be difficult to access. The dependence on powering the device using primary cells is
reduced if the sensors can harvest ambient energy from their surrounding environment,
although the sensors might still have to rely on an intermediate storage solution to accom-
modate power consumption peaks. The intermediate storage capacity requirements can
be lessened to manage only the energy consumption peaks if the average power harvested
is greater than the average power consumed by the sensor because the harvested energy
can be used to recharge the intermediate storage. This enables energy storage devices,
e.g., supercapacitors, which have a lower volume-to-energy capacity than secondary cells,
to be used as intermediate storage [1]. Moreover, it has been reported that certain types
of supercapacitors can withstand harsher environments and handle more charging cycles
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compared to secondary cells [2]. Hence, energy harvesting enables more robust storage
technologies to be used, which can increase the lifespan of the sensor.

Harvesting energy can be performed using several different energy sources, as reported
by, e.g., [3, 4, 5]. A frequently used energy source is mechanical vibration in the vicinity
of wireless sensors. Buildings, ventilation ducts, household appliances and human motion
represent only a few examples from which vibrations have been investigated as a power
source for sensors.

Another environment in which energy harvesting has the possibility to make an impact
is within the field of industrial appliances. Many industrial machines generate vibrations
due to unbalanced rotating parts and shock impulses from mechanical parts. Vibrations
are also generated due to imperfections in manufacturing, e.g., waviness of surfaces in
a rolling element bearing [6]. These vibrations can be used to power remote wireless
sensors that can in turn measure process parameters and the condition of the machine
or machine component that they are attached to.

A vibration-based harvester is generally composed of a piezoelectric cantilever, with
or without a tip mass. The cantilever acts as a mechanical resonance system with a
narrow bandwidth. The cantilever is designed (tuned) to operate at a specific frequency.
However, the piezoelectric material in the cantilever has a dependency on the applied
E-field.The electrical load that the harvester is connected to will affect the harvester’s
vibration amplitude and center frequency, as Erturk et al. analytically described in [7].
As energy is extracted from the system, the process will exert electrical damping onto
the cantilever, and as Beeby et al. reported in [3], the maximum electrical output from
the system is achieved when the electrical damping is equal to the parasitic (mechanical)
damping. Equal electrical and parasitic damping can be achieved by strongly coupling
the electrical and mechanical system by increasing its electromechanical coupling factor,
essentially increasing the amount of piezoelectric material on the cantilever. Alterna-
tively, greater electrical damping can be achieved by extracting energy using an active
harvesting circuit, e.g., as in the Synchronous Switch Harvesting on Inductor (SSHI) that
was presented by Guyomar et al. in [8].

[9] showed that weakly coupled vibration harvesters greatly benefit from using SSHI
rather than standard rectifying technologies and that SSHI can increase the operating
frequency of the harvester. However, the SSHI circuit is not ideal because it introduces
energy losses due to voltage drops, resistance, parasitic capacitance and current leakage.
The three main causes of energy losses are as follows. First, the resistance corresponding
to the inductance will affect both the efficiency of the inversion process and the extraction
phase. Second, when extracting energy from the harvester using an SSHI circuit, the
efficiency will always suffer from two forward voltage drops from the diodes. Third,
Schottky diodes are often used to minimize the forward voltage drop. Schottky diodes
have high current leakage compared to PN junction diodes, which will increase energy
losses when the diodes are not active.

How can the energy transfer efficiency and operational frequency range for a piezo-
electric vibration harvester be increased without increasing the complexity of the system
compared to known active harvesting technologies? The solution presented in this pa-
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per results in a circuit that has fewer components than a conventional SSHI circuit. It
is also shown how the circuit can be impedance matched to the harvester by adjusting
the storage voltage. A comparison between the presented circuit, the SSHI circuit and
a full-wave rectifying bridge is performed using SPICE with a simulation model of a
piezoelectric vibration harvester, which was presented by Häggström et al. in [10].

2 Materials and Methods

The circuit is assumed to be connected to a piezoelectric vibration harvester. Figure 1(a)
shows a bimorph piezoelectric cantilever harvester that is excited by a base displacement
g(t) and its relative tip displacement wrel(t). The relative tip displacement of the har-
vester produces a strain in the piezoelectric material on the top and bottom of the can-
tilever. The piezoelectric material on the cantilever generates a charge as it is strained.
The relative velocity of the tip produces a strain change in the piezoelectric material,
which generates charge over time dQ/dt = isp̃ (current); hence, the piezoelectric mate-
rial is often modeled as a current source. The two plates formed by the electrode and
substructure with the piezoelectric material in between creates a capacitor. Figure 1(b)
shows an equivalent sub-circuit of the harvester, which has one current source isp̃(t) for
each layer, the top and bottom of the cantilever. Each layer in the cantilever structure
generates a current that is related to the strain change in the piezoelectric material. The
internal capacitance Cp̃ and internal resistance Rp̃ of each layer are connected in parallel
to the current source. This equivalent sub-circuit only describes the electrical domain of
the harvester; the connection to the mechanical properties is further described in [10].

(a) (b)

Mt

x

y

g(t)

wrel(t)
isp̃(t)

isp̃(t)

Cp̃

Cp̃

Rp̃

Rp̃

is(t)

−

+

vs(t)

Figure 1: (a) Illustration of a piezoelectric bimorph cantilever harvester with a tip mass.
(b) Equivalent sub-circuit of the bimorph cantilever.

Without an active harvesting circuit connected to a piezoelectric harvester, a consid-
erable amount of energy is lost when charging and discharging the internal capacitance
Cp̃ because isp̃ generates an alternating current. Hence, if less current from the strain in
the piezoelectric material is spent on charging and discharging the internal capacitance,
more energy can be extracted from the system. The presented circuit uses the stored
energy in the internal capacitance to invert the voltage over the harvester instead. This
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results in less current originating from strain changes to be used to invert the voltage
over the capacitor. It also enables to the potential (voltage vs(t)) over the piezoelectric
material to be maintained at a higher value compared to passive methods. An increased
potential as the current is formed can increase the electrical power output P from the
system (P = vsis). However, the electrical energy extracted from the system is equal
to the extracted mechanical energy, with exceptions for energy losses. The increased
potential that the circuit enforces generates a strain in the piezoelectric material in the
opposite direction as the applied strain change. This manifests itself as a force; this force
counteracts the velocity of the harvester, thereby electrically damping the harvester. Re-
ducing the amplitude and velocity of the harvester will lead to less current. For vibration
harvesters, it has been reported that maximum electrical output is achieved when the
electrical damping is equal to the parasitic (mechanical) damping [3]. The presented
circuit enables the possibility of tuning the electrical damping for weakly coupled piezo-
electric harvesters to match the parasitic damping, thereby maximizing the electrical
power output.

Figure 2 presents a schematic view of the novel switched harvesting circuit. The con-
trol method for the circuit interleaves between the two transistors in the circuit; therefore,
the circuit is henceforth referred to as Interleaved Switch Harvesting on Inductor (ISHI).
In the harvesting circuit, the piezoelectric element (harvester) P1 is connected in series
with an inductance L1.The value of the inductance L1 in conjunction with the internal
capacitance of the harvester will determine the time constant and the amplitude of the
current for the inversion process. P1 and L1 are connected in an H-bridge configuration,
where the upper transistors have been replaced by diodes D1 and D2. The capacitor
C1 acts as an intermediate storage for the extracted energy from the harvester, and its
potential is used to impedance match the circuit toward the harvester. By incorporating
the active transistors Q1 and Q2 as part of the rectify process, the number of components
and amount of losses can be reduced, and the control signals S1 and S2 are also referenced
to ground, thus easing the control process. The internal diodes in Q1 and Q2 make the
circuit act as a passive full-wave rectifying bridge when the control signals S1 and S2 are
turned off.

Q1S1
Q2 S2

A

D1 C1

B

L1

C

D2

P1

+ −vs

i1i2

i3

Figure 2: Interleaved Switch Harvesting on Inductor energy harvesting circuit.
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2.1 Passive circuit operation

At startup, the voltages at nets A, B and C in Figure 2 are assumed to be zero, and the
capacitance C1 is also assumed to be discharged. As the piezoelectric element is stressed,
a negative current from the piezoelectric material isp̃(t) is assumed to be generated, and
the voltage at points B and C will increase relative to that at point A. If the potential
over the piezoelectric material exceeds the forward voltage of the internal diode of Q1 and
the diode D2, Q1 and D2 will start to conduct. The inductance L1 can be neglected when
the circuit is operating in its passive mode because the time constant formed between
the internal capacitance of the harvester and L1 is designed to be orders of magnitude
smaller than the applied strain frequency. Hence, the potential vs can be assumed to
be constant while one of the internal diodes in the transistors and one of the diodes is
conducting because C1 >> Cp̃. This will transfer current from the piezoelectric material
(−isp̃ = −is = i1) to capacitor C1, thus passively extracting energy from the harvester
into capacitor C1.

Assuming that a sinusoidal force strains the piezoelectric material, the current gen-
erated by the piezoelectric material isp̃(t) will decrease to zero and then change direction.
Because the inductance can be neglected in passive operations, the circuit can be as-
sumed to be symmetrical; therefore, the same conditions apply when the current isp̃(t)
is positive. However, the current will pass through transistor Q2 and diode D1 instead
(isp̃ = is = i2), thus making the circuit a passive full-wave rectifying bridge.

2.2 Active circuit operation

Actively controlling transistors Q1 and Q2 enables the inversion of the voltage over the
internal capacitance of the harvester. Figure 3(a) shows the relative tip displacement of
the cantilever wrel and its base displacement g(t). When the absolute relative displace-
ment is maximized (zero velocity), the strain change in the piezoelectric material is zero;
hence, the current isp̃ is zero. Assuming that transistor Q2 is turned on, the voltage at
point A in Figure 2 is greater than that at point C (vs > 0). Turning on transistor
Q1 when the current isp̃ is close to/at zero while Q2 is still on will generate a current
loop i3 through the transistors, inductance and piezoelectric element. This will create
an LC-circuit between the internal capacitance of the harvester and the inductance L1

with a time constant of t0 = 2π
√
L1Cp̃/2. By disrupting the current loop i3 after half

of its time-constant (tinv = t0/2), the voltage over the harvester vs will be inverted, as
shown in Figure 3(c). Turning off the transistor Q2 at tinv seconds after Q1 was turned
on, causing an overlap of the transistors for tinv seconds, inverts the voltage over the
piezoelectric material. This will result in the voltage at net C being greater than that at
point A (vs < 0). The inversion process is mirrored when the opposite condition applies.
Figure 3(b) shows that some of the energy is dissipated as losses during the inversion
process; the absolute voltage across the harvester |vs| is lower after the inversion pro-
cess compared to before. The losses are due to resistance in the circuit and parasitic
capacitance on the nets connected to the transistors (nets A and C in Figure 2).

After the inversion process, one of the transistors remains active, thus eliminating the
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Figure 3: (a) The applied displacement on the base of the harvester g and the relative
tip displacement wrel. (b) The voltage over the piezoelectric elements vs (harvester)
and the control signals to transistors Q1 and Q2. The inversion process is started when
the relative tip displacement wrel changes direction. (c) Magnified view of the inversion
process, which shows that both Q1 and Q2 are turned on at the same time with an overlap
of tinv.

forward voltage drop from the internal diode in the transistor. As the absolute voltage
over the harvester |vs(t)| increases and exceeds the forward voltage of the diode and the
voltage over C1, current will flow from the harvester to C1 (i1 or i2). When the relative
velocity of the tip approaches zero, which results in isp̃ also approaching zero, the inversion
process should begin. Figure 3 also shows how the inversion process is conducted each
time the relative displacement wrel of the harvester is at its highest/lowest point.
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2.3 Comparison to conventional synchronized switch harvesting
on inductor circuits

The Synchronized Switch Harvesting on Inductor (SSHI) circuit presented by Guyomar
et al. in [8] and described more thoroughly in [11] is depicted in Figure 4(II). The SSHI
circuit uses two MOSFETs to short circuit an inductor over the piezoelectric element
for tinv seconds, thus inverting the voltage across the piezoelectric element. After the
inversion process, the transistors are turned off, and the full-wave rectifying bridge is
used to extract energy from the piezoelectric harvester. The MOSFETs in Guyomar
et al.’s circuit has a separate ground-point; hence, controlling the MOSFETs requires
additional components that are not referenced to power-ground.

Losses are introduced in the SSHI circuit by the diodes in the rectifying bridge due
to their forward voltage and current leakage. However, the energy stored in the parasitic
capacitance in the diodes is utilized in the SSHI circuit during the inversion process,
whereas the ISHI circuit will dissipate that energy. The SSHI circuit will always expe-
rience two forward voltage drops when extracting energy from the harvester. While the
presented ISHI circuit only has one forward voltage drop when extracting energy in its
active mode, the reduction in the number of diodes also reduces energy losses due to
current leakage.

The alternative setup in Figure 4(I) for the ISHI circuit (shown in gray) will yield
similar results as the original ISHI setup. However, the alternative setup will introduce
a larger transient current loop through the wires connecting the harvester due to the
parasitic capacitance in the diodes. The area of this current loop can be reduced by
connecting the diodes to the same nets as the transistors, hence keeping the current loop
within the harvesting circuit, as in Figure 2.

g(t)

g(t)

g(t)

(I)

(II)

(III)

Figure 4: Piezoelectric vibration harvester connected to an (I) ISHI circuit, (II) SSHI
circuit and (III) full-wave rectifier. The ISHI circuit is depicted with an alternative setup
(grayed diode).
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3 Results

The simulations were conducted with the harvester presented in [10] in the time domain
using SPICE. To demonstrate that the circuit can optimize the performance for a weakly
electromechanically coupled harvester, the height of the piezoelectric layers was reduced
to 1/20th of the original value of the harvester model. To achieve a frequency behav-
ior similar to that of the original model, the height of the substructure was increased
to achieve the same short-circuit resonance frequency, and the parasitic damping was
maintained at its original value. This approach creates a model with mechanical prop-
erties similar to those of the original model but with weaker electromechanical coupling.
Through the performed simulations, we show that the maximum power at a certain
frequency can be achieved by adjusting the voltage over the storage device, which is
represented by the capacitors in Figure 4. We also show that the ISHI circuit provides a
greater power output compared to the SSHI circuit, as shown in Figure 7.

Existing models of components were used in the simulations, where transistors Q1

and Q2 were BSR606N transistors[12] from Infineon Technologies. These transistors
were chosen due to their low drain-source leakage current, high voltage capabilities and
low drain-source on-state resistance. BAS21AH[13] diodes from ON Semiconductor were
chosen for diodes D1 and D2 due to their low current leakage, high voltage capabilities
and low capacitance. The inductor L1 was a 74477130W[14] power inductor from Würth
Elekronik with an inductance of 1 mH.

3.1 Optimizing power output

Three instances of the harvester were excited at their base (g(t) in Figure 3) with a
sinusoidal displacement of 100μm at frequencies from 40 to 60 Hz. To evaluate the
performance differences between ISHI, SSHI and the regular full-wave bridge rectifier
depicted in Figure 4, three independent simulations were performed. At each frequency,
the voltage over the storage capacitor was swept from 0 to 20 V to investigate how the
impedance affects the power output from the harvesters. How the voltage over the storage
capacitor and excitation frequency affect the power output for the different circuits is
shown in Figure 5a. The tip displacement of the harvester under the same conditions is
shown in Figure 5b.

Figure 5a shows that the ISHI and SSHI circuits are both able to extract energy from
the harvester at a broader range of frequencies compared to the full-wave rectifier. It can
also be observed that a maximum power output occurs at each frequency with varying
voltages over the storage capacitor. To obtain the maximum power output, an impedance
match between the harvester and the circuit is required. This impedance match can be
achieved by varying the voltage of the storage device. However, an increased storage
device voltage results in a higher inversion voltage in the active circuits (ISHI and SSHI).
Hence, the harvester is electrically damped to a greater extent, and the amplitude of
the tip displacement is decreased, as shown in Figure 5b. Due to the reductions in tip
displacement and velocity, the harvester generates less current. Therefore, the power
decreases at higher voltages.
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Figure 5: Power output and tip displacement from a vibration harvester using three
different harvesting circuits as a function of the excitation frequency and storage capacitor
voltage. (I) ISHI circuit, (II) SSHI circuit and (III) a full-wave rectifier.

3.2 Maximum power output

Figure 6 compares the maximum power output for the three different harvesting circuits
as a function of the excitation frequency. The full-wave rectifier achieves a power output
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of 1.53 mW, whereas the ISHI and SSHI circuits achieve power outputs of 6.30 and
5.94 mW, respectively. This result indicates that both active harvesting technologies
outperform the full-wave rectifier. However, the difference between the ISHI and SSHI
circuits is considerably smaller.
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Figure 6: Maximum power output with respect to excitation frequency for three different
harvesting circuits.

With the modeled harvester operating under the given conditions, the ISHI circuit
achieves a maximum power output increase of 6-25% compared to the SSHI circuit over
the frequency range of 40-60 Hz. Due to the presence of one extra forward voltage
drop in the SSHI circuit, the ISHI circuit outperforms the SSHI circuit at higher storage
capacitor voltages. In Figure 7, the difference in energy delivered by the ISHI and SSHI
circuit is plotted in units of percentage. The comparison is not performed where the
difference between the ISHI and SSHI circuits is greater than 25% due to the low power
output of both circuits under the defined condition. This result indicates that although
Figures 5a(I) and (II) appear to be very similar, the ISHI circuit operates more efficiently
at higher voltages and over a broader frequency range.

3.3 Electrical damping

Inverting the voltage when the relative tip displacement is at its top/bottom will exert
a force in the opposite direction of the relative velocity vector of the harvester, thereby
electrically damping the harvester. The inverted voltage across the piezoelectric material
is dependent on the voltage in the storage capacitor to an extent. Therefore, an increased
storage voltage can yield a higher inversion voltage and exert a greater counteracting
force, thus electrically damping the harvester to a greater extent.

To explain the electrical damping behavior, the harvester is assumed to be a single
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Figure 7: Percentage power increase from the ISHI circuit compared to the SSHI circuit
with respect to storage voltage and excitation frequency.

degree of freedom (SDOF) system. In [15], the steady-state amplitude for a second-order
SDOF system is given by

wrel, steady =
1√√√√1− 2(1− 2ζ2tot)

(
ω

ω0

)2

+

(
ω

ω0

)4

f

k
. (1)

where ω0 is the short circuit center frequency of the harvester, ω is the excitation fre-
quency, f is the excitation force, and k is the stiffness of the system. ζtot represents the
total system damping and is described by

ζtot = ζp + ζe, (2)

which is the sum of the parasitic mechanical damping ζp and the electrical damping ζe.
By assuming that the harvester is excited at its center frequency ω = ω0, Equation

(1) can be reduced to

wrel, steady =
1√

2− 2(1− 2ζ2tot)

f

k
=

1

2ζtot

f

k
. (3)

By studying Equation (3), one can observe that when the system is operating at its
center frequency, doubling the total damping will reduce the steady-state tip amplitude
by 50%. When the storage capacitor is discharged (0 V), the piezoelectric material
experiences almost short-circuit conditions, with only one forward voltage drop in the
ISHI circuit. Thus, the electrical damping is close to zero, and the majority of the
damping is from parasitic damping.
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Figure 5 shows that the maximum tip displacement is reduced by almost 50% when
operating at maximum power compared to when the storage capacitor is 0 V. This result
indicates that the total damping at maximum power output has almost doubled compared
to that at 0 V. Assuming that the parasitic damping is linear, the conclusion is that the
electrical damping is close to the parasitic damping (ζe ≈ ζp) at maximum power output.
Hence, the maximum power output is achieved when the electrical damping is close to
the mechanical damping when operating at/near the center frequency of the system, as
shown by Beeby et al. in [3].

At double the voltage for maximum output in the storage capacitor for all frequencies
shown in Figure 5a, the power output decreases to zero. This result is due to the electrical
damping of the system that hinders the movement of the cantilever. The reduced tip
displacement will then generate a charge in the piezoelectric material that is less than the
energy losses suffered during the inversion process. Consequently, no electrical energy
can be extracted from the system.

4 Discussion and conclusion

The presented ISHI circuit can reduce energy losses that occur in the SSHI circuit while
not increasing the complexity of the circuit. By actively turning on the transistors, one
of the forward voltage drops from the diodes can be avoided, and the reduction in the
number of components connected to the inverting nets can reduce energy losses caused
by current leakage. The comparison between the ISHI and SSHI circuits has shown that
the ISHI circuit enables the modeled harvester to extract 6% more power at its center
frequency. The presented circuit also extends the operational frequency range of the
harvester. This enables the harvester to provide power if it is out of tune or placed in an
environment in which the excitation frequency varies.

We have shown that the Interleaved Switch Harvesting on Inductor circuit is able
to invert the voltage over the piezoelectric material. This will enable the possibility of
achieving a higher potential while extracting energy from a vibration-based piezoelec-
tric harvester. For vibration harvesters, the increased damping will decrease the relative
displacement of the harvesters, thereby decreasing its current output. However, by con-
trolling the voltage over the storage medium, the electrical damping can be adjusted to
match the parasitic damping, thereby optimizing the power output from the harvester.
The authors recommend using Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) technology on
the voltage of the storage medium to achieve optimal power output in varying vibration
environments.
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Häggström and Jerker Delsing

Abstract

This paper proposes a passive Barkhausen noise sensor design suitable for low power
applications. The sensor uses a permanent magnet and the relative motion between itself
and a measured specimen instead of the conventional method that uses a fixed sensor and
an alternating magnetic field. Since this novel design is passive, the sensor is well suited
for low power applications and could potentially be used in e.g. a condition monitoring
system integrated into a roller bearing. Proof of concept testing has been performed
showing that the proposed sensor produces similar results as conventional Barkhausen
noise sensors when applied to specimens being cyclically loaded until failure in a rotating
bending rig. The results imply that material fatigue detection using the Barkhausen noise
can be performed with the proposed sensor at a fraction of the energy cost compared to a
conventional sensor. This warrants future research into the development of the proposed
sensor, its advantages, disadvantages, and functionality.

1 Introduction

Today, a growing area of interest in a variety of applications is condition based main-
tenance (CBM) [1]. CBM is a method of performing maintenance and assuring the
function of machines and components using condition monitoring (CM) [2]. The use of
CBM makes it possible to perform maintenance or preventive actions before the machine
or component fails, instead of either performing maintenance after the failure have al-
ready occurred, also known as unplanned maintenance or run-to-failure maintenance, or
perform maintenance at periodic time intervals, regardless of the condition of the compo-
nent or machine, known as time-based preventive maintenance or planned maintenance.
The use of condition based maintenance prolongs the life of the machine and its compo-
nents and additionally reduces the environmental effects of unneeded maintenance and
replacement of healthy and working components. An enabler for CM is non-destructive
testing (NDT) [3].

Most of the CM and NDT methods used today are energy and space consuming, and
are therefore not suitable to be miniaturized and integrated within, for example, inside
a rolling element bearing to monitor the rolling elements or the raceways. Acoustic
emission (AE) is one technique that is well suited since it uses acoustic waves and the
sensing element can be placed adjacent to the raceways or rolling elements. Vibration
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analysis is also usable since it measures the vibrations of the bearing and does not need to
be near the source of a defect. Al-Ghamd and Mba [4] presented a comparison between
AE and vibration analysis used for the identification of bearing defects. They show that
both methods can detect defects of varying sizes but AE is found to determine defects
at an earlier stage as well as more accurate estimates of the sizes of the defects. There is
also ongoing work with a new low-power eddy current testing method for the detection
of cracks and subsurface defects, using a permanent magnet and a coil oriented parallel
to the surface [5]. This solution could be used for integration purposes. As an NDT
method, the Barkhausen noise method has been shown to be useful for the evaluation of
residual stress in bearings before operations and during maintenance services [6]. This
method, however, relies on a significant amount of energy to power the excitation signal
and is therefore not suitable for integration in a bearing.

To make CM and NDT possible in hard to reach and/or enclosed locations, where the
only available power is either harvested on location or provided by battery, low power
sensor systems are needed. The sensor proposed and evaluated in this paper is well suited
for low power applications since it is by its design passive and thus only needs power for
the peripherals, such as signal amplification, analysis and communications. The only
required conditions for the sensor to operate are that it is in relative movement to the
interrogated material and that the material is ferromagnetic. The sensor consists of a
permanent magnet and a solenoid coil, where the magnet is used to excite Barkhausen
noise in the material and the solenoid coil to pick up the Barkhausen noise.

1.1 Barkhausen Noise sensing

The Barkhausen noise is a magnetic phenomenon appearing when a ferromagnetic mate-
rial is magnetized [7] and it is well known that the Barkhausen noise on a microscopical
level is affected by dislocations, cracks, impurities or other defects.

A conventional, or active Barkhausen noise sensor, is shown in Figure 1. This type
of sensor is typically used in NDT to detect structural changes in a specimen caused by,
for example, stress [8] or fatigue [9]. To produce the Barkhausen noise, an alternating
current is applied in a coil wound around a yoke, hereafter referred to as the excitation
coil, thus inducing an alternating magnetic field in the yoke and specimen which is
inductively captured by a pick-up coil. The signal sensed by the pick-up coil consists of
the Barkhausen noise superimposed on the AC excitation signal and therefore the sensed
signal needs to be high-pass filtered in order to attenuate the induced field from the AC
excitation. The sensed signal is also low-pass filtered in order to avoid aliasing during
digitisation and to suppress high-frequency background noise [10].

The use of an alternating field to create the Barkhausen noise limits the penetration
depth due to the skin effect [11]. Since the signal has to be high-pass filtered, in order to
remove the induced field from the AC power supply, the signals arising from deep in the
material are more attenuated than the near surface signals. A few other drawbacks with
a conventional sensor are that it is space consuming, especially the yoke, it has to be
connected by wires and it is energy consuming, see examples in section V. These attributes
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Figure 1: Schematic figure of the conventional Barkhausen noise sensor.

makes a conventional sensor unsuitable for CM applications in enclosed locations and
limited in power.

The proposed sensor design approaches the Barkhausen noise excitation problem from
an application specific perspective, where the changes in the magnetic field are due to
the relative motion of a permanent magnet with respect to the specimen. This offers a
solution without the power consuming electromagnetic excitation. With a pick up coil
near or around the magnet, the sensor resembles a reluctance sensor with a non varying
reluctance circuit. The measured signal is then the Barkhausen noise generated by the
permanent magnet and the relative movement between the sensor and the specimen.

A passive Barkhaussen sensor does greatly reduce the power consumption by removing
the need for magnetic field excitation but brings new problems and challenges to deal
with, challenges which are not dealt with it this paper, but outlined in section V. The
current work first focuses on providing the proof of concept that the sensor can be used
to detect a change as a specimen is cyclically loaded and eventually breaks.

2 Proposed Barkhausen noise sensor

The proposed sensor is a low-power solution that could be made small enough to be
integrated into a bearing. The sensor is passive and requires power only to amplify the
signal and, if used in a wireless system, to communicate. The passive design enables
the usage of energy harvesting technologies to supply the power and can thus make it
possible to provide real time condition monitoring of, e.g., bearing raceways. Additional
usages of the sensor could be to provide detection of unfavourable working conditions of
components and to assess component quality during and/or after production.

2.1 Design and operation principles

The sensor consists of at least one solenoid coil and at least one permanent magnet,
arranged such that the magnetic flux from the magnet is parallel to the core of the coil,
as shown in Figure 2. This passive excitation of the Barkhausen noise removes the need
for an alternating excitation field and the subsequent signal filtering. The high-pass
filtering can then be moved from the range of kHz to only a high-pass filtering in the
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Figure 2: Schematic figure of the proposed passive sensor scanning over a surface moving
at a velocity v. The ellipsoid lines represent the magnetic field B from the permanent
magnet, and the arrows in the specimen represent the orientation of the magnetic do-
mains.

range of hundreds of Hz to remove the power line frequency noise (50 or 60 Hz) and its
harmonics. This reduction of the high-pass filtering frequency should allow for a deeper
measurement in the material, due to deeper penetration of a low frequent signal [11].
As with the conventional sensor, a low-pass filter is necessary to remove high-frequency
background noise and prevent aliasing during digitization.

When the sensor sweeps over a ferromagnetic material, the magnetic field from the
permanent magnet acts on the magnetic domains in the material, making them jump
in position due to magnetic hysteresis as they try align themselves to the direction of
the field. This realignment creates the Barkhausen noise. The amount of induced noise
dependents on the strength of the magnetic field (more domains are moved and reached
with a stronger field), the distance between the sensor and the material (more of the field
is allowed to act on the material as the sensor is closer) and the relative speed between
the sensor and the material (higher speed gives rise to eddy currents, and thus decreases
the penetration depth, however, a larger surface area is affected per time unit). The
rotation of the specimen and the ellipsoidal shape of the field (as illustrated in Figure 2)
prevents all the magnetic domains in the specimen to become fully aligned in a uniform
direction and by that cease to give rise to Barkhausen noise.

3 Experimental verification of the proposed Barkhausen

noise sensor

Using measured values from an active Barkhausen sensor the expected Barkhausen noise
from a passive sensor could be of the order 1-500 μV, exponentially decreasing in fre-
quency. Thus, the design of the passive Barkhausen sensor involves a high-gain am-
plification circuit with a wide band-pass filter. For the presented results, the sensor
configuration retained had one solenoid coil and three stacked neodymium (type N50)
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magnets. Each magnet had a B-field strength of 1.4T. The magnets were stacked in
series to match the height of the solenoid coil, which was 15mm. The coil was made
up of a 0.1mm diameter copper wire wound with 1500 turns, with an air core of 2mm.
The produced sensor prototype can be seen in Figure 3. The prototype amplification
circuit used in this work is depicted in Figure 4. It consists of two identical inverting
amplifier stages, with bandpass filtering at each stage, and a final filtering step. The
total amplification of the circuit was set to 10000V/V. The lower cut-off frequency was
chosen to 250Hz and the higher to 10 kHz. The value of the higher cut-off was intended
to be 1MHz (to avoid aliasing when sampling at the maximum frequency of the data
acquisition, 2MHz) but was forced to be set much lower due to an external noise at
10 kHz that interfered with the measurements.

Figure 3: The sensor prototype, showing pick-up coil (1), magnet (2), casing (3) and
SMA connector (4).
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Figure 4: Schematic of the amplifying and filtering circuit

The amplified signal was acquired using a Measurement Computing Corporation dig-
itizer DAQ-1602HS. The setup and operation of the data acquisition was done via Math-
works’s MATLAB. The amplified and filtered signal was recorded using the DAQ-1602HS
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with a sampling frequency of 2MHz and a selected input range of [-10; 10] Volts. The
signal was sampled for 1 second and paused repeatedly, the pause time differed between
the test was either 1 or 5 seconds. The increase in pause time was made due to the
small change of signal between each consequent measurement with a 1 second pause.
This intermittent sampling was continued until each specimen failed. During each of the
sampling intervals, 2·106 samples were recorded over 50 revolutions of the specimen. The
analysis of the acquired data was performed on a personal computer using MATLAB.

Figure 5: Photograph of the experimental setup, showing rotating bending test rig with
the sensor mounted inside. The torque applied with the chain between the levers bends
the specimen as it is rotated, and thus the specimen is fatigued evenly along its circum-
ference.

The tests were performed on cylindrical steel rods mounted in a rotating bending rig,
cf. Figure 5. The rig continuously bended the samples as they were being rotated, and
thus fatigued the rod around its circumference. For these tests the samples were fatigued
in the rig until the point of breakage. The revolution speed of the test rig was constant
for all tests, 3000 rpm, and the applied torque was constant at 50Nm through the tests.
The Barkhausen noise measurements were done with the sensor placed perpendicular to
the axis of the specimen and the magnet was before the pick-up coil in the rotational
direction of each specimen. The distance between the sensor and the specimen was 1mm.
Note that the tests were performed on previously fatigued specimens, and the presented
results therefore do not reveal a change from a healthy specimen to failure, but a change
from a state of unknown residual fatigue to failure. There were 10 specimens used in
these measurements. Two of those measurements were performed with the presented
sensor configuration and the results from the others are therefore not presented in this
paper. All specimens had the same dimensions (cf. Figure 5): the rods had a total length
of 225mm, a diameter of 12mm, a waist with a diameter of 7mm, and a curvature radius
of 127 mm for the waist.

The literature show Barkhausen noise related experiments being performed on spec-
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imens that were fatigued in the similar type of test rigs. Examples include works by
Palma et al. [12] and Soultan et al. [13]. Palma et al. used the conventional Barkhausen
sensor to measure on the specimens. Their measurements were performed after removing
the specimens from the rig during the tests, and thus attaining information about the
residual fatigue in the specimen over time as they were being fatigued. Soultan et al. used
no external excitation to generate the Barkhausen noise. They used only a coil wound
around the specimen while it was mounted in the test rig, in doing so measured the
mechanical Barkhausen noise [14]. A magnet was not necessary as the cyclic mechanical
straining directly affect the magnetic domains and associated sudden magnetic realign-
ment. These above cited papers shows that the Barkhausen noise, either mechanical or
magnetic, changes as the specimen is fatigued. For the mechanical Barkhausen noise the
change usually follows a specific three stage pattern: the signal amplitude increases in
the beginning to stabilize on a long plateau and then decreases until failure occurs. The
magnetic Barkhausen noise follows one of two patterns: either it increases rapidly in the
early stage to then decrease rapidly and finally plateau for the rest of the test duration,
or it increases rapidly to then slightly increase for the remainder of the test.

4 Results

The measured signals were analysed by calculating the RMS voltage of each measurement
series and sequenced over time to obtain a timeline. This is a similar method to other
works [8, 3, 13, 10]. These time lines are shown in Figure 6, were the signal from specimen
1 is sampled with a 1 second interval and the signal from specimen 2 with a 5 second
interval. The time lines were further filtered using an 11 point moving average filter as
shown by the thicker line. As can be seen in the figure, the behaviour of the signals are
similar between the two specimens. Furthermore the signal strength is similar, where
specimen 2 produces slightly higher values. Interestingly, the signal from specimen 2 also
poses much higher signal variation than seen in the specimen 1 signal. This difference
could be attributed to specimen differences or an introduced external noise.

To enhance the differences between RMS voltages from the two different measure-
ments the values were normalised and plotted together. The normalised results can be
seen in Figure 7. Comparing the results to each other, it can be seen that for both
measurements the values increases sharply in the beginning to reach a maximum and
then start to decrease for the remaining duration of the fatiguing. The relative change
in amplitude lies in similar ranges for both measurements.

5 Discussion and conclusions

The similarities between the behaviour of the RMS voltages from our results and the
results shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 from [12] and Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 from [13] suggests
that we do in fact measure the Barkhausen noise in the specimens. Comparing with the
figures in [12], we see the same rapid increase and then the either fast or slow decrease
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Figure 6: RMS voltages from measurements on two specimens applied with a 50Nm
torque and rotated at 3000 rpm until breakage. Figures show both unfiltered and 11-
point averaged data.
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Figure 7: RMS voltages, normalized and 11-point averaged, from measurements on two
specimens applied with a 50Nm torque and rotated at 3000 rpm until breakage.

of the signal. However, the signal in [12] returns to its starting level before plateauing
for almost half of the test time. This can be attributed to a lower applied load and
better enduring specimens. Similar behaviour is seen in the mechanical Barkhausen
noise from [13]; although in that work the signal plateaus for a considerable time before
failure of the specimen, a difference that can also be attributed to lower loading and
more enduring specimens. The difference in behaviour between our work and the two
referenced papers could also be attributed to the fatiguing of unknown magnitude and
duration our specimens had been subjected to before our tests, which could have created
an accelerated failure of the specimens.
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For the conventional sensor, there are no typical or standard design, size or specifi-
cations [15]. Set-ups used by different authors and in different experiments vary with
the shape of the yoke, number of turns of the excitation coil, shape of the pick-up coil,
number of turns of the pick-up coil, strength of the excitation field, etc. Therefore a
typical value of the power used for a conventional sensor cannot be found. However, a
few examples from different authors can be recapitulated in order to get a general un-
derstanding of what is commonly used. White [16] uses a system where a maximum of
3.5W of continuous power can be supplied to the inducing coil and does not state any
numbers for signal amplification and data processing . Pal’a et al.’s [17] power supply
feeds a maximum voltage of 30V and maximum current of 2A, thus consuming at most
60W. They also do not provide any numbers for amplification and data processing. To
summarise, the power consumption of the conventional sensor seems to lie in the range of
a few to tens of Watts, without taking into account the power required for amplification
and other peripherals, which can be assumed to be in comparison negligible.

The sensor presented in this paper only requires a fraction of the power required for
the above mentioned Barkhausen sensors. With the high requirement on low noise from
the amplifiers, the power consumption of the amplification circuit becomes in the order
of 1 to 10mW [18]. This power consumption falls in the range of power generation of
energy harvesters [19, 20]. This allows us envision a sensor solution that can be small
enough to integrate in a bearing and that can, through energy harvesting, be powered
to amplify and process the signal as well as being able to communicate the condition of
the bearing.

In conclusion, the proposed passive Barkhausen sensor show promising results in
inducing and measuring Barkhausen noise. Preliminary testing have shown that the
RMS voltages of the measured signal changes while the specimen is being fatigued. The
way the recorded signal changes with time is similar to what have been shown in other
studies that are using a conventional method of measuring Barkhausen noise or are
measuring the mechanical Barkhausen noise. It is also shown that the proposed passive
sensor design consumes far less power than a conventional Barkhausen sensor.

The preliminary results presented here are promising and provides a platform for
evolving the proposed technique into a practical tool for condition monitoring. In
this future development process it is of interest to study the influence on the detected
Barkhausen noise from the magnitude of the relative motion as well as studies of the
signal penetration depth into the material. Also, we need to study how the change from
an alternating magnetic field to a constant but rotating magnetic field affects the mea-
surement and if the method change causes a remanent magnetism in the specimen that
in turn would reduce the Barkhausen noise signal strength over time.

With a fully developed and integrated low power sensor technology the real-time
Barkhausen information indicating fatigue or deterioration in a raceway or rollers will
be a useful tool for bearing diagnostics and prognostics. The proposed sensor technology
could then enable a condition based maintenance system, where the bearing itself acts
as a condition indicator.
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IoT energy storage - a forecast

Fredrik Häggström and Jerker Delsing

Abstract

Exponential growth in computing, wireless communication, and energy storage efficiency
is key to allowing smaller and scalable IoT solutions. These advancements have made it
possible to power devices from energy harvesters (EH) and explore other energy storage
solutions that can increase the lifetime and robustness of IoT devices. We summarize
current trends and limits for the current paradigm as the basis of our forecast. The trend
shows that conventional ceramic capacitors are sufficient for energy storage for today’s
EH powered wireless IoT devices and that in the future, IoT devices can either perform
more advanced tasks with their current volume or be shrunk in size.

1 Introduction

One of the challenges for long-life wireless Internet of Things (IoT) devices is that of
energy supply. IoT devices, with only non-chargeable battery cells, have a limited lifetime
based on the total battery energy provided, which makes the battery volume necessary.
The available energy also limits the IoT performance in terms of, e.g. , the number of
measurements, data analysis, and data communication. For IoT devices with an energy
harvester, the situation changes. Many of the performance limitations will disappear or
be greatly reduced. The design challenge turns into balancing energy harvesting and
storage against the energy usage schedule. The energy cost for unit operations such as
data sampling, computation and communication and the harvesting and storage capacity
of different technologies then become important.

This paper discusses forecasts of IoT energy usage in relation to energy harvesting
and storage while also considering aspect such as temperature and cycling degradation.

Energy harvesting technologies have improved over the last couple of decades. In
particular, photo-voltaic harvesters have made significant progress. Other technologies
more suitable for enclosed locations, such as those harvesting vibration and heat, are less
mature. Recent reviews on these technologies include [1]

The alternatives for energy storage include rechargeable battery cells, supercapaci-
tors, and capacitors. Here, cycling degradation and temperature place certain limits on
the battery cells and supercapacitors. For battery cells, cyclic degradation phenomena
will limit lifetimes. A survey provided by Hu et al. [2] indicates a cyclic capability rang-
ing from 200 to 12000 cycles depending on the battery technology, where there is also a
trade off between self-discharge, power density, cost, etc. With respect to operating tem-
perature ranges, both secondary cells and supercapacitors have limited high-temperature
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storage solutions. For temperatures above 100 ◦C, the supercapacitors currently available
exhibit increased leakage that would consume a large part of the harvested power. As
Shaikh et al. discuss in [1], other storage devices apart from batteries and supercapacitors
should be investigated.

For computational energy consumption, Koomey’s law [3] predicts that power con-
sumption per computation will be reduced and approach the Landauer limit, which is
approximately 1000 times lower than today’s level [4]. With the current rate of irre-
versible computing, thermal noise at room temperature will become a hindrance close to
the year 2030 according to [5].

With respect to data sampling, the trends in energy cost for A/D conversion are
nicely summarized by Murmann [6]. The data indicate that for low-frequency A/D
converters, the figure of merit (FoMS) trend increased from 162 dB to 182 dB between
2004 and 2017. A well-accepted limit on A/D conversion efficiency is derived from a
class-B switched capacitor circuit, which yields a theoretical (FoMS) limit of 192 dB.
This small gap between the state of the art and the theoretical limit indicates that there
will not be any significant progress in the future, just a delay until designs have been
commercialized.

In most cases, it is not the sampling or computation of data that is the most energy-
demanding task for a wireless IoT device; rather, it is the transmission and reception
of data over the wireless link. To minimize the energy cost of wireless transmissions,
strategies have been developed to reduce the active time during which a sensor needs to
listen and synchronize its transmission time slot to match the rest of the network [7]. Time
synchronization has dramatically reduced the energy spent on wireless communication;
furthermore, transceivers have also become more efficient over time.

Based on available data for radio frequency (RF) transceivers, we present here the
current trend for transceivers available on the market, showing how their energy cost to
transport data has reduced over time with reference to the theoretical limits.

In this paper, the above data are combined to provide a forecast for IoT. We combine
the RF chip trend with data on the energy cost for computation and data sampling and
the energy storage efficiency for various storage technologies.

2 IoT energy usage and storage

In this work, we assume that the power output from the EH is several times lower than
the peak power used by the IoT device, which is the case for most of today’s EH-powered
IoT devices: PEH << Pmax.

We can express the IoT device’s average power consumption as

Pavg =
Pcomtcom + Pcomptcomp + Pacqtacq + Psleeptsleep

tcom + tcomp + tacq + tsleep
, (1)

where P is power (Watt) and t is time (s) for communication, computation, acquisition
and sleep.
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If each of the tasks in (1) is considered uninterpretable, then the maximum product
between power and time will determine the most energy expensive task. Therefore,
assuming PEH << Pmax, it is the energy storage that sets the limit on what types of
tasks such a system can execute.

The power output from the EH then determines how often the tasks can be per-
formed. The interval in which to perform tasks has to be set so that the average power
consumption is lower than the power output from the EH: Pavg < PEH .

Before starting a task, especially an uninterpretable one, the IoT has to know that
enough energy is available for the task to be completed. It has to create a dynamic
schedule based on power input and communication time slots.

Below, an analysis of technology development trends together with currently known
theoretical limits is used to predict a timeline for when no or only marginal improvement
can be expected regarding data transport, computation, data acquisition and energy
storage.

2.1 Wireless data transport

The most power-intensive task for most of today’s wireless IoT devices is wireless com-
munication. In general, it is energy efficient in that a packet transmission is completed
without any interruptions. Internet packet sizes vary from 50-1500 depending on the
application and the radio protocol used. Thus, ensuring that enough energy is available
for transmitting a complete package is important.

RF transceivers

For more than two decades, vendors have produced commercially available RF mod-
ules/chips that can transmit (TX) and receive (RX) digital data from one point to an-
other. We have investigated datasheets for RF chips from various vendors and compared
them over time. All chips have been compared using their highest sensitivity setting,
highest data rate and a power output to the antenna of 1mW (0dBm).

In figure 1, we summarize some of the common transceivers and compare their power
consumption while receiving and transmitting data. Each transceiver’s power is registered
according to the year that its first version was released.

Figure 1 does not indicate any clear trend in power reduction over time, neither in
TX nor in RX.

Energy per bit

Taking data rate into consideration, one can examine how many Joules per bit, Q (J/bit),
is required for a full data link between two RF chips of the same kind:

Q =
PTX + PRX

C
, (2)

where PTX (watt) is the transmitter’s power consumption, PRX (watt) is the receiver’s
power consumption and C is the data rate (bit/s).
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Figure 1: Power consumption for RF modules/chips while receiving/transmitting and
when they were commercially available. RX power is taken from when the transceiver
is set to its highest sensitivity state, and TX power is taken from when the transceiver
outputs 1 mW (0 dbm) to the antenna.

Figure 2 shows how many Joules per bit is required to transmit and receive data.
From 1995 to 2007, a progress in efficiency can be observed; however, after 2007, one can
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Figure 2: Energy per bit for a data link. Includes energy to both send and receive data.

not distinguish any noticeable advancements.
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Receiver sensitivity

Receivers have become more sensitive, meaning that the incoming signal can be weaker
and the receiver can still interpret the wirelessly sent data. This advancement has made
it possible to either lower the power output to reach the same distance or use the same
output power to transfer data over a longer range.

To express sensitivity as the maximum distance that two transceivers can communi-
cate with each other in free space, excluding antenna gains and noise, one can use the
free space path loss

FSPL(dB) = 10 log10

((
4πdf

c

)2
)
, (3)

where d is distance in meters, f is carrier frequency in Hz and c is the speed of light.
The free space path loss describes how much the signal is attenuated due to the distance
between the transmitter and receiver. Hence, the requirement for two devices to commu-
nicate is dependent on having the distance between them not attenuate the signal below
the sensitivity of the receiver.

The difference between the transmitter’s antenna output, Pt (Watt), and the receiver’s
sensitivity, Pr (Watt), is called the link budget L0.

L0(dB) = Pt(dB)− Pr(dB). (4)

Hence, the required link budget L0 has to be greater than or equal to the FSPL to
successfully transmit data between two devices. Substituting FSPL for L0 and solving
(3) for d to obtain the maximum distance two devices can communicate yields

d =
c
√
10L0(dB)/10

4πf
. (5)

Using the data from figure 2 and dividing it by the maximum distance, obtained by (5),
two transceivers of the same model can communicate with the yields shown in figure 3.
The units in figure 3 are Joules per bit and meter (J/(bit m)) or Newtons per bit (N/bit).
Newtons per bit can be interpreted as describing how much effort (force) an RF chip has
to exert to transfer a bit a certain distance through a medium with friction. Lower values
mean that the RF chip transmits and receives more efficiently.

Figure 3 shows a decreasing trend for energy spent on transmitting and receiving data
a certain distance over time. The most efficient transceivers show a trend that is halved
every sixth year; this trend is mostly driven by increased sensitivity and secondarily by
the increased data rate.

RF limitations

To address if the current trend can continue, we used Shannon-Hartley’s theorem to
analyze what a theoretical limit could be. The Shannon-Hartley theorem states the
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Figure 3: Energy per bit and meter to transfer data between two RF modules. Maximum
distances between RF modules were calculated using the free space path loss equation
(5). The red line shows a trend for the top performing RF modules; it halves every sixth
year.

maximum data capacity in the presence of noise that can be transmitted wirelessly for a
given signal strength, noise and bandwidth [8]:

C = W log2

(
1 +

Pr

Nr

)
, (6)

where C is the channel capacity (bits/s), W is the bandwidth (Hz), Pr is the received
signal strength (Watt or Volt2) and Nr is noise (Watt or Volt2). Solving (6) for the
required signal strength yields

Pr = Nr(2
C/W − 1). (7)

(7) in (4) yields the required link budget Ln in the presence of noise for a specific
channel capacity and bandwidth.

Ln(dB) = Pt(dB)−Nr(dB)− dB(2C/W − 1)). (8)

Substituting the link budget, L0, for the required link budget in the presence of noise,
Ln, in (5) yields

d =
c

4πf

√
10Ln(dB)/10, (9)

and substituting (8) into (9) yields

d =
c

4πf

√
10(Pt(dB)−Nr(dB))/10

2C/W − 1
(10a)
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or

d =
c

4πf

√
Pt

(2C/W − 1)Nr

. (10b)

By studying equation (10b), one can observe that an increase in frequency and data rate
will reduce the distance, while an increase in transmission power and bandwidth will
increase the distance. However, an increase in bandwidth will also increase the received
noise. Therefore, with the assumption of white noise, (10b) can be written as

d =
c

4πf

√
Pt

(2C/W − 1)N0W
, (11)

where N0 is the noise spectral density and N0 = kT , where k (J/K) is Boltzmann’s
constant and T (K) is the system noise temperature.

Theoretical limit

With the assumption of 100% transmission efficiency, 1 mW to the transmitter will
generate 1 mW (0 dBm) of antenna output, Pt = 0 dBm, and the receiver is assumed
to require 1 mW to interpret the data. Using a data rate and a bandwidth of, e.g.,
IEEE 802.11a/g and a receiver noise floor of -96 dBm yields a theoretical limit of 1.4 ∗
10−13 J/(bit meter). Figure 4 shows that it is likely that the trend will continue in the
coming decade. However, as with the Landauer limit for computing, it will most likely
never be reached, creating an asymptotic trend toward the limit according to the current
knowledge.

2.2 Data acquisition

It is common that an IoT device samples a low number of data points, e.g., a temperature
measurement. Since temperature measurements are seldom performed consecutively in
long high frequency series, the measurement tasks can be performed rapidly with sleeping
periods in between. However, in cases where the task is to capture a waveform, it can be
considered an interruptible task, where the acquisition (Pacqtacq) can be the dominating
task in (1). Thus, it determines the lower limit for energy storage.

Murmann et al. have summarized data for analog to digital converters (ADC) over
two decades in [6]. The data in figure 5 indicate an increasing trend in the figure of merit
(FoMS) and thus a reduction in energy per sample. For low-frequency A/D converters, the
well-accepted limit of the FoMS is 192 dB, which is only 10 dB from today’s converters.
Most likely, the limit of 192 dB will never be reached for room temperature devices due to
the implications of thermal noise. Therefore, one cannot expect any great advancement
in data acquisition with the current knowledge, just a delay until the state of the art is
commercialized. Thus, this result indicates no significant advancement beyond 2025.
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Figure 4: Energy per bit and meter for RF modules marked with blue markers. The
red solid line shows the trend of the most efficient transceivers, and the dashed green
line shows the theoretical limit for an IEEE 802.11a/g, 1 mW for TX and RX, carrier
frequency 2.45 GHz, bandwidth 20 MHz, data rate 54 Mbit and noise floor -96 dBm.
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Figure 5: Figure of merit for A/D converters and year of publication. The dashed green
line shows the theoretical limit (192 dB) for a low speed A/D converter.

2.3 Computation

Considering the different operations, data acquisition and data packet transmission can
be regarded as non-interruptible, while data computation might be interrupted (provided
that the processor and memory state is preserved during sleep mode). If the IoT device
requires, e.g., extensive computing on acquired data, the computation can be divided into
several tasks. In between these tasks, the IoT device can enter a lower power mode such
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that the energy storage can be sufficiently recharged by the energy harvester. Therefore,
computation is seldom the limiting factor for energy storage.

Koomey’s law [3] is satisfied almost only by graphic cards today. However, the energy
cost trend in computing is still declining. With the current rate of irreversible comput-
ing, thermal noise at room temperature will become a hindrance close to the year 2030
according to [5].

2.4 Sleep

To minimize power usage, a wireless device can enter a state called sleep. Different sleep
modes can be used depending on operation and what types of sleep modes are available
on the device. If the device has a lower power usage during sleep than the harvester is
generating, Psleep < PEH , it can recharge its energy storage during sleep. The device can
wake up in intervals and check if it has enough energy to perform the scheduled task and
execute it or be interrupted and driven when a desired voltage level in the storage device
is reached. Thus, with the same power input, a more energy demanding task needs to
be accommodated by a longer sleep period.

Dynamic power has been reduced in microprocessors owing to technologies that allow
for smaller feature sizes and lower operating voltages, which can be observed in [3].
However, as Kim et al. show in [9], current leakage and static power will be a large part
of the total power consumption for microprocessors as the feature size shrinks.

High-κ dielectrics can lower the gate-oxide leakage significantly for processes shorter
than 45 nm. To minimize static power, especially in sleep modes, the supply voltage can
be turned off to parts of the microprocessor. However, to achieve information retention
in, e.g., random access memory or for keeping track of time, it cannot be turned off
completely. Therefore, static power becomes an obstacle that will limit the need for
smaller feature sizes in ultra-low power applications; e.g., today, ARM accommodates
the cortex-M0 architecture down to 40 nm, but their ultra-low power platform is built
on 180 nm technology [10]. According to [11], deep sleep current leakage will drop from
52 nA in 2019 to 10 nA in year 2029, roughly halving every fourth year.

2.5 Energy storage

Here, we present and analyze the most common storage devices on the market.

Batteries

Batteries, both primary and secondary cells, have high energy densities and are the most
common storage medium for wireless sensors today. Despite their high storage capacities,
they are not well suited for long-life (up to 20 years) IoT devices. Primary cells cannot
be recharged, and secondary cells suffer from cyclic degradation. They also have reduced
capabilities at both higher and lower temperatures [1]. Hence, battery-powered IoT
devices require maintenance, which is not a desired feature.
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Supercapacitors

Supercapacitors have lower energy density than batteries; however, they do not suffer
from cyclic degradation to as great an extent as secondary cells do [12]. Researchers are
pushing new limits with exotic materials such as carbon nanotubes and graphene, e.g.,
[13, 14]. Regardless, supercapacitors do suffer from energy losses due to internal energy
distribution and current leakage, as Merrett et al. show in [15]. The internal current leak-
age alone can consume as much power as a microprocessor in a low power running state.
All commercially available supercapacitors known to the author’s knowledge cannot op-
erate above 85◦C, limiting the use of supercapacitors in many industrial applications.
Researchers have developed high-temperature supercapacitors, e.g., [16, 17, 18]. The
ones that have reported on their current leakage show higher leakage currents than the
conventional supercapacitors. Current leakage loss is a problem if it is in the same order
of magnitude as the power output from the energy harvester.

Capacitors

Electrolytic capacitors also suffer from degradation; however, many electrolytic capacitor
failure modes and degradation are due to high ripple currents, core heating and vapor-
ization of the electrolyte[19], which is unlikely for a wireless IoT device under consumer
and most industrial operating conditions.

Ceramic capacitors, on the other hand, experience little degradation, less than 9% for
7XR Multilayer Ceramic Capacitors (MLCC) at 100◦C for 104 hours, as Takeshi Nomura
et al. show in [20]. After 104 hours, the ceramic capacitors do not undergo any significant
changes in capacitance, and the capacitance stabilizes over time.

Ceramic and electrolytic capacitors have substantially increased in capacity over the
past decade, as shown in [21]. Commercial ceramic capacitors (6 J/cm3)[22] have sur-
passed commercial electrolytic aluminum capacitors (0.5 J/cm3) [23] regarding energy
density, and with the current trend, they will surpass today’s commercial supercapaci-
tors (25 J/cm3) [24] in the year 2020. The increase in energy density is mainly due to
advancements in production technologies that enable smaller features. Thinner layers
with fewer defects and ceramics with higher breakdown voltages have increased the ca-
pacity for ceramic capacitors [21]. High permittivity materials could also increase energy
densities even further, e.g., [25].

The low degradation, low current leakage and projected energy density increase make
ceramic capacitors a good candidate for intermediate energy storage in combination with
energy harvesting for long-life industrial IoT devices.

3 Analysis and discussion

The rapid development of computing, storage and wireless communication efficiency will
lead to smaller IoT devices. To show this, we have assumed a scenario of a wireless
IoT device powered by a vibration harvester with a power density of 250μW/cm3 [26].
We assume that it receives and transmits 1 MB of data wireless 100 meters from/to
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another IoT device each minute. No overhead or extra time spent on listening/receiving
is considered, and its sleep power is 5μW . The device uses MLCC as a storage medium.
This has an evolutionary trend predicted by [21] and an RF efficiency trend shown in this
paper. In the described scenario, we have assumed that it is the wireless communication
that is the most energy demanding task and that it therefore determines the lower limit
on the energy storage. Figure 6 shows the volume required for the device in the described
scenario.

One limit on storage efficiency is discussed by Smith et al., showing that the the-
oretical limit on storage efficiency for glass-based ceramic capacitors is 35 J/cm3 [27].
Assuming the same technology limit for the commercial ceramic capacitors (35 J/cm3),
the limit will be reached in the year 2021 and will cap the development rate in this fore-
cast. However, other dielectric materials can possibly achieve higher energy densities in
the future. The authors have not found any evidence that 35 J/cm3 is the ultimate limit
for MLCCs.

With current knowledge, noise levels will limit computational advancements close to
2030 according to [5]. The limit on the RF communication efficiency calculated in this
paper assumes that essentially three limits are reached. First, we assume that Shannon-
Hartley’s limit is realized and we have full channel utilization. Second, sensitivity in the
RF receiver is equal to the noise floor of the channel. Lastly, the RF transmitter is 100%
efficient, generating 0 dBm output from 1 mW. Considering that there are three limits
connected to the dashed line in figure 4, the distance from the practical limit should be
in cubic form. Therefore, we predict that the radio transceiver efficiency will level out
close to the year 2035.

The scenario above describes an ideal case, with no retransmissions, no energy spent
on overhead and listening, free space path loss and no computation.

The most energy demanding task does not have to be RF communication. In figure 7,
one can observe the required volume for a system that samples continuously for 60 sec
each hour with a power consumption of 1 mW. As discussed previously, A/D-conversion
efficiency is close to its current known limit. Therefore, no efficiency progression in
sampling is accounted for, only volumetric storage efficiency.

Both figure 6 and figure 7 do not account for any development in energy harvesting.

4 Conclusions

The data and trends here presented and summarized make it evident that wireless IoT
devices will only use energy harvesting and short term storage such as ceramic capacitors
in the future. The current development trend indicates that such wireless IoT devices
are ready for today’s market. It is further clear we will not see a further reduction of
energy consumption for IoT devices beyond 2035-2040.

It is expected that this type of data can enable energy modeling for large system of
systems based on the IoT.
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Figure 6: The required volume for an IoT device that receives and transmits 1 MB of
data wirelessly 100 meters from/to another IoT device each minute.
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Fredrik Häggström, Tobias Hultqvist and Jerker Delsing

Abstract

This paper presents a concept on how strain in rolling element bearings can be utilized
to power embedded systems. Mechanical strain can be converted to the electrical domain
by using piezoelectric materials; here, we present how piezoelectric patches should be
dimensioned and mounted to optimize power output. Previous work has not addressed
how repetitive strain in bearings can be used to harvest energy. Simulation data from
the SKF tool BEAST are analyzed together with linear piezoelectricity to extract the
power output. In the simulated case, results show that piezoelectric patches can be
used to power embedded systems and that sensory data can be extracted to monitor the
bearings.

1 Introduction

A challenging environment to monitor is rolling element bearings on cargo train wagons.
It is an enclosed environment without electrical power since cargo wagons do not have
any power distribution. The operating temperature of such bearings can vary between
-40◦C and 80◦C, and the speed of the train can vary between 0 and 80 km/h.

The harsh and varying environment limits the available sources that can power a
wireless sensor to monitor the bearings. Environments of this kind are not uncommon
in industrial rotating machinery. Therefore, investigating a more general purpose energy
source to power monitoring devices for bearings is of high importance.

A bearing is an interesting measurement point, not only for analysis of the health
of the bearing but also for use as a sensor to control machines and processes. Several
entities used for machine control can be measured in a bearing, e.g., rotating speed,
temperature and load. Other entities that can be of interest for monitoring machine and
bearing health are, e.g., vibrations, oil/grease contaminants (particles, water, oxidation,
etc.) [1] and steel fatigue [2].

In this work, we present a concept on how strain in a bearing can be used to power
an embedded system. By doing so, several of the above presented properties can also be
measured using the harvester.

2 Theory

A rolling element bearing consists of two rings with rolling elements in between, as
shown in figure 1. The rolling elements enable low friction rotation between the rings
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with constrained movement in the other directions.

As a bearing is loaded, the rolling elements in the loaded zone are pressed in between
the rings, deforming the rolling elements and rings to cause strain in the mechanical
parts. The bearing should be dimensioned such that the force acting on the rollers and
rings never causes plastic deformation in the mechanical parts. Hence, if the force is
removed, the mechanical parts assume their original shape. Several other factors have to
be taken into account when dimensioning a bearing for an application, as explained in
[3], to address fatigue, lubricants, contaminants, etc.

The strain in the rings is concentrated in the loaded zone; however, due to axial
preload, strain can be observed all around the bearing, as shown in figure 1. Assuming
that the outer ring is fixed, when the inner ring rotates, so do the rollers, which generates
a strain waveform in the rings. Figure 1 shows this phenomena as a sinusoidal ripple in
the loaded zone. The frequency at which the strain wave will excite a certain point in
the loaded zone on the outer ring is [4]

BPFO =
nfr
2

(
1− d

D
cosφ

)
, (1)

where BPFO is the ball pass frequency, outer race, n is the number of rolling elements,
fr is the rotating frequency of the shaft (inner ring), d is the diameter of a rolling element,
D is the diameter of the center for the rolling elements and φ is the contact angle.

d

D

A–A

Fr

A

φ Fa

Figure 1: Tapered rolling element bearing. The left image shows a bearing loaded with
a radial force Fr and the resulting forces on the bottom of the bearing. Note how the
force extends all around the bearing due to preload. To the right is a cross section of the
bearing depicting the contact angle φ, an axial force Fa and its counteracting force on
the outer ring.
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2.1 Piezoelectricity

Piezoelectric materials generate a charge when exposed to mechanical stress. Reverse
conditions also apply; charging a piezoelectric material will result in internal mechanical
stress (a change in dimensions). The effect is dependent on the crystalline poling direction
in relation to the stress components T shown in figure 2.
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Figure 2: To the left, definition of axes for a piezoelectric element relative to polarization.
To the right, example of a rectangular piezoelectric material.

Linear piezoelectricity is described by the coupled equations (2) and (3) [5].

Tij = cEijklSkl − ekijEk, (2)

Di = eiklSkl + εSikEk, (3)

where cE is the elastic compliance constant at constant E-field, S is the strain component,
e is the piezoelectric constant, and ε is the relative permittivity of the piezoelectric
material. The subscripts i, j, k and l are tensor notations and take values of 1, 2 and
3. The first subscript number refers to the affected vector and the second to the applied
vector; e.g., e31 is the piezoelectric constant for direction 3 (z) when applying stress
along a vector orthogonal to z, direction 1 or 2. For a more detailed description, see the
standard [5].

Advanced electrical models have been presented that emphasize electromechanical
coupling, e.g., [6, 7, 8]. However, since the excitation frequency in the presented envi-
ronment is orders of magnitude lower than the resonance frequency of the piezoelectric
transducer and the coupling between the electrical and mechanical system can be con-
sidered weak, a simpler model can be used. The simplified model consists of a current
source in parallel with a capacitor, as shown in figure 3, which is derived in this section.

Using Kirchhoff’s law to express i(t) in figure 3 yields

i(t) = ip(t)− C0

dv(t)

dt
, (4)

which can be derived from equation (2) and (3) as shown below.
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Figure 3: Equivalent circuit of a piezoelectric element for frequencies below resonance.

Henceforth, we assume that the piezoelectric material is rectangular, as shown in
figure 2, with the dimensions x0, y0 and z0. Electrodes are applied on the top and
bottom of the piezoelectric material, and the voltage across the electrodes v(t) can be
expressed as

v(t) = −E3z0, (5)

where E3 is the E-field in the z direction.
Using Gauss’ law, one can obtain the current output from the piezoelectric material

i(t),

i(t) =
d

dt

(∫
A

D · ndA
)
, (6)

where D is the electrical displacement vector, n is the unit normal and the integra-
tion is preformed over an area A (x0y0). If only strain is applied in two directions, x
and y, because the electrodes are perpendicular to the polarization vector (3), the only
contribution from the inner product of the integrand is from D3.

D3 = e31(S1 + S2) + εS33E3, (7)

where D3 is the electrical displacement field in the polarization direction (z), S1 and S2

are the strain in the x and y directions, respectively, and εS33 is the permittivity.
Applying equations (5) and (7) to equation (6) yields

i(t) = e31x0y0

(
dS1(t)

dt
+

dS2(t)

dt

)
− εS33x0y0

z0

dv(t)

dt
. (8)

Equation (8) shows that the current output i(t) depends on two components, the change
in strain in the material in the x and y directions and the voltage derivative in the
piezoelectric material. The first can be used to derive the current source ip(t) in (4), and
the latter describes the capacitance C0 as follows:

ip(t) = e31x0y0

(
dS1(t)

dt
+

dS2(t)

dt

)
, (9)
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C0 =
εS33x0y0

z0
. (10)

By studying equation (8), one can conclude that the current output increases if the
piezoelectric material is larger in the x and y directions. With the assumption that the
voltage derivative is zero, e.g., when diodes are conducting during a rectifying process,
a thicker piezoelectric material will not increase the current output. However, a thicker
piezoelectric material can yield a higher voltage due to the lower capacitance, and less
energy is spent on charging and discharging. Hence, thicker materials have the possibility
to produce higher power output.

2.2 Energy harvesting

As previously explained in section 2, the strain generated from the load will deform the
outer ring, similar to how a tire bulges when pressing against the road. The bulge on
the outer ring is concentrated in close proximity to the roller; therefore, the piezoelectric
material has to be attached firmly to the point that will experience the greatest strain
fluctuations. If the piezoelectric material is larger than the strain-affected area, extra
capacitance is added, and less energy can be extracted. Therefore, the size of the patches
must be scaled to accommodate the affecting strain.

Figure 4: Red rectangles showing the piezoelectric material on the outer ring of a rolling
element bearing.

In comparison to piezoelectric vibration harvesters, a strain-based harvester on a
bearing does not have to account for mechanical damping due to electrical output. Ex-
tracting electrical power from a vibration energy harvester will dampen the displacement
amplitude of a vibration harvester, and a power maximum is found when the electrical
damping is equal to the mechanical damping [9]. This is not the case for strain-based
energy harvesting. The less the effect that the piezoelectric material can exert on the me-
chanical system, the weaker the coupling between the mechanical and electrical systems.
As an example, the mechanical force acting on the presented simulation (89 kN) is several
orders of magnitude greater than the force a piezoelectric patch can exert. Therefore,
the calculations performed related to the simulation results are only one-way coupled.
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3 Results

To show how energy harvesting from a bearing can be implemented, we simulated an
equivalent load scenario for wheel axle bearings on an empty cargo train wagon traveling
at 70 km/h. The bearing was exposed to a radial force of 76 kN and an axial force of
47 kN to accommodate sufficient preloading. Simulations were performed by the SKF
simulation tool BEAST.

The von Mises stress on the surface edge of the outer ring can be observed in figure 5.
Close to the contact between the rollers and the raceway, an elevated stress can be
observed halfway in on the surface. Tapered bearings, as the one simulated, are installed
with a preload, meaning that an axial force ensures that all rollers are in contact with the
raceways to avoid sliding wear. Hence, stress can be observed around the entire bearing.

Figure 5: von Mises stress on the surface of the outer ring on a tapered bearing 0.3 s into
the simulation, the same surface as where piezoelectric patches are attached in figure 4.

As described in section 2.2, the maximum power output depends on the size of the
piezoelectric patch. Figure 6 shows the stress integral for varying piezoelectric patch
sizes. For the investigated bearing, the maximum output for one patch is found when
the patch is half as wide as the roller spacing and when almost the whole height of the
ring side is covered by piezoelectric material. Figure 6 also highlights that a patch that
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is 1/3 as wide as the roller spacing will generate 88% power output compared to the
previous 1/2 width patch.
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Figure 6: Maximum power output dependent on size, normalized to the ring side height
and roller spacing.

At a point on the surface, the stresses in the XX (radial) and YY (circumference)
directions change over time. The XX strain and YY strain are out of phase, as shown
in figure 7, indicating that an piezoelectric patch attached on the specific point will be
elongated in one direction and compressed in the other. Therefore, some of the current
generated in the piezoelectric material cancels out if the system operates in the 3-1 mode
when the electrodes are perpendicular to the strain vectors.

Figures 8 and 9 show the current and voltage output from a PIC255 piezoelectric
patch that is 10x10x0.2 mm with properties from [10]. The current and voltage ripple in
the beginning of the simulation is due to the short time-steps and low conversion. Toward
the end of the simulation, the current and voltage amplitudes drop significantly, which
is likely due to the settling time of the rollers until all rollers around the bearing have
arranged themselves such that they will minimize the forces on the cage. One can observe
in figure 5 that in the snapshot taken from the simulation, the stress concentrations are
not evenly spaced; the initial distance between the rollers and stress concentration at
0.3 s into the simulation differ around the bearing. This is because the rollers are not
constrained to a certain position throughout the simulation. For the simulated bearing,
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Figure 7: Strain in a outer ring of a tapered bearing at a certain point over time.

the 10x10 mm patch covers almost the whole radial length of the surface and one third
of the roller spacing.
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Figure 8: Current output, ip(t), from a 10x10 mm PIC255 piezoelectric patch on a tapered
bearing.

The lower current and voltage amplitudes after the rollers have settled are assumed
to yield a power output of 18 μW into a passive resistor. This result is for an empty
cargo train wagon traveling at 70 km/h.
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Figure 9: Voltage output, v(t), from a 10x10x0.2 mm PIC255 piezoelectric patch on a
tapered bearing.

4 Analysis

Throughout the analysis, the lowest current and voltage amplitudes after the simulation
converged are used to calculate the power output.

An interesting feature is that the voltage amplitude generated will be constant and
independent of speed if no internal/external resistance and no change in load are consid-
ered. If the load is assumed to be constant, the factor that controls the voltage amplitude
is the thickness of the piezoelectric patch. It enables the amount of piezoelectric material
needed to generate the desired voltage to be scaled, which is linearly dependent on the
thickness. However, the current generated is linearly dependent on the speed. Therefore,
a linear dependency between the power output and the rotation speed is created. The
relation of power output with speed and thickness, for the simulated example, can be
seen in figure 10.

The voltage amplitude generated by one patch in the presented simulation is in a
good range for energy harvesting. No boosting is required, and a simple rectifier suffices
to power an embedded system.

4.1 Improvements

This work shows the basis of how energy harvesting from strain in rolling element bearings
can be performed, and improvements based on the presented results are listed below.

More patches

To increase the power output, several patches can be applied to the side of the bearing,
as shown in figure 11. If the patches are spaced with the same arc angle as the rolling
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Figure 10: Power output linearly dependent on the patch thickness and train speed.

elements, the patches can be connected in series or parallel, increasing the voltage or
current output, respectively. The simulated bearing fits 63 of the simulated patches
around the bearing. The patches in the loaded zone generate more power than in other
places. However, due to preloading, it is beneficial to apply patches all around the
bearing. In sum, the simulated power output from 63 patches generates 0.85 mW at 70
km/h into a passive resistor.

There is also the possibility to overlap patches to add more piezoelectric material in
the loaded zone.

Figure 11: Red rectangles showing piezoelectric material on the outer ring of a rolling
element bearing.
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Size

More power can be extracted with several narrower patches than with one larger patch.
Figure 6 shows that one 1/2 roller spacing wide patch will generate 1.0 normalized power
output, and two of the same patches will fit between two rollers, yielding a total of
2.0 power output. However, one patch with a width of 1/3 the roller spacing generates
0.88 in normalized power output, and three of the same patches will generate a total of
2.64 power output. Therefore, three patches with a width of 1/3 the roller spacing will
generate 32% more power than two 1/2 roller spacing width patches.

Polarization direction

As shown in figure 7, the strain rates in the XX and YY directions are in opposite di-
rections, which is not favorable for the simulated example. However, this can be used to
the advantage of the harvester since e31 and e33 have opposite signs. Layering the piezo-
electric transducer and directing the polarization either in the radial or circumference
direction will add to the current generated since the strains are out of phase. Prefer-
ably, the direction is chosen so that the greatest strain rate matches the direction of the
greatest piezoelectric constant.

Active electronics

Active rectifying technology instead of a regular rectifying bridge can be used to extract
more charge from the piezoelectric material. Researchers have published different circuits
to extract more energy from piezoelectric vibration harvesters [11, 12, 13]; however,
the gain is minimal for vibration harvesters. For vibration harvesters, the same power
output can be achieved with more piezoelectric material, and it is still the damping that
determines the maximum power output from a vibration harvesting system. However,
since strain-based harvesting from a bearing can be considered a weakly coupled system,
more power gains can be expected from active energy harvesting techniques.

Therefore, active energy harvesting circuits are greatly beneficial for bearing strain
harvesters and can reduce the required piezoelectric material. One drawback of such
a system is that it generates vibrations during each inversion phase that may interfere
with the monitoring system; interleaving the systems solves this issue. Guyomar et al.
describe weakly coupled systems and a theoretical power output for vibration harvesters
[14], which shows a theoretical power increase of 900%. It has been noted by Shu et al.
[15] that Guyomar et al. did not account for the phase shift between force and velocity;
therefore, the power output will be lower for the harvesters.

However, in the present example, in strain harvesting from a bearing, the force and
velocity are in phase, and the system can be considered to be weakly coupled. Therefore,
Guyomar’s et al. analysis is, to the authors’ knowledge, the closest analysis of the
presented harvesting system, even though the analysis is for vibration harvesters. The
power output gains could be even greater.
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4.2 Sensing

Each roller passes a piezoelectric patch and strains the outer ring, so voltage is observed
across the piezoelectric patch, creating an AC signal dependent on the ball pass frequency.
The frequency of the shaft can be calculated using equation (1). Hence, a piezoelectric
patch can be used to sense the shaft speed. With one piezoelectric patch, the bearing
load in one direction can be sensed by measuring the open voltage or the current/power
output.

If two or more patches are used that are not synchronized in strain, the rotational di-
rection can be monitored. More than two patches also allows for load vectoring, meaning
that the direction of the load can be monitored.

Monitoring the waveform from one patch also has the possibility to detect if the time
intervals between rollers differ and could be used to detect cage failure.

5 Conclusions

The results clearly show that harvesting energy from a bearing by utilizing its strain is a
viable option. Not only is power generated, but important sensing features are enabled
at the same time. The lack of moving parts and materials that can withstand high
temperatures make the presented solution robust.
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